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FROM THE
MOOR
Letters of interest to readers
appear in this section. Send
your comments to the editor
giving full name and address.
Unsigned letters are ignored.

Dear Editor:
I have enjoyed reading SQUARE DANCING for the past 18 years and the articles Take
A Good Look, Style Lab, and Quarterly
Movements have helped me considerably. I
have a complete decade, January 1970
through December 1979, all in excellent
condition, that I will gladly send to someone
willing to pay postage.
Leonard Tremayne
24900 Santa Clara St., #23
Hayward, California 94544
Dear Editor:
After the doctors found a tumor on the larynx and one vocal cord, they prescribed
treatments with the possibility of avoiding
surgery. Some initial tests already taken reveal my lungs are clear and we are hoping and
praying for the best. We have been extremely
concerned about all our round dance com-

(ISSN 0037-2889)

mitments. Our dear friends, Richard and
Susan Perry and Bill and Mary Spurgers are
helping out with some of our clubs, classes and
bookings. We are thankful for so many
thoughtful and supportive friends and hope
that the sponsors of activities which we had to
cancel will understand why. We shall certainly remain as active as possible in this wonderful activity that has given us so many happy
years of fun and dancing pleasure and produced a host of warm, loving and caring people whom we proudly call our friends.
Corky (and Paulette) Pell
San Antonio, Texas
All of us are with you 100%.
Editor
Dear Editor:
In reply to your February article on Frequency Dancing, it is my observation, formed
over 20 years of square dancing, that people
are persuaded to get into square dancing because they expect it to be recreation and a
fun-filled activity. When they get to the point
where they are required to make work out of it
in order to remain active, they become disillusioned and drop out. It is my opinion that
the trend to make square dancing too complicated is the result of callers doing their job for
their own satisfaction rather than for the enjoyment of the dancers. The critical factor to
correct the situation is getting the callers to
cooperate and to get a true conception of what
Please see LETTERS, page 55
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DOES
MORE
FOR
YOU
You get the power and facilities to take charge
of just about any dance situation. Newcomb
gives you the biggest array of easy-to-use
lighted controls in portable audio equipment. On Model T-100, for example, you get
Newcomb's ingenious automatic voice
override—with three music level settings,
plus a trigger-level adjustment. Cr you can
override music manually—with pushbuttons
on the console or with a Newcomb remote
accessory on your mike. You're given a
performance-rescuing anti-feedback control,
and an intelligibility enhancing presence
control. Low- and high-frequency filters and
loudness compensation on the phono circuit

NEWCOMB REPRODUCERS
give you control over the
sound pattern you lay down
Choose exactly the type
speakers you need from the
many models offered. The
column speakers shown here
with system T-100-2482 project
sound in a wide flat beam for
more "reach", fewer reflections.
Whatever you do, use the new
Newcomb reproducers with
your Newcomb player-amplifier. They team together to
multiply the effectiveness of
the separate components. The
T-100 has 4 speaker jacks.

gets the most out of your records. All of
these are in addition to the smooth-working,
extended-response, separate treble, bass,
and volume controls on each channel. The
tempo control on the 4-pole 4-speed motor
speeds up rpm's by 10% or slows them way
on down by 25%. The precision-balanced
ball bearing tone arm with jewel pivots
plays at any angle, tracks at 31/2 grams to
preserve your records, carries an exclusive
Newcomb ultra-low-distortion high-compliance broad-band cartridge. Newcomb
sound quality has no rival. Newcomb makes
you sound your professional best, gives
your audience a wonderful time. Plug-in circuit boards permit prompt, speedy service.
Write for a free T Series Catalog and
Newcomb's helpful "Notes on Sound..."

Hear your own program with
your self-powered NEWCOMB
M-30 MONITOR. It has the
innovative Newcomb Prevue
feature which lets you listen to
a record or cue it without the
sound going out over the main
reproducers. Separate bass,
treble, and volume controls
a jack for an external speaker.

NEWrnMR Allnin PRnDlir -rq ro, now. sn3
P.O. Box 4476
12881 Bradley Avenue, Sylmar, California 91342

Meet Our Advertisers
Thank you for patronizing our advertisers and for mentioning
that you read it in SQUARE DANCING magazine_ This index is
offered as a service to our readers and we assume no responsibility for errors or omissions although we try to avoid both.
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single issue of SQUARE DANCING? Most magazines (second class ma-

terial) are not forwarded by the post office and are thrown away. If you'll let us know sixty (60) days before
you move, well have time to re-direct your subscription. Just paste on your old label and fill in the form
below. Were sorry, but increased costs of the magazines and postage will not allow us to replace bock copies
that have gone astray due to unnotified address changes.

To change or correct your address
Attach the label from your latest copy here and
show your new address to the right—include
your zip code. Cut out on the dotted line and
send both to us. Thank ou!

Name
Address
City

State

Zip

ry mar et ekte

Come Visit Our* Booth
at the National in Seattle
Drop by our mini-display (booth space 48) and say Howdy. Sign
our guest book and possibly win one of many door prizes. We
might even have a special gift for everyone who pays us a visit.
We'll be looking for you.

. . . an/

tr
ittotMlthiz

,/twIatizar ,Altanai

If you have attended a Sets in Order-Sponsored Asilomar Vacation
Institute in the past 32 years, you'll enjoy the special Reunion Trail-end
Dance being sponsored by members of the Washington State Alumni.
It will be held in the Seattle area, Wednesday evening, June 24 — the
eve of the 30th National. If you are going to be at the Convention then
plan to join your friends in this fun evening and dance to some of the fine
Washington State callers and cuers. For location and information, send
a stamped, self-addressed envelope to Bill and Pat Walker, 120 South
183rd, Seattle, Washington 98148. We'll see you there.

* The Sets in Order AMERICAN SQUARE DANCE SOCIETY
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have mentioned
gremlins in last month's issue for they
certainly have been showing up a great
ea recently. Gremlins, if you recall, were
those all-too-real, although fictional characters that popped up during World War II and
were blamed for a myriad of things that went
wrong, from problems with military equipment to the complexities of everyday civilian
life. A gremlin was simply a handy buffer for
anything that went awry.
Occasionally some of you may pick up a
copy of the magazine noting, to your displeasure, that one portion of the magazine appears
ERHAPS WE SHOULD

twice while one portion is missing completely.
This is caused by a gremlin in the bindery of
the printing plant. As a rule an issue of the
magazine is printed in three 32 page signatures or segments. Logically, one complete
magazine is made up of one, each, of the three
segments. Sometimes, goodness knows why,
two of the number two sections may be included, omitting the third section entirely.
Frequently we don't know this has happened
until you write and tell us that the gremlins
have been at work.
Here, recently, a rare breed of gremlin has
been playing havoc with dances in the Workshop section, pulling out a line or two or leaving off a starting formation. The result being
several instances of bollixed choreography.
Computers have introduced us to a completely new family of gremlins. When we
turned to computers to handle our circulation,
we lost quite a few of you, particularly if you
were a junior or carried a moniker like James
Henry, III. The computer, which arranges
things in last name categories instead of placing John Smith, jr. under the S's, insisted
upon placing him under J's (for Junior). The
problem was not completely ironed out for
several months. It took us even longer to find

GREMLIN IN THE STYLE LAB — Although our picture shooting sessions sometimes result in as many as 400
different photos, we seldom lose any shots. We did run into a bit of a sticky wicket recently. We were shooting a
series depicting a ladies chain. Everything went well until the final shots of the courtesy turn. Without warning a flock
(or bevy or troop) of swallows flew in front of the camera lens just enough to destroy the series (below right),
something that we didn't discover until the pictures were developed.
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Steve Cromwell II. He finally showed up
under the l's.
Computers now do our typesetting. You
can see from the following description that a
gremlin in the computer had fun with the
singing call, Deal ire' With the Devil. We wonder if we had run the dance just as it came back
from the typesetter, if any callers might have
tried to dance it just that way?
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well head up to Santa

Barbara for another shooting session with
Bruce and Mary Johnson and a group of their
square dancers who volunteer to pose for our
upcoming Style Lab, Discovery and other
dance action photos.
Jim Spence, who is our production man and
pastes up the magazine for the printer each
month, is himself no slouch at photography.
Recently Jim joined its in Santa Barbara for an
all-day shooting session and came up with
some behind-the-scenes shots which will give

you a better idea of the operation.
Our Style Lab photographer, Ron Kelley,
sets up his camera some 25 feet or so above the
terrazzo surfaced area where the dancers go
through the routines (1).
At the dancers' level are Bruce Johnson and
your editor (2). Once everyone is gathered
(about 8:00 AM) the first set is rehearsed and,
working from a script, the dancing models go
through the sequence (3). Photographer Kelley shoots by the numbers so that after the
pattern has been run through four or five
times, each frame of the movement has been
captured on film.
As an example, triple scoot back is carefully
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set up (4) and then, thanks to the height of the
camera, the sequence is captured for its later
1.1)pearance in the magazine (5).
Sometimes we'll try an experimental
movement that the (lancers may not have encountered previously. Rather than taking the
time to actually teach the movement to the
(lancers in the normal way, they are "set" into
position, for each sequence and, simulating
action of feet and hands, the series is shot to
give the appearance of the dance actually in
action.
This is frequently true when setting up contras. While Bruce's Santa Barbara dancers
(lance some contras, we occasionally include
routines they have not vet been introduced to.
For these, we set the (lancers into contra
lines, then, working within the lines ourselves
(6), maneuver the dancers step-by-step
through the pattern so the finished frame (7)
looks as though the models had been doing
contras all their lives.
-
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Our shooting schedules, which usually
carry into mid-afternoon, have one or two
short breaks for coffee and doughnuts and
then all of us go out together for lunch at a
nearby restaurant. This is a good time to once
again thank each one of the dancers who help
with those photographic sessions and to give a
special nod of appreciation to B ri ice and Mary
Johnson and to photographer, lion Kelley.
Our eventual goal is to be able to shoot all of
these series in full color for easy identification
of the dancers. Until this goal is reached,
however, we are working on an identification
system using black and white photography.

Legacy Q t test:tonna-Ire
RESULTS
of Legacy's long-standing commitment to function as a listening post for the
activity, last summer it distributed questionnaires in 36 states. The basic purpose of the
questionnaire was to determine dancer attitudes on certain things. Additionally, Legacy
was looking for some useful information about
how people get started in square dancing.
About 4,000 questionnaires were sent to
Legacy members for distribution to clubs in
their area. An amazing 2,077 were returned!
That total includes some questionnaires reproduced locally when there was more
demand for questionnaires than were mailed.
The surprising return rate of more than 50%
said one thing very succinctly: The dancers
want a voice in their activity. Another fact that
substantiated that conclusion was the
50,000-plus words written on the back of the
questionnaires by the dancers, elaborating on
their attitudes and desires for the activity. The
mass of data was compiled by computer and
the information distributed to Legacy trustees
for dissemination throughout the 36 states
represented.
The informational part of the questionnaire
concerned what attracted
' each dancer to
square dance lessons. Here s how the national
average came out (the percentage figures add
up to more than 100% because some checked
more than one category):
Recommendation of
66.2%
friend of family
Saw people
20.6%
square dance
12.5%
Saw an add or flyer
Tried square dancing
12.3%
at a party
Took square dance
lessons in school
6.11%
2.26%
Saw it on TV
S PART
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In the attitude part of the questionnaire,
each dancer was asked to rate 14 different
aspects of the activity on a scale of +5 to —5.
The average response for any opinion was
+2.43. Here are the topics that rated above
the average:
4.51
Pleasure of dancing
Doing things
4.21
with friends

New acquaintances
Exercise
Learning new things
Getting out
Cost
The challenge

3.91
3.8
3.19
2.92
2.79
2.51

In addition to examining area differences,
the data was sorted by years of experience to
see if there was much difference in current
attitudes between experienced and newer
dancers. There was no decisive difference or
trend, which speaks well of the new dancers'
acceptance of and into the activity. It was
interesting to note that 39 of the respondents
were dancing because their spouse insisted.
Some of the "other likes" were travel,
weekends, conventions and no alcohol. The
most often mentioned "other dislikes" were
too many calls, cliques and rough dancers.
Personal Comments
It was impossible to summarize the written
comments objectively. They covered virtually
every aspect of the activity. One small group
of people who read and discussed the comments agreed that the most frequent complaint was that present dancing consisted of
too much work and not enough fun.
Square dance organizations and leaders
may obtain copies of the report by writing to
Legacy, 1812 Pelton Ave., Bellevue, NE
68005.
SQUARE DANCING, May, '81

The Square Dance
Hall of Fame
proudly salutes

Ralph and Eve
Maxhimer
men and women whose influences go far beyond the
boundaries of their own community, whose guidance and enthusiasm for the
activity encouraged others to become accomplished leaders. Ralph and Eve
were two such individuals. Ralph's leadership background with the Los Angeles Parks
and Recreation Department during the 1940's included square dancing and Ralph
became one of California's pioneer square dance callers and teachers. By the end of
World War II, the Maxhimers had been swept up in the rush to square dance and they
quickly assumed a leadership role in the Los Angeles area. In 1947, the Maxhimers
studied under the late Dr. Lloyd "Pappy" Shaw at one of his summer institutes in
Colorado Springs. Returning to California, Ralph found a growing need for caller
leadership development and became one of the first caller/coaches in the Western
United States.
The Maxhimers helped to form the Associated Square Dancers, one of California's
first square dancer associations and it was Ralph and Eve's Levis and Laces, a youthful
exhibition group that captured the hearts of many dancers and non-dancers and helped
to set guidelines for smooth and comfortable dancing throughout the country. During
the 1950's and 1960's while conducting strong home club programs, they also traveled
to many cities throughout the United States and Canada putting on clinics and
becoming a driving force for this growing recreation.
Always a firm proponent of the concept that rounds and squares belong together, the
Maxhimers sensed a need for strong leadership in the field of round dancing and by the
mid-1950's they found more and more of their time concentrated in this direction.
Authors of many fine round dances, they served as round dance leaders at a number of
outstanding vacation institutes. In the early 1970's, Ralph suffered the first of a number
of strokes which put him out of the active dance picture. Today, he and Eve live near
the ocean in Newport Beach, California. Their son, erry, and daughter, Javerne, and a
number of grandchildren acid to their pleasures in life.
The Maxhimers indeed left their indelible imprint on the activity and it is with great
pride that we honor them as members of the Square Dance Hall of Fame. Their oil
portrait created by noted artist, Gene Anthony, now hangs in The Sets in Order
American Square Dance Society's home office in Los Angeles, along with the portraits
of other round and square dance leaders from all parts of the square dance world.
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Where did today's
calls originate
and When?
Les

S

by Les Gotcher, Zephyrhills, Florida

was reminded of the
time when some Mainstream dancers
visited our dance and workshop group. These
dancers told me that they had gone to a dance
where the caller had called Load the Boat.
They had never danced it before so they fell
flat on their faces. The caller came to them
after the tip and asked if they had not had Load
the Boat and, of course, they told him that
they had not. He remarked to them that this
was practically a new thing that had been sent
out by Callerlab and that they should get into a
Plus I and Pitts II workshop which is what our
group is.
EVERAL NIGHTS AGO I

A Look at Load the Boat
I remembered that we had used Load the
Boat years and years ago so I started some
research, going through my old material first.
Sure enough, I found it. It had been sent to
me way back around 1960 and it was written
by Holman Hudspeth, Detroit, Michigan. I
would like to also remind the readers that this
same Holman Hudspeth of Detroit, Michigan, was the creator of Spin the Top which
came out in the late 50's. Here are the exact
words that Holman sent me when he originated the movement.
Load the Boat is strictly a gimmick, two
couples doing one thing while the other two
couples are doing something else. Here is the
way it works. Heads lead right and circle to a
line. Now the ends of the line will walk forward and pass thru and will continue on
around until the same two people meet at the
other end of the line, there they will do a slide
thru. While the ends are doing this, the center
four in the line will slide thru, then do a partner trade, then pass thru. When the call is
completed, or when the figure is completed,
each person will be looking at their original
12

partner, or at the person they started the figure with.*
Here are several examples:
Heads to the right and circle four
Head gents break to a line of four
Go forward eight and come on back
Load the boat and watch it Jack
Keep on turning, don't look back
When you're there you star thru
Then cross trail across from you
Look for the corner, left allemande
Here we go right and left grand
Every other girl in every other hand
Head two ladies chain to the right
The new head ladies chain on across
Two and four do a right and left thru
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Go forward eight and come on back
Load the boat and watch it Jack
Keep on a gain' and watch it man
Allemande left with your left hand
Here we go right and left grand
Every other girl in every other hand

Here are a couple of others that Holman
sent me. I especially liked his wording.
Promenade now and don't slow down
Keep on walkin' those girls around
Now one and three will wheel around
Load the boat — now don't be late
Boat's gotta' leave at a quarter to eight
Double swing thru across from you
*Les reminds us that this can all be done if we refer to the
old logic that the person on the right (of a couple) always
does the lady's part while the one on the left always does
the man's. More recent descriptions, based on the all
position dancing concept (APD) say that the "outsides,"
upon meeting the third person, will pass by that dancer
and turn a quarter to face in. The "insiders," as they
start, will pass thru and then quarter out.
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Do it twice and when you're thru
You square thru across from you
Count up to four and when you do
A right to mother — pull her thru
Here comes corner, left allemande
And here we go right and left grand
Promenade now and don't slow down
Heads backtrack — load the boat
Fell in the river and I couldn't float
But I got out by loading the boat
Now square thru three quarters 'round
Arkie allemande — then an arkie grand
Keep on a goin' and when you're thru
You meet your partner and star thru
Those facin' out, separate, round one
Into the middle and right and left thru
With a full turn to the outside two
Allemande left with your left hand

Another innovator of square dance figures
back in the late 50's was a very good caller by
the name of Clarence Watson, Blue Springs,
Missouri. He did many figures, some are
standard basics today. One of the better ones
is Curlique. One thing I especially liked is the
way Clarence explained his figure. Here is his
explanation for Curlique:
Curlique is a movement executed by a man
and a woman from a face-to-face position. ,
They touch right hands at shoulder height.
The man walks around one quarter (90 0) and
the woman makes a three quarter left face turn
under the man's right arm, and they finish in a
palm star, right shoulder to right shoulder
facing in opposite directions.

Clarence wrote another one that worked
very smoothly back in those days and it will
likely be renewed one of these days. This one
he called Shoot the Moon.
More from the Past
I continued going through my old books,
noticing the names of the originators of new
things in the 50's. I noted that Holman
Hudspeth also wrote a basic for that time. This
one he called Square Out — Square In. I
remembered using it and I remembered that
it was very good too. So I continued to reminisce. I found that another originator of many
figures was Mac Parker of Arlington, Virginia.
Mac originated such things as Spin Thru, also
Criss-Cross Swing and Dixie Wave. I also
found a couple of oldies by Lee Kopman.
These were Cross and Turn and Cross trail —
U Turn In. So, I am continuing through my
old material and I am sure that I am going to
find that most of the things ,that we are using
today are things that were from the old days,
or the Dark Ages as some of the callers like to
refer to them.
One old basic I would like to see revived is
Dixie Chain. I am at a loss to know why it was
ever dropped. I have noticed that the callers
in this area teach Dixie Chain just before they
teach Dixie Style. It was, and is, good. I mean
Dixie Chain. If they have to teach it to be able
to teach Dixie Style then why not teach it and
keep it in our original basic list? That's just my
own idea, of course, but I'11 keep pushing for
Dixie Chain because it fits in.

EXPERIMENTAL NOTES
Compiled by Ray Rose

GOOD SHOW: From parallel waves: Ends walk and dodge, centers couple up. Results in
parallel two-faced lines. (The centers section is the same as a regular couple, working in their
half of the set.)
Box 1 -4 wave — Good Show, crossover circulate, turn and deal, star

thru, ferris wheel, square thru three quarters left allemande.

BUCKLE AND ANY
From parallel waves/lines: Ends Buckle (i.e. outfacing ends do a
cross fold, infacing ends do a circulate and fold). The centers take the Anything command.
Swing thru, boys run, Buckle and walk and dodge, touch
Box 1 4
one quarter, boys trade, boys run, bend the line, star thru, pass to the
center, square thru three quarters, left allemande
-

—
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DISCOVERY

DEPARTMENT
FOR ALL
SQUARE
DANCERS

Dear Dancer (Newcomer and Veteran),
This month we address ourselves to the
subject of hands and the part they play in our
dancing. Hands are a dancer's prime tool in
supporting and guiding. They can offer courteous assistance or an awkward interference,
depending on what use we make of them.
Have you noticed, when dancing in a circle
(mans palms .up, lady's palms down) that in
the action of ladies roll atvay with a half
sashay, the gentleman instinctively has two
points of contact for the lady who is rolling
from his right side to his left? His right hand
offers security as the lady begins her left face
roll. And here, please note, the man does not
take the initiative but allows his right hand to
be a support — the lady will do the turning
herself. Then, as the lady's roll continues, she
places her right hand palm down in the man's
left to finish off the motion of the roll away.
This is a smooth movement as long as the
man allows the lady to do the work. If he
impatiently pulls the lady across, the rhythm
of the movement is broken and the figure
becomes uncomfortable.
In a twirl to a promenade, the man's left
hand again serves as a point of security. The
lady, using that hand as she might a subway
strap for support, turns herself. The man
merely offers the support, a firm but gentle
guidance.
Passive resistance is a term that describes
many turning movements taking place between two individuals. In the case of an allemande left, the two individuals turning by a
left arm each input a certain amount of regulated pressure, just enough to let the other
person know that he's not working with a dead
fish.
An allemande left like any arm turn
depends upon two dancers working equally
around a central pivot point. Rough and uncomfortable dancing results when one or the
other of two dancers stands in place, allowing
the partner to do all the work. Any turn, including a courtesy turn where the dancers are
14

not working equally around each other, frequently becomes a pushing and yanking contest.
Note that there are correct ways to do all
the turn-under movements. Box the gnat, star
thru, curlique, California twirl and others
have distinctive style patterns which, if followed correctly, provide comfortable dancing
for both individuals involved.
Standardization is one key to comf6rtable
dancing and if all dancers practice the style
that has been endorsed by members of
Callerlab (The International Association of
Callers) they will discover that there are good
reasons for each of the styling suggestions.
In Alamo style and ocean wave figures, the
pattern is designed so that callers may call for a
balance forward and back before moving into
the next pattern. This is one of the reasons that
the hands up position is called for. With hands
held down loosely, the balance has no control
point. In a wave or alternating circle (Alamo
style), when using forearm grips a ‘balance
pulls at the shoulders and is uncomfortable.
With hands up, palm-to-palm, and with
dancers offset as they would be in a wave, the
balance forward and back utilizes the arms as
springs and is comfortable. Hands touching
rather than gripped allow for an easy release
when dancers are doing a swing thru and,
when following a swing thru, (for example) are
told to run right.
Hands should never be used to jerk or
yank. They serve as direction indicators, as
guides and supports. In a promenade, a man's
hands (palms up) need not grip the hands of
the ladies. The ladies simply place their hands
palms down on the men's and the men, if they
wish to offer any indication of direction at all,
do it simply by a light pressure of the thumb
on the back of the lady's hand.
Hands are important in square dancing and
the smooth dancer is one who has discovered
how his or her hands may be helpful in making
the motions of the dance more comfortable for
the others with whom he dances.
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The SINGLE
C-m"

oquare ivancei
From Our Readers
might like to hear from a fill-mer "single" square dancer. I originally
started dancing in 1972 with my husband and
grew to love the activity and learned .to be a
part of all aspects of it. The year after our
graduation, I was a class "Angel" and quickly
learned the man's part. In our club, many
ladies can do the man's part and very well. It is
a means of survival as the club ratio is about
four women to each man. It took a long time to
be accepted by other clubs. Now whenever
we go to festivals or special dances, quite frequently a whole square of ladies accompany
the other couples from our club. We check
with the club we are visiting to be sure they
will accept them. They always dance in a
square by themselves. Three years ago I
started round dance cueing. At that time I was
again single and that's when my present husband and I started dating. We were married
last July and are able to stay in our singles'
club. We both love the activity and do all we
can to support its activities. Our club has well
over 100 members; we dance every Wednesday and host lots of married couples regularly.
Our women have learned to share the few
men we have and they have a ball wherever
they go. I know we still face many problems
with singles' clubs, particularly in the ratio.
Women must let men know they want to
dance and not be a wallflower. They must also
get involved in the workings of a club. Besides
women doing the man's part, another solution
we have come up with is to offer three tips
each evening as ladies' choice where they get
to ask any man to dance with them.
THOUGHT YOU

_

— Claire Wilson, Voorheesvile, New York
**.(
`
A square dancing problem came up the
other night and if it happened to me, I am
confident it has happened to others. Being a
single man, it is a bit tough asking a lady to join
a square with me. Like all single men, I try to
SQUARE DANCING, May, '81

do the right thing. I asked a friendly, little lady
if she would like to dance and she accepted
promptly. When we were almost in the
square, her partner grabbed her other arm
and with much gusto pulled her away. It was
most embarrassing. Is there a ruling for singles?
Bill H ouse, Sedona, Arizona
—

***
Open Letter to Paul Hartman — I hope the
article in the recent issue of the Montgomery
Sentinel by you was a misquote. You were
credited as saying that persons should attend
square dances only as couples, unless attending a singles' club. . . . There is no reason that
in a social activity, such as square dancing,
married, betrothed, going-steady and otherwise associated couples should not associate at
the same event with individuals who are not
specifically attached to anyone else. . . . A
real square dance is an event that everyone
should be able to go to. Fathers and mothers
should be able to bring sons and daughters,
and when there . . . should socialize with
others. A good old tradition that by far predates your own introduction into the activity is
that couples danced the first and last sets with
their wives but, in between, they exchanged
dances. . . . I attend square dances as a solo
(my wife does not choose to indulge in this
activity with me) but I am not looking for any
association beyond that of each evening. I find
hospitality most places. . . . It seems to me
that we should do exactly the same at informal
dances as we do at a formal dance, i.e. have a
dance program card. One of the first things
done at a formal dance is to get the cards filled.
Ladies would consider it an honor to have
their card filled with many different partners.
Of course there would never be enough
dances for everyone to dance once with everyone else, but men could apologize to those
ladies whom they have not asked. And of
Please see SINGLES, page 77
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SQUARE
DANCEMANSHIP
The Late Dan and
Madeline Allen
Revisited
Square dancing is ahcays fun, but it is more
fun when the other people in the square are
what I consider Smooth Dancers. By that I
don't mean just "not rough.' I mean that they
do a lot of little things that make the whole
square flow more smoothly.
paragraph in one of many
1 meaningful articles written by the late
Madeline Allen during the.1950's for Square
Dance – Where?, a square dance publication
in Northern California. Madeline and Dan
were two of our favorite people. They were
honorary members of one of our home clubs
(500 miles from their home) and veteran attendees (without ever missing a session) of
Asilomar Vacation Institutes.
The Aliens were synonymous with everything that was good about square dancing.
They personified the true square dance spirit.
They were active home-club people, taking
their turn at club responsibilities and putting
club dancing first, before all other forms of the
activity.
Madeline, with Dan's help, put into words
what many square dancers felt. She sensed
the topics that were on the minds of many and
found just the right way of expressing her
concerns or approval on the direction the activity was taking.
The people who square danced were very
important to Dan and Madeline and they had
hundreds of friends scattered across the
square dance world. A high point for us was to
sit clown with the two of them, twice a year at
our Asilornar Institutes, and talk for a couple
ofhours on the square dance topics of the day .
Perhaps by quoting from a few of
Madeline's articles, you can experience a taste
of some of the Allen philosophy.

rr HIS IS THE FIRST

_
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• (From ReallyLearning to Square Dance) I
have a word of,encouragement for beginners
(anti I mean "temporary beginners"and not
perpetual beginners ), when it seems as if
there were no end to what has to l)( learned.
Square dancing is not like folk dancing, where
You have to learn new dances all the time, for
ever and ever. Square (lancing is much more
like riding a bicycle — suddenly there comes a
time when you have learned how and from
then on you are a square dancer — you can
coast. Once you have really learned the trick,
even if you stop for a Nvhile, you will never
entirely forget, and anything new they think
up will come easily to you. The big thing is to
keep at it until you reach that point where you
can dance without stopping to consider every
movement. Then you're set for life.
• (On Smooth Dancing) A smooth dancer always knows who his corner is — not only what
color she is wearing, but who she is — and
greets her with enthusiasm in an allemande
left, or when they meet again after a star figure. Next to his own partner, she is his closest
friend in the square, and he lets her know it.
• (On Setting up Squares) Let me say right at
the beginning, I'm opposed to it. . . . I consider the democratic quality of square dancing
one of its greatest charms, and I dislike any
form of picking and choosing the people with
whom one will consent to dance. And no matter what the advocates of setting squares
say, all squares are not set up for
for the soles
purpose of dancing with friends s— plenty of
them are set up for the purpose of not dancing
with anyone who might prove unworthy of
associating with experts. If you can only enjoy
SQUARE DANCING, May, 81

yourself at a square dance when the others in
the square are at least as good as you are, you
have my sympathy, because you are missing
the point.

• (Square Dancing Away from Howe) There is
one good reason for trying to find dances away
from home, aside from just wanting- to dance,
that you may not have considered. No matter
how insignificant a member of your own Club
you may be, the further away from home you
get the more important you become. If you
want to see why, just remember the last time
your caller announced that you had visitors
present, from Cleveland, or New Orleans, or
some other distant place. Weren't you thrilled? And wasn't it fun to dance with them, and
notice any little differences in the way they
twirled, and get their impressions of your
Club? It will be the same with you — if you
come from a distance, you will find yourself an
honored guest, and a Celebrity!

SPECIAL OFFER
The articles that appeared in Square
Where? were reprinted at differDance
ent times in three different volumes. To the
best of our knowledge, today only a few
copies are still in existence. Through a
stroke of luck, George and Lambert Knox
of San Francisco, friends of the Aliens,
managed to save a number of these books
and offered them to us as a means of (1)
introducing the Aliens to today's square
dancers and (2) serving as an inducement to
new subscribers to SQUARE DANCING
magazine. As long as the supply lasts, we
will mail one copy (our choice of volume)
free of charge to anyone sending in a new
One or two year subscription to this publication. This offe.r is good only as long as the
supply lasts. When sending in a subscription along with $8.00 ($15 for two years) be
sure to include your request for one copy of
"Square Dancemanship." We'll see that a
copy be mailed to you pronto. NOTE:
Other premium offers void on this "special." However, new subscribers will, of
course, have their opportunity to order
Premium records once their subscription
has been processed.
—

• (Please Mr. Caller) We talk a lot about
udgment" when we are discussing callers,
and to me, "judgment means simply being
able to tell what a given bunch of people can
do, or can attempt to do .with pleasure. (I
won't mention the word "fun," because that
has come to be a synonym for laziness in dancing.) Judgment also means the good sense, if
you are a guest caller, to resist the temptation
to show the regular caller how fancy you can
get, at the expense of the dancers. And it
involves knowing your own limitations as a
caller, and staying within them.

it seems, and how many ways there are of
joining hands. This "palm up" business was
stressed a few years ago in connection with the
Courtesy Turn . . . if you do a Courtesy Turn
correctly, as a courtesy, then do it in the most
graceful way you know, which is with the
lady's hand lying lightly on the man's.

• (Your Styling is Showing) Styling is made up
of the small things, actually non-essentials,
that made you a pleasanter person to dance
with. Good styling eliminates jerks and
bumps, makes people meet smoothly and pass
easily, and minimizes black-and-blue spots.
The fact that it also looks better is merely
coincidental.
Take the rule, for instance, that a gent's
palm is held up, and a lady's down, when they
take hands. If you think about it, you can see
how much fumbling it saves every time you
form a circle. But just try to dance a simple
mixer sometime with a bunch of beginners,
who have not vet been taught that one bit of
styling, and you'll be amazed at how awkward

• (On Serving Square Dancing) A contribution to square dancing that anyone can make is
to dress colorfully, and I mean that literally.
Bright, strong colors on both men and women
do wonders for raising the spirits of a dance.
Things have changed in the last few years, and
we no longer try to look like Early American
Pioneers or Hillbillies, or Cowboys. Those
small prints that were supposed to make
women look like refugees from a covered
wagon always looked plain grey at a distance,
and all those hmcy embroidered wool shirts,
while decorative, had to be dry-cleaned. The
next stage for women, the miles of organdy
ruffles that had to be ironed for every dance, is
Please see ALLENS, page 78
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1981 Area Publications Directory
ommumcKnoNs is the name of the game
the link between square dancers and their
activity, square dancing. Where to dance,
what to dance, how to dance, who is calling,
are documented in the various square dance
publications. A square dance magazine truly
puts a person in touch with the past, present
and future of his hobby.
Many area publications change their addresses and editors annually so it is not possible to guarantee the accuracy of the following
list. Those marked with an * indicate that at
present we do not receive copies of that publication. Publications which are not received by
us or which have not let us know they.are
currently in operation have been deleted from
the 1981 Publications Directory. We will appreciate knowing of any changes, additions or
deletions. Please send a card to this magazine,
in care of Publications Directory.

Publications Covering Wide

Geographical Distribution
American Square Dance, Stan & Cathie Burdick, Box 488, Huron, OH 44839
National Squares, Howard Thornton, 2936
Bella Vista, Midwest City, OK 73110
Overseas Dancers Newsletter, Ted & Sonja
Anthony, 5869 E. Cale' Dr., Englewood,
CO 80111
National S/D Campers Assn. Times (see Wisconsin)
New England Caller (see Massachusetts)
Northern Junket (see New Hampshire)
The Round Dancer (see Pennsylvania)

and, of course, this publication
Square Dancing, Bob Osgood, 462 No.
Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90048

Alabama

Arkansas

ASARDA NEWS—James
Seagraves, 8913 Seaton Dr
Huntsville 35802

ARKANSAS SQUARE GRIT
Nadine Higgins, 6708 Westover
Drive, Little Rock 72207

BSDA TIPS—Berenice Turner
1220 Graymount Ave.
Birmingham 35208
MASDA NEWSLETTER
P.O. Box 7132
Montgomery 36107
*SQUARE TALK
Elaine Hastings, 4808 Easy St.
Mobile 36619
TEL-STAR NEWSLETTER
Max & Millie Rosenthal
3318 Hastings Rd. SW
Huntsville 35802

Alaska
ALASKA FEDERATION NEWS
Dub Bartels, P.O. Box 1856
Fairbanks 99707

Arizona
FOLLOW THE SUN—Dick Kenyon
8401 N. 67th Ave. #156
Glendale 85302
SQUARE NOTES
Shirley McCammond
351 Hillcrest PI.
Tucson 85704

MODERN SQUARE
Bonnie & Dennis Walker
Rt. 1, Box 100, Higden 72067

California

LOCAL SQUARE
Kenn Reid, P.O. Box 28338
San Diego 92128
OPEN SQUARES
Louis Rumbaugh, Box 368
Lynwood 90262
PALOSTAR—La Verne &
Pete Peters, 313 Beaumont Dr.
Vista 92083

CALIFORNIA CONTRA
Leif Hetland, 8221 Crager Lane
Anaheim 92804

PROMPTER, The—Chuck &
Honey Wolfson, P.O. Box 310
Coyote 95013

CALIFORNIA SQUARE DANCER
THE BLUE BOOK
Bobbie Myrick, P.O. Box 123
Alhambra 91802

*SHASTA CASCADE
Natalie Schuler, 1740 Shady Lane
Anderson 96007

CENTRAL COAST S/D
CHATTER—LaVerne Schneider
1356 Marsh St.
San Luis Obispo 93401

*SQUARECASTER, The—Ira &
Judy Wilde, P.O. Box 254853
Sacramento 95825

*CROSSTOWN RAG, The
Andrea Fuller, 1405 Kahler Ct.
San Jose 95132

SQUARE DANCE NEWS
Audrey Oburn, 1106 Audrey Ave.
Campbell 95008

CUE SHEET
Helen Smithwick, 976 Garnet Ave.
San Diego 92109

SQUARE DANCE—WHERE?
Terry & Cricket Mosier
P.O. Box 3248, Hayward 94540

LET'S DANCE—June Horn
6200 Alhambra Way
Martinez 94553

SQUARE 'EM UP—Everett Adams
9158 Rundelay Way
Sacramento 95826

PANHANDLE PRESS
*TEEN S/D NEWS
Charles Naddeo, 12050 Clota Place Marty Lackey, 5 Caswell Circle
Mary Esther 32569
El Monte 91732
*USDA NEWS—Mrs. Helen Draper
2400 Christmas Tree Lane
Bakersfield 93306

SQUARE DANCE BULLETIN
Danny Robinson, 1910 Conifer Ct.
Winter Park 32792

Colorado

WEST COAST DANCER—Hugh &
Jean Fultz, 4780 Cove Circle N.
Apt. 101, St. Petersburg 33708

COLORADO STATE S/D NEWS
Ray & Verna Newman, P.O. Box 177
WHO. WHAT, WHERE, WHEN
Niwot 80544
George Oglesby, P.O. Box 592433
AMF, Miami 33159
DENVER AREA COUNCIL
BULLETIN—Claude & Polly
Potter, 1447 S. Wolff St.
Denver 80219
DIXIE CRIER—Price Terry
NE COLORADO S/D COUNCIL
1531 Coolwater Ct. Decatur 30033
BULLETIN—Betty Ledford
520 Deuel St., Fort Morgan 80701
FLOP EARED MULE
Sheila Popwell, Box 478
SAN LUIS VALLEY NEWS
Hampton 30228
Patricia Swartz. P.O. Box 2014
Del Norte 81132
FOOTNOTES—Sam &
Charlotte Elkins, 3277 Chase Rd
SQUARE WAY NEWS
Chamblee 30341
Tom Kline, 301 No. 23rd St.
Colorado Springs 80904
*IDA, INC.—George Bob
2244 W. Lyle Rd.
College Park 30337

Georgia

Connecticut

NEATS CALENDAR
Russ Moorhouse, P.O. Box 437
Warehouse Point 06088

Delaware
PEN-DEL FED-FAX
Roger & Marian Owings
1511 Lakewood Dr.
Wilmington 19803

District
of Columbia
(See Md. and Va. listings)
CALLS 'N.CUES
Don Hawkins, 5512 Vernon Way
Camp Springs 20023

Idaho
*IDA FED TATTLER
Larry Staack, 3201 N. 39th St.
Boise 83703

Illinois
CROSSING TRAILS—Duanne &
Donna Rodgers, 304 Springfield
Park Forest 60466

*HAPPY TRACKS
Jim Prior, 6960 S. 143rd East
Derby 67037
TRAVEL ON—Larry &
Delia Marcellus, 801 Haid Ct.
Manhattan 66502

Kentucky
SQUARES & ROUNDS KSDA
Roger Griffith, 1258 Gail Dr.
Jefferson. IN 47130
VIEWS CALLS & CUES
Bob & Mary Lee Stroup
600 Teakwood Dr.. Lexington 40502

Louisiana
HOEDOWN HOTLINE
Richard Matthews. 13642 Dwyer Blvd.
New Orleans 70129
*N.W. LA. ASSN. NEWSLETTER
Kay White, 2511 Melrose Ave.
Bossier City 71111

Maine
THE SQUARE READER
Ralph Grover, Box 32, River Road
Monroe 04951

Maryland
(See Va. & D.C. listings)
CUES AND TIPS
Edythe Middleton
2320 Old Frederick Rd.
Cantonsville 21228

Indiana

NATIONAL ASSN. OF
MOUNTAIN DANCERS
NEWSLETTER—Dennis Abe
Box 283, College Park 20740

GRAPEVINE—Sally Murphy
4131 Brown Rd.
Indianapolis 46226

ZIP CODER—B.J. Fiegel
Box 1725, Wheaton 20902

*MIKE & MONITOR
P.O. Box 4002
DGSC Trailer Park #14
Richmond, Va. 23297

IDA NEWS—Bud &
Phyllis Tucker, 829 Westmore Dr.
Indianapolis 46224

Florida

*SQUARE 'EM UP TIMES
Jack & Phyllis Ilerendeen
RR 2, Avilla 46710

BOW AND STRING
George Deschambeau
54 E. Main St., Apopka 32703

Kansas

Iowa

Massachusetts
NEW ENGLAND SQUARE
DANCE CALLER
Charlie Baldwin, Box NC
Norwell 02061
NEFFA NEWS
309 Washington St.
Wellesley Hills 02181

*CUE CARD. The
5023 Fairfax East, Lakeland 33803

IOWA S & R/D NEWS
Jim DeAngelo, 1822 Evergreen
Des Moines 50320

*GRAPEVINE (NEFSDA)
NEWSLETTER—Jim Wright
102 Magnolia
Neptune Beach 32233

*SQUARE DANCE CALLER, The
Evelyn Mangels, 5135 Marquette St. QTR-TRN--Russ Tremblay
Box 949, So. Carver 02366
Davenport 52806

NSSARDA—Hartley & Martha
Bailey, 26 Wilders Grove Rd.
Newton „Id , N.H.03859

WMSARDA S/D Calendar
Richard Wylie, 94 Mountainview St.
GRAPEVINE—Gerald Larsen
Chicopee 01020
2325 Alderson Ave., Billings 59102

Montana

PROMENADER—Russ &
Doris Jenkins, 254 Rumson Rd.
Rochester 14616

Michigan

Nebraska

BATTLE CREEK S & Fi/D
Harold Sharp, 471 Morse St.
Coldwater 49036

ROUNDUP NEWSLETTER

PROMENADER—Frank & Fran
De Yong, 1661 Old Country Rd.,
Site 277. Riverhead 11901

Mary Stingley, 7541 Holdrege
Lincoln 68505

LANSING FED NEWSLETTER
Lloyd Catey, Rt. #2
3462 Doane Hwy.
Grand Ledge 48837

SQUARE DANCER REPORTER
Lii Bausch, 2120 Jaynes St
Fremont 68025

MICHIGAN SQUARE DANCE
NEWS—Frank Capon, P.O. Box
5065, Dearborn 48128

Nevada

.

North Carolina
PROMENADE OF NEWS &
VIEWS—Ruth Jewell
2725 Rothgeb Drive
Raleigh 27609

SQUARE DANCER—Ev Campbell
P.O. Box 14701
Las Vegas 89114

SQUARE DANCE TIPS
Ken Rollins, P.O. Box 2482
Shelby 28150

New Hampshire

ROUNDUP, The—Blaine Stroble
Rt. 1-1097 Lester Rd.
Reading 49274

North Dakota

NORTHERN JUNKET
Ralph Page, 117 Washington St.
Keene 03431

*PRAIRIE SQUARES
Dan Rasmussen, 2922 S. 12th St.
Fargo 58102

SW MICHIGAN NEWSLETTER
Bob Barnes, 14950 So. 24th St.
Vicksburg 49097

New Jersey

PROMENADE—Lee & Velda
Swift, 9930 Crabb
Temperance 48182

SQUARE 'EM UP—Russ Gilbert
Traverse City 49684
WESTERN MICH. ASSN.
NEWSLETTER—Don &
Ellen Tubergen, 921 Mills
Muskegon 49445

MSDA NEWSLETTER—Ed &
Jean York, Box 8, Daleville 39326

Missouri
*FED FACTS—Jack Bolinger
Rt. 1, Box 251
Blue Springs 64015
NEWSLETTER—Fred Hackman
a7aQ
/

*PENN JERSEY S & R/D NEWS
Emma & Chil Zaleski
404 Princeton Ave.
Cherry Hill 08002

CUES AND TIPS—Paul DeBald
1287 Lancelot Rd.
Columbus 43227
LINKED SQUARES—Gery Hopp
2701 Maitland Ave.
Cuyahoga Falls 44223

NEWS NOTES—Vern Gibbs
Box 26331, Albuquerque 87125

Mississippi

1-/ "

BUCKEYE POLL—Frank &
Phyl Lenhert, 2844 So. 109th St.
Toledo 43611

AMERICAN DANCE CIRCLE, The
Judy Campbell, P.O. Box 336
Albuquerque 87103

ROUNDUP, The
Jerry & Marilyn Dahlberg
8501 Hopewood Lane
New Hope 55427

.

GRAND SQUARE—Doc Tirrell
3 Churchill Road, Cresskill 07626

New Mexico

Minnesota

I

Ohio
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SHOW ME DOINS', The
Susan Bair, P.O. Box 1143
Ava 65608
SQUARES & CIRCLES
Jim Vinyard, 887 Gustav Ave.
St. Louis 63147

New York

SQUARE HI-LITES
Keith Zimmerman
5594 N. Drake Ave.
Piqua 45356

CIRCULATOR, The-4000 West Rd. SQUARE NOTES—Dick Freking
4296 Runningfawn Dr.
Cortland 13045
Cincinnati 45239
COORDINATOR, The—Dick &
TIP TOPICS— Lefa Yoch
Shirley Whyman, Box 27
1555 W. Pleasant Valley Rd.
Prattsburg 14873
Parma 44134
/
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SOCIETY NEWS—Bertha Hatvary
505 Eighth Ave., Rm. 2500
New York 10018

Oklahoma

FLADA FLYER—Dave & Dorothy
Borchard, 316 Hedstrom Dr.
Eggertsviiie 14226

OKLAHOMA STATE CALLERS/
TEACHERS ASSN.
NEWSLETTER—Wendell Siewert
2045 Wind Mill Lane, Enid 73701

HUDSON VALLEY DANCER
WHAT'S DOING?—George Barbre Marie & Stan Shipman
Rt. 6, Box 41 Doniphan 63935
R.D. 2, Box 281, Middletown 10940
,

MIAMI VALLEY DANCE NEWS
Betty French, 5207 Weddington Dr.
Dayton 45426

SASHAY—Jim & Opal
Johannes, 1201 Devonshire Ct.
Edmond 73034

Oregon
OREGON FEDERATION NEWS
Ann Lauderdale, P.O. Box 21111
Eugene 97402

DIXIE R/D COUNCIL
NEWSLETTER—Charles Capon
1025 Highland, Memphis 38122

Virginia

(See Md. & D.C. listings)
DANCER—Bob & Doris Bietz
HAPPY TRACKS—Clara Richardson 3607 Lafayette Blvd.
Norfolk 23513
P.O. Box 175, Brentwood 37027

Pennsylvania

TENNESSEE SQUARE
DANCER— Dolores Leever
*AVSDF News—George &
Nancy Cunningham, 6 So. Elk Ave. 110 Wilson, Clinton 37716
Kane 16735

*PSARDA CALLER
Sylvia Walker, 805 Terrace Drive
Newport News 23601

*BUCKS-TRENTON DIST.
NEWS—Frank Serraville
47 Henry Ave., Feasterville 19047

BULLETIN BOARD—Kappie
Kappenman, P.O. Box 24106
Seattle 98124

(";ALL-Ei\IDAR, The—Ed C3arr
4725 Millstream Dr.
Murrysville 15668
COORDINATOR. The
George & Olive Wilcox
28 New Rd., Doylestown 18901
MID-ATLANTIC B 'N' B
INT. NEWSLETTER
L. Richard Woodyatt
P.O. Box 742
Bethlehem 18016

Texas
ALAMO AREA ASSN.
NEWSLETTER—Sal &
Lany Sanchez, 218 Goodhue
San Antonio 78218

Washington
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Penn Fix. 517 W. Riverside Ave.
Spokane 99201

AROUND THE CAPITAL
SQUARE—Mickey West
413 Ave. F, Austin 78751

FOOTNOTES—Lee Eason
P.O. Box 176, Olympia 98507

CALENDAR OF S&R DANCES
Myrtle Moen, 11023 Maple Rock
Humble 77338

SWING YOUR PARTNERWHERE?-5524 176th St. S.W.
Lynnwood 98036

FOOTNOTES—Charles &
Ann Loyd, 2949 Hickory St.
Abilene 79601

West Virginia

PASARD NEWS—Rudy &
Marlene Valente, 2123 Chalfont St. PROMENADE—Fred Placek, Jr.
Pittsburgh 15221
6641 Mona Lisa
Ft. Worth 76148
ROUND DANCER—Alma Bassett
124 VI. Pine St., P.O. Box 130A
SQUARE UP—Tom Starkey
Boalsburg 16827
1117 So. First, Harlingen 78550

LOWDOWN-ON-HOEDOWN
Erwin Lawson, 902 Alynwood Cicle
Charleston 25314

Wisconsin
HERE TIS—Elmer Elias &
Bill Wilton, Box 943
Waukesha 53187

SQUARE & ROUNDS
Cliff & Dot Kehrle
1045 N. West End Blvd.
Quakertown 18951

SWASDS NEWSLETTER
Bruce Van Cleave, 9624 Daugherty
El Paso 794925

*HOEDOWN NEWS
Lyle Leatherman, 715 Seventh St.
Menasha 54952

South Carolina

TEXAS ROUND DANCERS
NEWS—Al Albertson
838 Horseshoe Trail
Universal City 78148

NSDCA TIMES—Harold Silver
P.O. Box 224, Little Chute 54140

*CAROLINA CALLER—Carroll &
Virginia Frick, Rt. 3, Rox 100
Chapin 29036
*PIEDMONT ROUNDUP
Belinda Hinson, Rt. 8, Box 514
Browning Dr., Greer 29651

South Dakota
*HOOLEYANN WHIRL
Edith Steenberg, 17 3rd St. S.E.
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some words on
ADVANCED DA NCING
hi' Bill naris, Sunnyvale, California

jobs for callers these
days is programming to accommodate a
wide spread in dancer capability at a given
dance. This poses problems at all levels —
particularly in situations where 10 or more
squares are present. Because programming
problems are manifest primarily with larger
groups, programming has only recently become an issue in Advanced dances as significantly larger crowds are participating in the
Advanced levels.
One of the differences between Advanced
dancing and Mainstream dancing is the percentage of success aimed for at any given
dance. To the extent that it can be done, the
aware caller probably strives to keep 90%
dancing at a Mainstream dance. He does not
aspire to 100% success in those situations
where there is a wide spread in dancer capability because to do so would be unfair to the
better 50%. This assumes, of course, that the
caller is
within the advertised level in
terms of
of the calls used. The 10% dropout that
occurs will be due to the nature ofhis choreography and to the inexperience of the weaker
dancers.
At the Advanced level the percentage that
the caller strives for is usually lower. He
might, typically, strive for 70% rather than
90%. This is generally acceptable in the Advanced and Challenge arena because the
dancer at this level is usually looking for greater challenge than the dancer at the Mainstream level. The newer dancer coming into
this situation flay become discouraged if he is
not aware of the intent of the caller and/or
sponsor of the dance. In the final analysis, the
sponsor of the group (who may or may not be
the caller) establishes (or should establish) the
desired success-ratio at a given dance.
A competent caller could certainly keep
most Advanced or Challenge groups dancing
100% of the time and still use all the calls in
the vocabulary of the group. However, in
doing so he would probably fail to satisfy the
basic requirements of the majority of the
group. (This obviously does not apply to small
NE OF THE TOUGHEST

groups of dancers with very nearly equal capability.) Now, this concept of successpercentage must be interpreted appropriately
for the situation at hand. Clearly, if the dance
is a workshop and the objective is to teach a
new call or concept, then 100% success in that
specific environment should be the goal; that
is, if the caller is teaching something, it is his
responsibility to be sure that everyone gets
the necessary walk-through from all positions
that will be used in that session.
One often hears the comment "This dance
is a fun level" — implying that at some level
dances are not fun. Perhaps a better way to
look at this factor is in terms of the success
objective of the caller/sponsor for that dance.
Thus, if by "fun level" the sponsor meant that
every effort would be made to keep 100% of
the people dancing, then the weaker dancer
would have a higher probability of having fun
at that dance than the strong dancer would.
For stronger dancers (at any level) the stated
objective of keeping 100% dancing might well
mean a dance that was going to be so easy as to
be very little fun; hence, they might opt not to
go. On the other hand, a dance with an objective of 70% might be no fun for the weakest
dancer. For example, if an enthusiastic nondancer fresh from a one-night stand at which
lie easily grasped the material went to a 20week beginner-level dance, .he would undoubtedly not have as much hm as he did at
the one-night stand — even though the caller
was trying for 100%. Dancers frequently ask
"Can we handle such-and-such dance? Do we
know all the things that particular caller will
do?" The answer is always: As long as the
caller is reasonably competent, the level of‘ the
dance does not depend on him so much as it
does on the other dancers attending the
dance. If you are in the weakest group, you
may not succeed even 50% of the time at a
70% dance. If a dancer knows that he is as
strong as about 50% of the dancers likely to be
going to the dance, he should expect to get
through about 70% of the material — or whatPlease see ADVANCED, page 80

NATIONAL SQUARE DANCE CONVENTION®
JUNE 25, 26, 27 1981
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON
CONVENTION ADDRESS: P.O. Box 898, Lynnwood, WA 98036

who are coming to Seattle by annual state festivals to the weekend just prior
1..1 auto, RV, camper or trailer, here are some to the National Convention.
of the Trail-In and Trail-End dances for you to June 18-20, Oregon Square and Round Dance
Festival, Salem; Information P.O. Box 12822,
consider:
Salem, OR 97309
Sunday, June 21
Memorial Auditorium, Orland, CA, 8:00- June 19-21, Lake Side Fun in '81, Coeur
11:00 P M , Harry Greer and Chappie d'Alene, ID; Information 1524 Lunceford
Lane, Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814.
Chapman
Education Seminars
Monday, June 22
A number of seminars (a meeting for the
Square Dance Center, Lobo, NIT, 8:0011:00 PM, Al Horn and Rennie Main; Infor- giving and the discussing of information) are
planned on a number of interesting topics.
mation (406) 549-4771
Ray's Barn, Billings, MT, Art Frith; lam- Plan to attend one or more of these: Organization Roundtable — A place to freely exchange
ination 2325 Alderson, Billings 59102
Square Dance Center, Josephine County ideas and viewpoints On many issues of the
Fairgrounds, Grants Pass, OR, 8:00-11:00 dance world.
PM, Jerry Bradley and guest callers; Informa- Educators Forum — A course of instruction
for Teaching Modern Western Square Danction (503) 772-9035
Shuffler Shanty, Metaline & Irving, Ken- ing. Central Washington University will connewick, WA, 8:00-11:00 PM, Cary Shoemake firm college credit to attendees.
Dance Publications — Two-hour sessions
Tuesday, June 23rd
Western Square Dance Center, Spokane, both Friday and Saturday.
WA, 8:00-11:00 PM, Spokane Callers League; Round Dance — Daily sessions, moderated
by Roundalab personages.
Information (509) 466-0384
Clark County Square Dance Center, 10713 Insurance — Requirements and programs for
NE 117th Ave. , Vancouver, WA, 8:00-11:30 Both square dance organizations and individPM, Area and visiting callers; Information uals.
Leadership, Washington Style — A mini(206) 695-1892
Shufflers Shanty, 717 No. Irving, Ken- seminar patterned after the successful annual
newick, WA, Wade Driver; Infbrmation (509) Washington Leadership Seminar now in its
thirteenth year.
946-7039
Gladstone School, 25th and Gladstone, Callers — Two daily sessions, moderated by
Vancouver, British Columbia Panel of Callers; Callerlab appointed personages.
Contra — Daily two-hour sessions.
Information (604) 922-7797
Details as to locations and times will be
Shuffler Shanty, Metaline & Irving, Kenlisted in the Convention Program Book.
newick, WA, Wade Driver
Exhibition Groups
Wednesday, June 24th
One of the spectacular and at the same time
For Sets in Order Asilomar Alumni,
Seattle, Area callers; Information (206) 244- relaxing times of a Convention is when the
Exhibition groups perform, while viewing
8533
Seattle Center Complex, 3 separate dancers rest. Both the Arena and the Colidances, Mainstream plus Quarterly Selec- seum will have scheduled exhibitions on all
tions with Red Boot Recording Artists; Plus I three afternoons. Both facilities have comfortwith Chaparral, Roadrunner and Coyote Re- able seating, designed so that the audience
cording Artists; Plus II with Rhythm Records can look down on the performances. Additional exhibitions will be spotlighted in variRecording Artists
In addition, if you are looking for places to °Ilk dance halls at different times during the
dance on your way to Washington, both Idaho Convention. Host state groups not scheduled
and Oregon have changed the dates of their
Please see CONVENTION, page 82
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TAKE A GO
LO
JOE

MOTIVATE —
A REPLAY
BY REQUEST

B ARB AR k

JOE: In the last few months we've been
getting a number of letters, requests to clarify
something we may have written or to discuss
some movement that has been giving some
dancer a bit of trouble.
BARBARA: We've also had requests to repeat material that has appeared in this column
in the past. Up to now we've shied away from
doing this but now we've had our third request fiw one particular movement, so Joe and
I decided to make an exception. Emoline
Medley of Parma, Ohio, has asked us to lend a
hand with Motivate, a movement that many of
us may have forgotten but one that proves a
very important point — dancers need to know
how to do a movement from more than just
one setup.
JOE: Now this can be interpreted in several ways. For example, a two couple movement if only taught to us from two facing couples setup as a start, leaves us unprepared
when we are given the call from an ocean wave
or from any different setup. More trouble also
results when a portion of the dancers are using
one traffic pattern while the rest use an entirely different one. In this latter instance, the
problem arises when dancers can do only one
part of the entire movement and would be lost
if their roles were changed.
BARBARA: This is where Motivate comes
in. Joe and I have another point which we
hope callers will consider and which we'll
explain later on, but first let's look at the diagrams.
JOE: Note first that were not using the
usual squares for the men and the circles for
the ladies. Instead, to make our point the
hollow squares will start as "outsiders" and the
gray (shaded) squares will start as "insiders.
24

a feature for dancers

first
Give vourself a designation of
and follow yourself through the pattern.
BARBARA: Starting from two parallel
ocean waves (A), the description of Motivate
goes like this: Those on the ends circulate (B)
once and a half. Simultaneously, centers circulate one position (C) and at this point turn,
by the left three-quarters (D) to end in a line of
six alternately facing dancers, with two of the
outsiders" waiting patiently at the heads (E).
JOE: At this point two of our "outsiders"
join the two in the center of the line of six and
make a four-hand, right band star. The remaining two pairs make two-hand right hand
stars. All three stars turn one-half (F).
BARBARA: Now, as the stars have completed their turns we have that ocean wave of
six across the center once again and our two
lone "outsiders" are at the heads (G). We have
just one more small step to go. Those who can
will turn by the left three quarters (H), while,
the other four move up to form the ends of
new parallel ocean waves (I).
JOE: Now go back over the diagrams, and
following the text, take each of the numbers in
turn and "dance" each of the eight positions.
BARBARA: Note as you go along that if you
are on the end of the wave to start you will
circulate once and a half, whereas if you are in
the center to start, you will circulate one position and then turn three-quarters. Check the
spots where \
are in a two-hand star while
the others are in a four-hand star. Note also
that Motivate starts and ends in parallel ocean
waves.
JOE: Once you understand the whole
movement and dance it through several times
from various positions, it will all begin to fit
together and flow nicely.
.
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BARBARA: I agree that this is one of those
comphcated movements that should be workshopped. Most often, when something of this
nature is sprung on unsuspecting dancers at a
club or open dance, chaos results. It can also

frustrate dancers and certainly calls for more
than one quickie walkthru.
JOE: We hope this helped von, Emoline.
Possibly others of you have figures you'd like
rehashed. Please let us know.
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by Ed Butenhof

are fun to do and add variety
to a program because they're just a little
different and, therefore, memorable. One
such that I've heard called Tunnel Through is
contained in "Eight Yards of Calico" (Hunt
and Underwood, 1952). Here's how it's called:
C ()ME SQUARES

FORWARD SIX AND MAKE AN ARCH
First couple bow and swing
Down the middle and split the ring

THE BRIDGE
Heads promenade half
Same two right and left thru
(16 counts)

Head ladies chain
Chain them back and make a bridge
After second chain, continue courtesy turn
until ladies can join right hands in the center
for a wide spread two-face line. Hands are
high makinc three arches across the set. (16
counts)

Repeat for couples two. three and four with
breaks as desired.

Twos thru the center
Fours thru the sides and
Swing on the other side
Twos go thru the middle arch
Fours separate and go thru the nearest outside arch. Twos and fours swing partner on
the opposite side
Fours thru the center
Twos thru the sides
Everybody swing
All promenade full around (16 counts)
Repeat. of course. for sides, heads, sides, but
also surprise them by calling "young ones, old
ones" or "good looking ones, others" or "sexiest ones, the rest", etc., and watch them
scramble -- silly, but lots of fun for all.

Another dance with a somewhat unusual
formation is one I stole (umm researched)
somewhere. I call it:

Neither of these dances needs to be
phrased precisely. Their charm lies in the
semi-frantic fun, not in their precision. A good
old fiddle-based hoedown is fine fbr music.

(about 16 counts)

Lady go east and gent go west
Pass the one that you love best
Circle three with the couple you meet
Man with No. 2, Lady with No. four

Break that ring and form two lines
Ones nearest home position (16 counts)

Forward up six and back you march
Forward again and form an arch
Both hands just touching opposite (16 counts)

Lonesome couple tunnel thru and swing
(16 counts)

Tunnel back and everybody swing (16 counts)
All promenade full around (16 counts)

THIS WAS TO HAVE BEEN THE RECORD ISSUE
We were planning this magazine last Fall, and

at that time imagined an earth-

shattering lead story on the unique Square Dance Record industry, but the story
simply never materialized. In short, it appears to be business as usual. A few more
labels have been added — some have disappeared. Costs continue to rise, but retail
prices remain in the $3 to $3.50 per 7" disc range. Some excellent new callers have
been featured in recent months and the number of releases remains about the same
over the last half year — this month we review 21 records and the current release sheet
(page 68) lists an additional 4 2. We plan a "special" record issue if and when the scene
changes. That's the report for the moment, such as it is.
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ONE GROUP'S CODE OF ETHICS
which has
chapters in several cities has written a
code of ethics for its members. They use the
letters in the club name as a starting point.
There is much food for thought in what they
include.
B is for beauty of dance. (We should always
represent dancing at its very best, remembering how beautiful and graceful our dancing can
be if we are smooth, have good posture and
styling. We should keep in mind the importance of always being considerate of others
while we are dancing and not force our ways
upon them.)
S is for socialibility. (We should always, in
every way, conduct ourselves as ladies and
gentlemen and should dance for fun and not
come to a dance to talk religion, politics or
racial problems. We should be thoughtful of
others by not drinking before or during a
dance and make sure we are always well
groomed.)
H is for hospitality. (We should always
make a special effort to extend ourselves to our
new members and make them feel included.
We should make every effort to greet and
welcome any visitors to our dances and introduce ourselves at least once during an evening.)
A is for attitude. (We should always be
thoughtful of all other dancers in our square
and practice tolerance and understanding if
someone makes a mistake. We should respect
our callers and round dance teachers and give
them our undivided attention, especially
when giving instruction.)
R is for respect. (We should always be
proud of our dress attire, dancing ability,
courtesy toward others, personal grooming
and overall reputation of what our club stands
HE B-SHARP SQUARE DANCE CLUB
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for. We should always have respect for Our
fellowman by never taking idle time to gossip
about others or find fault with one another.)
P is for politeness. (We should not, unless
ill, walk out of a square for any reason whatsoever. We should, in setting up squares, never
be discourteous by asking a couple to leave or
make someone feel unwelcome.)

BADGE OF THE MONTH

The Paris Pairs have a lot to say with
their badge — both in the design and the
words. To begin with Paris, Tennessee,
boasts it has the lagest fish fry in the world
which takes place the end of April each
year. It was during this time that the Paris
Pairs graduated their first class and therefore decided to include fish on the badge.
They further confirm that each member is
"hooked on square dancing."
In a slightly less obvious vein, the club
invites everyone to note the uniqueness of
the name which uses exactly the same
letters in both Paris and Pairs.
Formed in 1978, this is an enthusiastic
group!
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The WALKTHRU
Some of the Haylofters'
Thank You" awards.
-

Demonstrating
One Club's
Appreciation
California,
have been an active square dance club for
many years. As with most clubs, the members
take turns holding various club offices on a
six-months basis. These positions include
President, Vice President, Secretary, Treasurer, Membership, Publicity, Past President,
Editor and South Coast Association Delegate.
For several years, as one term of duty has
ended, the members have shown their appreciation to the outgoing officers by gifting
them with a variety of ceramic items. The idea
started in 1957 when a ceramic cup was chosen as an appropriate "thank you. The club
located a company which would supply a
beige cup with a gold-flecked rim and handle
and would then add a square dance couple on
one side of the cup and the office, year and
name of the individual on the other side. As
offices in the Haylofters are a couple activity,
each man received a cup with blue square
dance figures while each lady received a cup
with red square dance figures.
After a period of time, with some HayHE HAYLOFTERS OF LONG BEACH,

Marge Atkinson of
the Haylofters and
one of the plates
presented to her and
husband, Jay.

lofters serving on the Board several times,
either in different offices or being reelected to
a former post, some families found they possessed as many as 12 cups. A group of members thought that other ceramic items might
be added to the gift list. The first such addition
was a plate. Again the appropriate design and
wording were included. These proved most
popular with departing officers and especially
useful at club potlucks.
Later, branching out even further, such
items as ash trays, egg plates, flower pots,
bookends, steins, trivets, bells and square
dance figurines were included. It took some
scouting to find the square dance figurines,
and, interesting to note, the dress on the lady
has gotten progressively shorter over the
years. A Board couple selecting a figurine may
choose to have it remain plain or to have it
painted. If the latter is selected, the statue is
painted to match the club's colors (dress and
shirt) for that particular year.
When a member couple is on the Board for
the first time, they receive cups. A second
term of office receives plates. Service a third
time or more allows a couple to choose whatever item they wish and in whatever color
they choose. Cups and plates are given to each
individual; other items are gifted per couple.
For the past ten years, the Haylofters have
obtained the ceramic items from Milescraft of
Long Beach. Prior to that other ceramic companies were used. The Haylofters feel that
clubs in other areas should be able to find
similar ceramic outfits who would be willing to
handle such orders. At present the Haylofters
find it takes at least one month to process their
requests.
This is one appropriate and thoughtful way
of saying thank you to club members who have
demonstrated their willingness to serve.

Just-for-the-fun
hold forth in a rather
out-of-the way location. They dance in
Benghazi, Libya. Sometimes they have difficulty in maintaining enough members to
dance, due to people completing contracts
and returning home. They try to hold classes
on a regular basis to fill the void. They dance
to records and presently Dick and Dorothy
Davis are helping things progress.
At the clubs most recent graduation, Dick
produced this Multiple Choice Written Examination. Tongue in cheek, it nevertheless
was great fine for all involved. While some of
the choices have an obvious reference to the
locale of the Cyrene Girders, the idea presented by the Davis' would be easy to adapt to
fit the area in which any club might dance. No
exact definition has been attempted to be
given;rather the most appropriate choice is to
be checked.
Cyrene Circlers Graduation Examination
(Check the most appropriate answer)

T

HE CYRENE CIRCLERS

The WA KT RU
6. Alamo style
a. Texas shootout
b. Western shirt
c. Balance in and out
7. Slip the clutch
a. Burn rubber
b. Avoid the posse
c. Drop hands
8. Back by the left
a. Left hand star
b. London traffic
c. Victory for liberals
9. Hash call
a, Hoedown
b. A breakfast horn
c. Garbled message
10. Bend the line
a. Face the center
b. Repair the plumbing
c. Break the queue

1. Square dance costume
a. Tutu and tails
b. Petticoat and bola
c. Pipe and slippers

11. Square 'em up
a. Get ready to dance
b. Straighten your hats
c. Reprimand subordinates

2. Grand
a.
b.
c.

right and left
Hand over hand
Knockout punch
Military parade

12. Do Paso
a. Two Mexican coins
b. Partner left
c. Bread, please

3. Wheel
a.
b.
c.

around
Benghazi driver
Rotate tires
Promenade left

13. Courtesy turn
a. Chain 'em back
b. I beg your pardon
c. Dance with hostess

4. Shoot that star
a. Left arm turn
b. Execute an actor
c. Photograph a cornet

14. Rollaway
a. Lights, action, camera
b. Bicycle race
c. Half sashay

5. See saw your taw
a. Teeter-totter
b. Walk around partner
c. Cut down the tree

15. Grand square
a. Spanish town
h. Chess opening
c. Sides face
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OXO —A Set of Six Couples Proper in a Way

O

By Dick Leger, Bristol, Rhode Island
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OR THIS SEGMENT of

our series, I would like
to add this fun contra that I use from time
to time depending on the situation. When
people at a one-night stand ask me for a Virginia Reel, I will sometimes use the OXO
contra instead. Several times I've been asked
to repeat this dance again later in the same
night. I do not know the author, but I know
that this contra is a sure fire winner! This
dance is specifically designed for six couples.
Being proper in a tvay means that the men
must be to the caller's right in one line facing
their partners in the other line to the caller's
left. Nobody crosses over.

Setting it Up
It is a little unusual in that if you have just a
few sets, announce that the formation requires six men to your right facing their partners. If you have a large crowd, you can save
time by lining up your squares and having the
number one couple promenade inside the set
30

ending facing you. Sides fall in back of number
one so that everyone will then he facing you.
At this point you can have everyone face their
partners and back away. The same sex will all
be in the same lines. You then point out that
the second set of six will divide so that you end
up with several groups of six. (A)

Teaching the Dance
The first and last couples will start the action. The first couple will take their partners
with both hands and with little sliding steps
chasse down to the end of the line of six (B). At
the same time they are doing this, the last
couple will come up the outside of their own
line to replace them. The whole thing is repeated again with everyone returning to place
by having the new couple that has just arrived
at the head sliding down the inside and the
original number one couple coming back to
place by walking up the outside.
The first four people and the last four peoSQUARE DANCING, May, '81

x
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plc will, circle left and right all the way. The
center four people will make a right hand star
and back by the left all the way (C). Hence, the
name of the dance, ()X(). Back into lines (A)
and all go forward and back. Then facing the
music (or caller) they cast ofi — gents going,
left and the girls going right (D) to the end of
the set where original number one couple will
make an arch (E), the others ducking thru in
order come all the way to the front to start the
dance again. The original number two couple
is now number one. The danger in this dance
is that the couple who is making the arch must
he reminded that they are the couple who is to
start up the outside to replace a new sliding
couple going down the inside.
Calling the dance goes like this:

E
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— —, First down and last one up

I'm sure that you can see many possibilities
to this dance, I like the tune jack's Life on
Ralph Page's album "Southernaires Plus Two"
but other tunes also would work. Make sure
that you keep this dance a bit on the slow side.
*or you would call:
—, Outsides circle centers star

■■■■■

Some thoughts on
xiD

The OXO Contra
First down and last one up
do it again
—, Name the dance — OX0*
and back!
—, In your lines forward and back
Face the music and cast off
—, Make an arch — all go under

Etiquette

31

ROUNDANCER
MODULE

By Jim Spence, Editorial Assistant, SQUA RE DANCING Magazine
my partner and I were
(lancing a round dance at a very large
square dance function. It was one of those
rounds with many changes of direction. We
had just executed one of the changes of direction when, CHAS II — we had a collision with
a wandering body. This person was not danc-

T

HE OTHER NIGHT
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ing the round dance, but was merely cutting
across the circle to get to the other side of the
ball. Fortunately, no one was hurt, but our
timing for the rest of the dance was thrown off
considerably.
This incident started me wondering —
wasn't this person ever instructed in proper
31

dance floor etiquette? Obviously not. It is
with this in mind that I present the following
checklist of situations to use as a general
guideline.
I. Talking — Excessive noise is very disconcerting, especially Nvhen the round dance
instructor is trying to teach a dance before the
square dancing starts. If you must talk, do so
in a quiet voice so as not to disturb those who
are trying to learn the dance. This is also true
when round dances are being- danced between
the square dance tips. Square dancers would
never tolerate it if others talked loudly during
the squares, so why should the opposite be
allowed.
2. Talking next to the suer — Several
round dance teachers and criers (myself included) prefer to work on the floor with their
equipment sitting on the stage floor or caller's
stand. It is very difficult to concentrate on
cueing a dance when people are carrying on a
conversation next to you (especially if it is
something that you're interested in hearing).
Partners can be a big help here if they can
discreetly steer people to the sidelines, out of
earshot.
3. Clearing the floor — When the square
dance tip is over, courtesy dictates that those

who are not going to dance the rounds should
clear the floor. If folks still want to chit-chat
with their friends, lead them over to the sidelines. This is not only a courtesy to round
dancers, but those who don't do the rounds
will find that it will keep the program moving
and they will probably be able to get in more
square dancing. To insure ample dance space,
the round dance crier should have those participating join hands in one or more circles to
better define the dancing area.
4. Cutting across — My pet peeve. Never,
never under tiny circumstances, cut across the
floor of round dancers to get to the other side,
whether they are dancing or just Nvaiting between rounds. It is just as easy to walk around
the perimeter of
circle. This was a Yen'
serious breach of
of etiquette in Henry Ford's
day, and anyone doing it at Lovett Hall just
might have been banned from dancing there
again! (See Henry Ford
Benjamin Lovett,
SQUARE DANCING, June, 1980)
These are only suggestions, but I do think it
is the responsibility of the square
, dance callers,
and round dance teachers to ilif orm (lancers of
these common courtesies in their classes. If
we, as leaders, don't take this responsibility,
who can we blame but Ourselves?

Vernon and Sandy Porter — Waltham, MA

Heavenly Waltz are some of his other dances.
Vernon has been President of the
Mayflower floitiidance Teachers Association
for the past seven.years and is a highly respected member of the New England Council
()I Roundaiice Teachers Associations Screen.
ing Comnlittee.
In addition to being a
member of Roundalab, he holds membership
in quite a few other square dance and round
dance associations throughout the world.
Vernon has been on the stall of National, state
and local festivals and conventions and runs
two all-round dance weekends a year. There is
no question in anyone's mind that Vernon is
one of the most outspoken leaders in the
rotund dance activity an.d. he maintains an active role in all levels of rotund dancing.
In addition to his lovely wife, Sandy, and
daughter, Sarah, Vernon has a staff of ten and
is assisted! by May and Bill Lauzon of Central
Falls, Rhode Island, at all major round dance
events. Along with being a full-time executive
secretary for the Polaroid Corporation, Vernon has a local record shop.

originally, from Springhill,
V Nova Scotia, Canada, and he has been an
avid round dance leader since January, 1969.
Through his personal efforts, Vernon has
promoted round dancing all over the world,
has written a variety of articles on round dancing and is a highly popular choreographer with
recordings on Grenn, Hi-Hat and TNT labels.
Sandy's Waltz has been in the top ten for over
three years. Glad Rag Doll, One Rose,
Golden Dreams, Oklahoma National and

I ERNON COMES,
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Some Recollections of
Ed and Dru Gilmore
by (loria Rios Roth, Clement- sport, Nova Scotia, Canada
and Coopersburg, Pennsylvania
in the sense of stature, but there was a depth of being
that one could feel immediately on meeting, him. It was back in the
fifties and I was watching one of the most dramatic' scenarios in square
dancing I will ever see. The Grand Ballroom of the elegant Royal York Hotel in
Toronto, Canada, had just been the setting for over 800 dancers in a grand
march, complete with color guard, Canadian Maple Leaf and Stars and Stripes.
The man who took the stage to call the first tip after this impressive ceremony
caught my eye. So this was the caller I had heard so much about in conversations about timing, smoothness and quality in dancing.
Seated near him on stage was a lovely lady who exuded charm ,and peace.
She had a notebook and pen in hand and I knew it• ust be his wife, for I had
heard that she recorded his material at every dance, festival and convention.
\vas being recorded ley her.
What a rich library of modern square
As the needle caught in the groove oof
f the first dance record, the Man had the
(lancers honor their partners and corners, and then gave the first call. "Allemande left in the Alamo style, give a right to your partner and balance a
Nvhile. Balance in, balance out, turn by the right hand, half about." At this point
the 100 squares looked jagged, ragged and unhappy. The caller stopped his
record. In a calm manner, he briefly, and concisely explained the timing of
Alamo style as it should be when properly danced. once again he started the
record and once again Ile began to call, "Allemande left in the Alamo style, give
a right to your partner and balance a while . . ."
Magic filled the air, it was a sight to relive in my memory a thousand times
since it happened. Over 100 squares (lancing as one. 800 people or more,
cooperating perfectly and happily and beautifully executing a properly timed
and called Alamo style. Words fail to describe that moment. Inadequately I
thought, "It is like watching a living, moving piece of fabric, woven by invisible
nvet visible human hands being
,, and rejoined in undulating circles. As fi
, joined
as the eye could see — perfection. The Caller vas the late Ed Gilmore, and
Dru, his xvife. How lucky I was to have witnessed this perfect moment. Even
more fortunately was I to just be starting out as a caller and to conic under the
influence of Ed and Dru at that stag_ e of my calling.
In Massachusetts where I called my first 15 years, I ran The Woodlands
Square Dance Campground and I booked traveling callers to share with me the
(lances, square dance weekends, callers schools and clinics. Ed and Dru
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Gilmore were among the many who shared their wisdom, philosophy and
expertise. I have, like other callers, become a composite and I would like to
share a few of the things the Gilmores so willingly shared with me. Some of it
was by example, which perhaps was an outgrowth of their own personal
philosophy, and points up the kind of people they were.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Gloria Rios Roth has written for us before (Afore on
Teaching — The Learning Process, February, 1979). In this particular Notebook contribution, she sheds some, insight into the influence Ed Gilmore had on
many callers of his day. As Gloria herself admits, her direction, as caller and as
a coach of teacher/callers, was greatly influenced by the Gilmores. Today
Gloria is an outstanding caller and excellent teacher of callers. She is accredited
by Callerlab as a caller/coach and serves on staffs. and conducts her Own callers
schools and institutes. Married to Johnnie Roth, also a caller, Gloria splits her
time between two residences, Clementsport, Nova Scotia, Canada, and
Coopersburg, Pennsylvania.
The first time the Gilmores stayed with me as house guests, they left behind
a personalized soap holder that said, "Thanks from Ed and Drti Gilmore." In
the years I have taught callers since then, I have passed on the "art of‘
appreciation" for one's host and hostess. It may seem like a small thing but so
many callers of today never even write the necessary bread and butter letter. It
leaves such a bad taste in peoples minds, not just in my own. So many women
have told me how nice it is to receive a thank-you note from me, and when I
ask them if others do not also write, I am told few do nowadays. I was curious as
to whether or not other caller-coaches teach their new callers about that aspect
of guest calling along with choreography, programming, etc. I asked one
well-known caller if he wrote thank-you notes, and he said to me, "Now Gloria,
you know I appreciate your hospitality, don't you?" The point was Jost to him
and I said a silent, "Thank yon" to the Gilmores, and my parents, for showing
me that in square dancing, courtesy does count, as it does in everyday life.
From Ed I learned how to use the "boom chuck" beat that underlies our
hoedowns and, more important in my role as caller/coach through the years,
how to teach others to recognize it — and use it. Ed had told me once that,
"Everyone can learn to use that beat if they have a teacher who can get the
point across." I any a firm believer that there is no one, under normal circumstances, who cannot be taught to recognize and use the beat of music. I hear
caller/coaches say that there are always those would be callers who just cannot
find the beat and I silently think, "Wrong. There are just caller/coaches who
cannot teach how to find the beat!"
Driving Ed through New England to Lebanon, Connecticut, where he was
to do a weekend, he told one in a kindly fashion that no woman caller had ever
made the grade nationally and that I should not be hurt if I didn't make it. Since
I had never set my goals for myself it started me thinking along that line. It has
always seemed to me that the dancers decide who is to be nationally known by
their booking of callers for festivals, callers schools, etc. Some years later Ed
said to me, You know, Gloria, I was wrong about something. ." and I asked
him, "Wrong about what?" He recalled that day's drive to Connecticut and
said, "I told you that no woman had every made it nationally, do you remember?" I told him that I certainly did remember . . . and he said, "Well, Gloria, I
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think you are going to make it."
I write this, not from an ego standpoint, for time alone will tell whether or
not what he said is true but it gave me an insight into several things. First of all,
he made a reasonably new caller feel he cared personally about that person's
development. Secondly, he was a real ,"pro" by his willingness to say he was
wrong. And third, long before Woman s Lib had reared its head, he showed
that my being a woman would not cause him any intimidation.
There was no area in the square dance world, on which Ed did not have
definite thoughts. When I see older women, out of their teen years wearing
short, above the knee square dance clothes, I recall Ed's words. "I'd like to take
a picture of those ladies exposing themselves, and show it to their children or
grandchildren! Those short skirts don't even float."
Why is it, that either tall, skinny or short dumpy square dance gals sometimes wear dresses that make them look as if they are on the way to a ballet
class? Ed's thinking and stating his feelings on the subject, has made me
include in my beginner's classes, about the length of gal's skirts, and the why of
it. To see ourselves, as others see us!"
On another occasion, at a callers clinic, I listened intently to his description
of what he believed a caller should be to the dancers. He said he felt that the
caller should be an extension of his public address system and his records, that
the dancers did not have to pay hero worship to feed a caller's ego in order to
enjoy a dance. Then he went into a dissertation on how callers' homes have
been shattered because a caller tried too hard to be a hero to too many people
and ended up by believing his own press releases. This inspired me through
the years to pass on to callers in my schools this warning, "Be careful of the big
head." Many callers do not realize that off stage they are ordinary people and

• Few callers have made the impact on square dancing that Ed Gilmore did
during the 1950's and 1960's. "My one regret in all of square dancing is that I
wasn't around in the activity to get to know Ed Gilmore, to dance to his calling
and to attend his callers schools." Many of today's callers and dancers alike
share this sentiment for the legends around the Gibnores grow with time. One
of the first and one of the most successful to conduct callers schools, Ed and
Dru spent many months every year on the road, taking their talents to small
communities as well as to more densely populated areas. Ed played a major
role in the origination of the annual National Square Dance Convention,
supporting Carl and Vareen Anderson and Wait and Dorothy Bowman in
their initial venture in this direction. Ed, member of the Hall of Fame and
recipient of Callerlab's Milestone Award (posthumously), devoted endless
hours in working with individual callers who expressed a desire to learn to
call. He was an enthusiastic supporter of Lloyd Shaw; he produced square
dance records on many labels including Decca, Sets in Order, and his own
Balance label. Few callers before or after Ed have possessed his insight into
calling in particular or into square dancing in general. Few have had the
patience and willingness to share and the devotion to the activity that the
Gilmores had. Ed is one of the few who became a member of the Hall of Fame
and earned both the Milestone Award and the Silver Spur to make a clean
sweep of all major honors given by this activity. He and Dru indeed left their
mark on square dancing.

that probably they would not even be noticed in a crowd. Knowing that in
advance can help; it certainly helps their spouse to have someone tell them to
"Come down off cloud nine."
Recently at Callerlab, it was a thrill to see Dru once again and to have her
receive the Milestone Award for Ed and herself. I waited in a long line to get a
chance to say "Hello" because they both had meant so much in my life. I did not
presume that she would remember me after so many years so when I stood in
front of her and our eyes met, I said, "Dru, I cannot expect you to remember
me, but I will remind you of that time in Massachusetts." She broke in and
threw her arms around me, and said, "Gloria, of course I remember you."
So one more thing has become a part of my life — the knowing that the real
pros, husbands as well as their wives, never forget the little person (an art more
of us should try to perfect) and perhaps that is why in my book the Gilmores
were the best and why their teachings and examples will live on in the hearts
and minds of those who knew them and now have a chance to pass it on to
others.
PUBLICATIONS,
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VALLEY CIRCLE—John &
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MANISQUARE—Mrs. Eva Blyth
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WESTMAN DANCER—Finley &
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DANCE NOVA SCOTIA
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Dan & Evelyn Wilson, RR 3
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CANADIAN DANCERS NEWS
Russ & Grace Hendsbee
2022 Gatineau View Cres.
Ottawa K1J 7X1

SQUARE TIME—Bob &
Ruth Pereira, 24 Riverbrook Rd.
Nepean K2H 7Z5

EAASDG BULLETIN—Ilse Wersin
Meistersingestr. 102
8000 Munchen 81

T&D TOPICS—Paul Fisk
2486 Vineland Rd.
Mississauga L5K 2A2

Netherlands

Saskatchewan
DANCING HI LITES
Frank Moysey, Box 65
Moose Jaw S6H 4N7
*PARKLAND ASSN.
NEWSLETTER—Bill & Peg Dorton
122 Donaldson
Prince Albert S6V 5Y6
*SOUTHWEST SASK.
AREA NEWSLETTER
Faye Trudeau, 370 7th Ave. NW
Swift Current S9H 02Z
*SQUARE NEWS—Doug Shanofer
15 Rutter Cres., Saskatoon S7H 3B6

EUROPE
England
LET'S SQUARE DANCE
David White
32 Great `Nhyte, Ramsey
Huntington, Cambs. PE17 1HA

Germany
CHATTERBOX (Europe)
Rolf Ph. Schuster
Berthold Schwarz
Str. 14e, 2000 Hamburg 73

KEEP SMILING (Holland)
NSRDV—Jac M. Fransen
Postbus-73958
2507 AI's-Gravenhage
The Netherlands

ORIENT &
PACIFIC
Australia
SO. PACIFIC S/D
REVIEW
Merle Meyer
301 Pennant Hills Rd.
Thornleigh, N.S.W. 2120
SQUARE AROUND WESTERN
AUSTRALIA—Ivan Dawes
31 Lancaster Rd.
Wanneroo 6065

New Zealand
CATHEDRAL CHIMES
Gordon Nuttall, 236 Knowles St.
Christchurch 5
*SQUARES & ROUNDS
Yvonne & Mervyn Robertson
13 Winnipeg PI.
Wainoni, Christchurch 6

Please send corrections to this list to
Publication Directory, SQUARE
DANCING Magazine, 462 North
Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles, CA
90048.

MIMES CM THE SQUARE
CROCHETED SHAWL
By Flo Peginan, Glen Ellyn, Illinois

Note the gores on this shawl.

F

who crochet, here are
instructions for a lovely full, soft shawl,
shared by square dancer, Flo Pegman of Illinois.
Materials Needed
10 ounces Sport Yarn Crochet I tool\ size H
Directions
Starting at center, ch. 5, sl. st. in 1st st. to
form a ring.
1st Rnd.: Ch. 4, DC in ring, ch. 1, DC in
ring. Repeat 7 more times, with a ch. I between each DC. Total of10 DC's in ring (Ch. 4
at start of rnd, counts as 1st DC in ring). Ch. 4
and turn.
2nd Rnd.: 1 DC in 1st ch. space, ch. 1. In
next ch. space put 1 DC ch. I, 1 DC, ch 1 (this
constitutes a GORE). Repeat gore st. 8 more
times. (Remember to always put a ch. 1 between each st.) This rnd. now has a total of 9
gores. Ch. 4 and turn.
3rd Rnd. : 1 DC in 1st ch. space (this is the
1st gore), ch. 1, *1 DC in next ch. space, ch. 1,
and now the gore st. in next gore space, ch. 1,
OR ALL YOU LADIES
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— repeat from * to * to within last ch. space of
rnd. (last space is a gore), and now end rnd.
with a gore st., ch. 4 and turn.
4th Rnd.: 1 DC in 1st ch. space (this is the
1st gore), ch. 1, *1 DC in next eh. space, ch. 1,
1 DC in next eh. space, and now the gore st. in
next gore space, ch. 1,* — repeat from *to * to
within last ch. space of rnd. (last space is a
gore), and now end rnd. with a gore st., ch. 4
and turn.
IMPORTANT NOTE: Each rnd. will increase by 1 DC between each gore.
Continue to increase in this manner until
there are 29 DC's between each gore, or desired length.
Outer Border: Start at corner. Work 7 triple crochet in first space, ch. 1, skip 3 spaces.
In fourth space do 7 triple crochet, ch. 1.
Work this around the entire shawl.
Flo Pegman models her shawl, showing
how it drapes softly over her shoulders.
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EXPLODE
The COLUMN

W

in square
dance choreography that is a little different, those creative individuals who look for
such things begin to turn out variations by the
barrelful. When columns came into the spotlight, we can't recall just what led offthe series
of movements from this formation but one that
we do remember and which has stayed with us
is coordinate. How many others came and
went in the meantime is hard to say but one
pattern that has been workshopped quite a bit
recently is Explode the Column.
It's listed as an experimental and it may
well have made its appearance and disap-
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HEN A FORMATION CROPS UP

peared in many areas by this time but because
of its rather unique features, we decided to
take a close look at it this month.
Here's the definition: From adjacent columns of four opposite facing dancers, all circulate one position, quarter in and do a right
pull by. The pattern ends in parallel lines facing out.
From starting columns (1) all eight circulate
(2) one position (3) and turn a quarter in (4) to
face the adjacent dancer. Our models instinctively took right hands after the circulate so
that prior to the quarter in movement right
hands were already held. Then the dancers
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moved past each other (5) to end the action
facing out (6) in two parallel lines, back to
back.
The question posed to us by several callers,
and one of the reasons we chose to discuss this
movement, was "Why invent a special name
in a case like this?" One caller said, he could
call it directionally with no problem. It would
go something like this:
All circulate one position
Quarter in
Give a right, pull by

SQUARE DANCING, May, '81

The encyclopedias are filled with terms
that sometimes boggle the mind. A careful
study will show that a great number of the
inventions that have any value are ones that
can be called effectively with existing terms.
So, the question arises, why not get off this
terminology kick — the one element perhaps
that tends to eliminate dancers quicker than
anything else — and encourage callers to call
descriptively as many combinations as they
find compatible and interesting? You'll be
surprised at what it will do for the activity!
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ROUND THE

‘Aiti4D
of SQUARE DANCING
Those with items of special interest
should send them to NEWS EDITOR,
SQUARE DANCING, 462 No. Robertson
Boulevard, Los Angeles, Calif. 90048.
Letters will be read and appreciated
although time may not allow the personal acknowledgment of each one.

dancers and felt they were welcome. Why not
you? Contact address is NSRDV, c/o Jac and
Yvonne Fransen, Brandtstraat 136, 2572 CJ
s-Gravenhage, The Netherlands.

— far Fransen
New Mexico
The 23rd Annual August Week-End
Square and Round Dance is in the making. To
be held at the Chaparral Convention Center
in Ruidoso Downs, the Friday evening dance
will feature Dick Parrish and Dale Hudson on
squares with Carl and Jo Barnes on rounds.
The Saturday and Sunday program will have
Melton Luttrell and Beryl Main for squares
with John and Wanda Winter handling the
rounds. For further in fbrmation contact
George and Ruth Cooper, PO Box 1477,
Ruidoso 88345.

Tennessee
The Netherlands
We'd like to tell you something about the
square, round and contra dance activity in the
wonderful country of tulips and windmills.
The first actual Dutch square dance club, Do
Si Do, with a Dutch-tongued caller, Jac Fransen, started in October, 1970. Before that
there was one American military base club,
Holland Windmillers, founded in 1967 by
T/Sgt. J. P. Jett. Soon other clubs were
started, including the Tulip Twirlers of Haarlem, founded by Bob Campbell and Henk
Spanenburg in 1971. After that several clubs
arose and some of them have disappeared
again. Besides the three clubs already named,
we presently have the Afeent Towners, Bucket Squares (newest club formed in 1980),
Cheeseheads, Dancing Owls, Dom Town
Square Dancers, Rainbow Strollers and the
Tree Hill Twirlers. A National Square and
Round Dance Society was established in 1972
to protect the movement and to make the
necessary material and information available.
The activity is enjoyed by about 250 persons
spread over the 10 clubs. That's less than
.0002% of a whole country of 16 million persons. Two-thirds of these dancers have now
joined the Society which is named, Nederlandse Square & Round Dance Vereniging.
We invite you to visit our country, alone or in
groups, at any time during the year. Many
dancers from overseas found our doorsteps,
ringed the phone or bumped into the Dutch
40

Plans are underway for the State Convention, August 14 15, at the East Tennessee
-

State University in Johnson City. There will
be campus housing for those who desire it.
Harold and Mary Everhart are Chairman and
information may be obtained from them at PO
Box 11, Johnson City 37601. The Convention
promises "something for everyone.
— Pcte and Betty Rawstron
77

Libya
The Cyrene Girders have been in existence since 1978 and during that time about
120 square dancers have gone through.the
club. 'We are currently at a new low of 14.
With two brooms, we have two squares. The
attrition is due to people leaving Libya as th eir
contracts terminate. Our new class, our fifth,
has 32 members so we get pumped up with
new blood every so often. At the same time we
are spreading the gospel all over the world.
We owe The American Square Dance Society
a great debt for making available the teaching
records of the basics and the instruction
books. We have no caller and depend upon
singing call records and other records such as
the Premium Records. Incidentally some of
our records come from unusual sources, Australia, for example. Square dancing has become a significant social activity here, particularly among the expatriate. Dancers are
mainly English but with a healthy contingent
of other nationalities. A few of us are American. The language is a major problem with
those who do not have English as their first
SQUARE DANCING, May, 81

language. Thanks again for making it all pos— Dick and Dorothy Davis
sible fin- us.

Alabama
The 28th Azalea Trail Square and Round
Dance Festival held in Mobile the latter part
of March was most fortunate this year to have
the Marriott Corporation film the entire Festival. The Marriott Corporation is interested
in showing familv participation activities in
their theatres at their various Marriott Theme
Parks around the United States. At present
they are covering such events as square dancing, bowling, surfing, etc. PM Magazine also
filmed a portion of the Festival. This television project will be released locally in Mobile
and at a later (late over national television.
The square dancers in Mobile are fortunate
and appreciate this chance to promote square
dancing.

Louisiana
The Swinging Rebels of Lake Charles are
hosting Toe E. Lewis to call for their Contraband Days' Dance on May 9th. Contraband
Days is a ten-day annual festival of fun and
frolic for the entire southwest area. Committees are also already at work for the Annual
Square Dance Festival to be held October 3rd
at the Lake Charles Civic Center. 17 couples,
new graduates from the first of two annual
beginners' classes, were recently welcomed
Gene and Effie Zerger
into the club.
—

People's Republic of China
Last summer, lily husband and I took a tour
of Mainland China with a group from the
United States-China Peoples' Friendship Association. As a caller, I took a couple of records
with me in hopes that I might be given the
opportunity to teach some square dancing

Gerri Somerton instructs Chinese
children how to
dance some simple
square dance figures while a local
guide translates her
descriptions from
English into Chinese.

there. Our first disappointment was when we
found that regular schools were closed during
the summer. The second was when we discovered that record players were practically
non-existent. However in Shanghai we were
taken to a place called "The Children's Palace," similar to our recreation centers. Children from nine to 16 come here during the
summer to take courses in chorus, ballet, calligraphy, electronics, music, etc. It was here
that I got 111V chance to teach a few minutes of
square (lancing. The class was one in ballet
and although there were no boys in the class,
two voting men who were acting as guides
volunteered to help so that one square could
be formed. The only music available was a
piano. With a great deal of clapping and hand
motions, the piano teacher and I found a suitable polka piece for her to play on cue to 111V
teaching. In the span of 15 minutes, the children learned to circle, promenade, separate,
bow and swing and \VC went through the basic
Solomon Levi figure. It was a thrilling experience for us and I hope we left a positive image
of American square dancing with a small segment of the Chinese populace.
Gcrri Somerton, Thousand Oaks, California

Colorado
Our club, the Monarch Mavericks, has
found a new square dance hall. It is an
honest-to-goodness barn, the Little River
Barn. We have worked hard to fix and clean it
up. First we sanded and refinished the floor.
Then with the help of a fund-raiser dance, we
bought insulation for the ceiling. Joe and
Nancy Busch, who own the Barn, also own an
adjoining restaurant and motel and they have
worked to help the club in many ways. We
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enjoy a very good relationship with them. We
are now dancing on the second and fourth
Saturdays here in Salida. We have just celebrated our third anniversary and we are growing. Come dance with us.
— Don and Arlyne Maier

Indiana
Our club, Crawford County Travelers of
Marengo, dances in cave country. As it is so
warm here in Southern Indiana, we decided
to dance in a cave. The evening we danced, it
was 98° outside but inside a comfortable, cool
58°. We had 10 squares from both Indiana and
Kentucky. It was great hm and everyone had
such a good time, they want us to repeat it
again this year. So we are planning a Cave
Dance in July at Marengo Caves.
— Virginia A nderson

New Zealand
My listing as one of your Information Volunteers has proved a great help to square
dancing in our area and to tourists coming into
Rotorua. Over the past 12 months we have
enjoyed Kenn Reid and his group of 106

dancers, Charlie Procter and his 38 dancers,
Mary Lindner with 25 dancers and many,
many individual dancers from the United
States, Canada, England and Australia.
—

John Gar n ison.

12 of us traveled to New Zealand and Australia this past January and were greatly impressed with the friendliness and generous
hospitality of the people. In Auckland, Vic and
Dorothea Beckett and members of the Rolmduets Club hosted a dance fhr us and on a
second evening we had an informal workshop
for local callers and suers. In Christchurch we
stayed in various square dancers' homes, several of whom had visited Indiana during a tour
in 1978. These great people had planned
tours, barbeques, tea with the mayor, picnics
and a complete sightseeing trip of the South
Island for our group. In Dunedin we danced
with Alan Murphy and the Southern Cross
Club and in Christchurch with caller, Bill and
Daphne Buttolph, and suer, Frank and Rae
McKenzie. A highlight of the, trip was tea at
the sheep and cattle station of John and Connie Rayne of Sherwood Downs, where we
danced on their lawn. Because they live in a
rather isolated community and dance to records, we gifted them with the American

•

John Garmson hosts Kenn Reid and some of his touring square dancers in Rotorua, New Zealand, last year.

and Casey Parker on Friday night, Bob Van
Antwerp on Saturday night and Mike Sikorsky
on Sunday. Clark and Maxine Smith will be
cueing the rounds and conducting 1,vorkshops.
Ample space at the Fairgrounds for trailer and
Marge and sloc Trask
camper parking.
—

Florida
The 6th Annual Florida Sunshine Festival
held in February drew the largest crowd in its
history — over 2,000 dancers as well as more
than 1,000 spectators. Noteworthy is the fact
that all workshops and all review workshops
and introductions to plateaus of dancing included no experimentals the entire weekend.
The programming was based on the Callerlab
levels and met with resounding success and
appreciation by dancers who found a festival
where they could dance what they learned.
--jiick Lasry

Massachusetts
The 1980 Distinguished Service Award for
outstanding service to the square and round
dance activity in Western Massachusetts was
awarded on February 22nd to Bernard and
Amelia Collins of Hadley. The Collins started
Callerlab members Ted and Betty Vaile, Peru, Indiana,
and Reed and Ruth Moody, Indianapolis, surround
dancing in 1961, were one of the founding
hosts, Dorothea and Vic Beckett of Auckland, New
couples of the Musical Squares Square Dance
Zealand, on a recent visit to New Zealand and Australia.
Club, have served for years as club officers,
worked on the New England Convention,
Square Dance Society 1981 Premium Rec- been delegates to the Eastern District Square
ords. We also briefly visited Sydney, Aus- and Round Dance Association, participated in
tralia, and enjoyed dancing with caller, Ron various dance demonstrations for charitable
Jones. We hope other dancers will visit these organizations, assisted at beginners classes
two countries and take along some extra throughout the years and donated dozens of
square dance clothing and little things. hand-crafted items for club decorations and
Square and round dance records (new or used) door prizes. At the same gathering four meriare also needed. Supply there is limited and torious service awards were also presented by
by the time they pay shipping and customs, the Western Massachusetts Cooperation
the cost is high. Write to these people before Committee. Buddy Dow of Springfield reyou go as they want to know when you are ceived the caller's award; The Dancing
coming so they can plan for your visit. Be Shadows Square Dance Club of South Hadley
assured you will have the time of your life. You was presented the annual club award;
will meet and dance with the friendliest and Lindwood Beatty of Springfield was given the
best people in our small, small world. Our round dance award and Jean H. York of
Blandford received the dancer's service
visit is one we will never forget.
— Ruth Moody award. CO-OP also presented a new dancer
award to Robert and Beatrice Perrier of
California
The Central California Square Dancers As- Holyoke and an Award for Public Service to
sociation and the Callers Association of Mod- American Legion Post #353 in Chicopee in
esto Area are sponsoring the 15th Annual Cup recognition of the years they have been supof Gold Promenade, June 19-21, at the Sonora portive and have provided their facilities to
Fairgrounds in the heart of the Mother Lode various clubs and square dance organizations.
— Dick Wylie
country. Featured callers are Glenn Robison
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SOUND BY HILTON
AM:AUTO* CONCUR, Witti CONIMN AND MEW DOKE PATENTtO

THE AC 300A.
EVERYTHING THAT THE AC-300 HAD, PLUS ALL OF THESE:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Twin meters, one for voice, the other for music
Stereo taping and playback capability
Tone arm reset with digital readout
78 RPM capability
New Styling
EVEN BETTER SOUND QUALITY!

For complete information, write or phone:

HILTON AUDIO PRODUCTS
1033-E Shary Circle • Concord, CA 94518 • (415) 682-8390
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each month from the miketion of new record releases our record reviewer picks four that are, in his estimation,
"the pick-of-the-litter — records that have
received the top accolades. Consequently,
the Workshop and the two-year yearbook that
follow put the spotlight on dances and recording callers that make up these potential "hits."
This month we salute these new releases.
S YOU KNOW,

YOUR MEMORY
By Marlin Hull, Mesa Arizona
Record: Chinook #045, Flip Instrumental with
Marlin Hull
OPENER, MIDDLE BREAK, ENDING
Sides face grand square
(or circle left 32 beats)
Your memory what was it doing in Miami
I thought I'd left it far behind me
But 1 was wrong 'cause it came along
Allemande left and weave the ring
Your memory your memory do sa do and
Promenade the set
Your memory your memory your memory
Don't know the word forget
FIGURE
Heads lead to the right circle four
Slide out to a line move up and back
Right and left thru roll a half sashay
Curlique boys run to the right
Square thru three quarters round
The corner lady swing allemande left
Come back and promenade
Your memory your memory your memory
Don't know the word forget
ALTERNATE FIGURE
Four ladies chain three quarters
Round the ring you go turn that girl
Heads square thru and go four hands do sa do
Swing thru girls circulate boys trade
Turn thru allemande left
Come back promenade
Your memory your memory your memory
Don't know the word forget
SEQUENCE: Opener, Figure twice, Middle
break, Figure twice, Ending.
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OH LONESOME ME
By Ron Schneider, Largo, Florida
Record Dance Ranch #660, Flip Instrumental
with Ron Schneider
OPENER, MIDDLE BREAK, ENDING
Four girls promenade go one time around
Come home box the gnat swing your man
Join hands circle eight left allemande
Weave the ring weave in and out until
You meet your own swing her round and
Promenade her home a love sick fool
That's blind and just can't see
Oh lonesome me
FIGURE:
Heads square thru go all the way you know
Meet the sides make a right hand star
Heads star left once around the ring
Same two curlique then scoot back boys run
Allemande left come back one swing that lady
Promenade I thought of everything from A to Z
Oh lonesome me
SEQUENCE: Opener, Figure twice, Middle
break, Figure twice, Endinc
SHORT ROAD TO LOVE
By Nate Bliss, Tucson, Arizona
Record: Blue Star #2126, Flip Instrumental with
Nate Bliss
OPENER, MIDDLE BREAK, ENDING
Circle left baby oh baby why do you
Hurt me so you tease me then leave me
You're hot you're cold
Walk around your corner see saw own
Left allemande then weave around the ring
Why don't you come and cuddle next to me
Swing that girl promenade the ring cause
It's a short road to love
But you're taking me the long way around
FIGURE:
Head couples promenade all the way around
Side two square thru get four hands around
Four hands you do then right and left thru
Turn that girl and then you rollaway
Turn thru and then left allemande
Swing that girl promenade that land
Cause it's a short road to love
But you're taking me the long way around
SEQUENCE: Opener, Figure twice, Middle
break, Figure twice, Ending.
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TRUCK DRIVING MAN
By Dean Rogers, Mineral Wells, Texas
Record: Lore #1193, Hip Instrumental with
Dean Rogers
OPENER, MIDDLE BREAK, ENDING
rirde left
I stopped at a road house in Texas
Was a place called Hamburger Dan's
Walk around your corner see saw your own
Left allemande and weave the land
Pour me another cup of coffee
Do sa do then you promenade
I'll put a nickel in the juke box
And play that truck driving man
FIGURE.
Heads square thru four hands around you go
Find that corner girl and do sa do
Swing thru boys run right my friend
Couples circulate one notch wheel and deal
Veer to the left and ferris wheel
Square thru three hands swing corner girl
Promenade I'll put a nickel in the juke box
And play that truck driving man
SEQUENCE: Opener, Figure twice. Middle
break, Figure twice, Ending.

Several callers have told us that they enjoy
collections of calls created 1w a single choreographer. Here are two sets.
EIGHT FROM TED
by Ted Nation, San Diego California
Heads square thru, put centers in
Boys trade, cast off three quarters
(with new girl)
Centers right and left thru
Flutter wheel, ends run
Right and left thru, touch one quarter
Girls run
Right and left grand
BOX TECH ZERO
Swing thru, single hinge, extend
Boys face right, girls swing thru
Boys circulate one
Girls cast three quarters right
Wheel and deal, left allemande
Heads square thru, swing thru
Spin chain thru
Boys circulate one, recycle
Pass thru, trade by
Left allemande
OPENER
Heads star thru, double pass thru
Leaders divide
Centers partner trade and roll to face her
Everyone right and left grand
4()

Heads lead right, circle to a line
Ladies on the end of the line
Chain diagonally across the set
Send them back Dixie style to a wave
Men in the middle arch and
I 40 1.1MI
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Send em back Dixie style to a wave
Got an allemande thar, men back up
Slip the clutch, left allemande
OPENER
Four ladies chain three quarters
Heads promenade half way
Sides half sashay, heads pass thru
Everyone join hands and circle
One way or the other find your corner
Left allemande
Heads lead right, circle to a line
Square thru four hands
Outsides divide and curlique
While the other boys run
Everyone swing half by the right
To an alamo ring, swing half by the left
Single hinge, boys run
Boys circulate, promenade
Heads lead right, right and left thru
Veer left, couples circulate
Cast off three quarters, touch one quarter
Triple scoot back
Column circulate one
Ousides divide, star thru
Other four single hinge
Those ladies trade, recycle, zoom
Pass thru, left allemande
Creative choreography differs with each
caller-artist. You've read one set — here's
another.
TWELVE FROM JOEL
by Joel Kadish, San Jose, California
Heads lead right, circle to a line
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Outsides squeeze in to make a line
All touch one quarter, all circulate one
Boys only trade and roll
Girls only circulate
Boys only touch one quarter, girls trade
All eight circulate one
With a right, all trade and roll
Pass thru, U turn back
Star thru, centers square thru three quarters
Allemande left
SPECIAL WORKSHOP EDITORS
Workshop Editor
Bob Van Antwerp
Joy Cramlet
Round Dances
Ammunition
Ken Kernen
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Heads pass thru, separate go round one
All eight touch one quarter
All circulate one, boys only trade and roll
Girls only circulate
Boys only touch one quarter
All eight circulate one
All trade and roll, all pass thru
U turn back, star thru
Centers pass thru, star thru
Right and left thru, slide thru, pass thru
Allemande left
Heads lead right, circle to a line
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Double pass thrti, Centers in
Cast off three quarters, touch one quarter
All circulate once, all trade and roll
Four boys do sa do to ocean wave
Girls touch one quarter
Four boys swing thru, cast off three quarters
(check column)
All eight circulate once, trade and roll
Star thru, centers in
Cast off three quarters
Star thru, centers pass thru
Swing thru, boys run, ferris wheel
Zoom, centers square thru three
Allemande left
Sides half sashay
Heads square thru, split sides go round one
Touch one quarter, all circulate once
Girls hinge, boys circulate
Girls swing thru, cast off three quarters
Boys trade, all circulate
Girls U turn back
Centers pass thru, star thru
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Centers square thru three quarters
Allemande left

Heads square thru, spin the top
All pass thru, tag the line, face out
Centers California twirl, ends fold
Centers pass thru, touch one quarter
Walk and dodge, tag the line, face out
Centers I I turn hack, antic frqd
Double pass thru, centers in
Cast off three quarters, star thru
Pass thru, trade by
Allemande left
Heads star thru, pass thru
Do sa do to an ocean wave
Spin the top, all pass thru
Tao the line
Leads U turn back, pass thru
Centers pass thru, outsides U turn back
Do sa do to ocean wave, spin the top
All pass thru, tag the line, face right
Boys circulate, girls trade, ferris wheel
Centers pass thru, star thru
All cross trail, find corner
Allemande left
Heads square thru, sides half sashay
Same sex do sa do to ocean wave
Boys trade girls trade
Centers trade, spin the top
All pass thru, half tag the line
Swing thru, recycle
Square thru three hands, trade by
Allemande left
Sides pass thru, U turn back
Heads star thru, pass thru
Touch one quarter (same sex)
All eight circulate, boys trade
Girls trade, centers trade
Scoot back, walk and dodge
Wheel and deal, square thru three quarters
Allemande left

Sides half sashay, heads square thru
Split the sides, round one, make a line
Touch one quarter, circulate once
Boys trade and spread apart
Girls walk and dodge, sqeeze in between boys
All tag the line, girls turn back, star thru
Ferris wheel, centers pass thru
Allemande left

Head men take corner in middle and back
Star thru, split the outside two
Go round one, make a line
All pass thru, wheel and deal
Boys pass thru, star thru, ferris wheel
Centers pass thru, star thru
Cross trail thru
Allemande left

Heads square thru, swing thru, boys trade
Spin the top, all pass thru
Centers U turn back, ends fold
Double pass thru
Centers in, cast off three quarters
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Square thru three quarters
Allemande left

Heads lead right, make a line
Ends pass thru, come around behind that two
Star thru. centers box the gnat
Square thru four, same two cloverleaf
Centers right and left thru, pass thru
Slide thru, pass thru
Partner trade and roll
Go right and left grand
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ROUND DANCES
CLOUD NINE Old Timer 1902
Choreographers: Glenn and Rosie King
Comment: A busy and fun to do two-step. The
music is light and gay sounding. Cues on one
side of record.
INTRODUCTION
1-4 VARSOUVIANA facing LOD opposite
footwork Wait; Wait;
PART A
1-4 Two-Step„ Two-Step,; Heel, Toe, Heel,
Toe; Two-Step” Two-Step,; Heel, Toe,
Heel, Toe;
5-8 Circle Away Two-Step„ Circle Away
Two-Step,; Circle Together, 2 Pass L
shoulders M on Outside, 3, 4; Circle
Away Two-Step„ Circle Away TwoStep,; Circle Together, 2, 3, 4 to VARSOUVIANA facing RLOD:
9-12 Repeat action meas 1-4 except facing
RLOD M on outside:
13-16 Repeat action meas 5-8 except facing
RLOD to end facing LOD in SEMICLOSED:
PART B
1-4 Fwd, Close, Bk, Close; Fwd, 1/4 R Turn
M face WALL in CLOSED. Side, Behind;
Side, Front, Pivot, 2 end SEMI-CLOSED
facing RLOD; Fwd Two-Step„ Fwd
Two-Step,;
5-8 Starting RLOD repeat action meas 1-4
Part B except to end in BUTTERFLY M
face WALL:
9-12 Vine, 2, 3, 4; Side, Touch, Side, Touch;
Vine, 2, 3, 4; Side, Touch, Side, Touch
end in VARSOUVIANA facing LOD;
SEQUENCE; A B A B A Last time Part A
meas 16 Circle together, 2. Point.

ROULETTE — Hi-Hat 992
Choreographers: Lloyd and Mae Edwards
Comment: This two-step is busy though not difficult. Good big band music.
INTRODUCTION
1-4 OPEN-FACING Wait; Wait; Apart, —,
Point, —; Together to SEMI-CLOSED,
— , Touch, —;
PART A
1-4 Fwd, Lock, Fwd, Lock; Rock Fwd,
Recov, —; Bk, Close, Fwd, Lock; Walk,
—, 1/4 R Turn M face WALL Lead hands
joined, —;
5-8 Side, Close, XIF, —; Side, Close, XIF, —;
Side, Behind, Side, Behind end SEMI2, —;
CLOSED facing LOD: Walk,
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9-12 Repeat action meas 1-4 Part A:
13-16 Repeat action meas 5-8 Part A except to
end BUTTERFLY M facing WALL:
PART B
1-4 Side, Behind, Side to LEFT-OPEN facing
RLOD. —; Bk, Side, Thru to BUTTERFLY
M face WALL, —; Rock Side, Recov,
Thru, —; Rock Side, Recov, Thru, —;
5-8 Side, Close, Side, Close; (Basketball
Turn) Rock Side, —, Recov, —; Rock
Side, —, Recov ending OPEN facing
LOD, —; Fwd, Close, Bk, Close;
9-12 Step Apart, —, Cross Point, —; Side,
Close, XIF, —; Together,
2 to
CLOSED M face WALL, —; Side, Close,
XIF, —;
13-16 Side, Behind, Side, Thru end SEMICLOSED; Walk, —, 2 end M face WALL in
CLOSED, —; Turn Two-Step; Turn
Two-Step end SEMI-CLOSED facing
LOD;
AB A plus Ending.
SEQUENCE. AB
Ending:
1-4 Repeat action meas 13-16 Part A except
to end in SEMI-CLOSED;
5-6 (Twirl) Side, —, Close, —; Apart, —,
Point,
-,

SWEET MEMORIES — Hi-Hat 992
Choreographer: Bea Adams
Comment: An enjoyable waltz to dance and the
music is pleasant.
INTRODUCTION
1-4 BUTTERFLY M face WALL Wait; Wait;
Side, Cross Thru, Recov; Side, Cross
Thru, Recov;
PART A
1-4 (Twirl) Vine, 2, 3; Pickup to CLOSED M
face LOD. 2, 3; (L) Waltz Turn; (L) Waltz
Turn end M face WALL,
5-8 Whisk, 2, 3; Thru, Side, Behind; Solo
Roll LOD, 2, 3; Pickup, 2, 3 end M face
LOD in CLOSED;
9-12 Vine, 2, 3; Thru, Side/Turn, Point; (L
Twirl) Fwd Waltz; Fwd, Point, —;
13-16 (Bk, Spin end BANJO) Bk Turn 1 /4 L,
Fwd, Fwd; M facing LOD in BANJO
Waltz Fwd; Twinkle, 2, 3 to SIDECAR M
face RLOD: Fwd, —, Touch;
PART B
1-4 Twisty Vine, 2, 3; Pivot, 2, 3 M facing
RLOD; Twisty Vine, 2, 3; Pivot, 2, 3 end
SEMI-CLOSED facing LOD;
5-8 Thru, Fwd/Close, Fwd; (Curved Feather) Thru, Side, Fwd end MODIFIED
BANJO M face RLOD; Impetus, 2, 3 end
SEMI-CLOSED facing LOD; Thru, 1 /4 R
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Turn M face WALL to BUTTERFLY,
Close;
9-12 Waltz Away, 2, 3; Change Sides, 2, 3
end facing RLOD: Bwd Waltz; Change
Sides, 2, 3 end BUTTERFLY M face
WALL:
13-16 Side, Cross Thru, Recov; Side, Cross
Thru, Recov; (Twirl) Vine, 2, 3; Thru,
Face/Touch, —;
B
A — B meas 1-12 plus
SEQUENCE: A
Ending
Ending:
1-4 BUTTERFLY Side, Cross Thru, Recov;
Wrap, 2, 3; Slowly Step Apart; ---.
MOONLIGHT AND YOU — Grenn 14293
Choreographers; Gordon and Thelma Meisel
Comment: Nice waltz routine with left face turning waltzes. Pleasant music to old tune "A Kiss
In The Dark."
INTRODUCTION
1-4 CLOSED M face LOD Wait; Wait; Dip Bk,
—; Recov, Step, Step;
PART A
1-4 Fwd Waltz; Fwd Waltz; (L) Waltz Turn;
(L) Waltz Turn end M face LOD;
5-8 Repeat action meas 1-4 Part A except to
end M facing DIAGONAL LOD & WALL:
9-12 Twisty Vine, 2, 3; 4, 5, 6; Dip Bk,
—;
Recov to BANJO. Touch, —;
13-16 Banjo Wheel, 2, 3 face RLOD: Wheel, 2,
3 face LOD. Dip Bk,
—; (Twirl) Fwd, 2,
3;
PART B
1-4 (L) Waltz Turn; (L) Waltz Turn face COH
in SEMI-CLOSED: Fwd Waltz; Thru,
Side, Close end facing WALL in REV
SEMI-CLOSED:
5-8 Fwd Waltz; (Twirl) Fwd Waltz; Fwd,
Swing, —; Bk, Side, Close end SEMICLOSED facing LOD:
9-12 Fwd, Swing, —; Fwd, Swing, —; Fwd
Waltz; Fwd Waltz;
13-16 Roll LOD, 2, 3 end BUTTERFLY M face
WALL: Thru, Side, Close; (Twirl) Vine, 2,
3; Pickup to CLOSED. 2, 3;
A
SEQUENCE: A
B
B Dip Bk, —, —;
(Twirl) Fwd, 2, 3; Apart Ack.
HARDTACK — Grenn 14293
Choreographers: Jack and lona Kern
Comment: A peppy two-step routine to an
equally peppy tune.
INTRODUCTION
1-4 BUTTERFLY M face WALL Wait; Wait;
(Twirl) Side, —, XIB, —; Walk, —, 2
OPEN facing LOD, —;
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PART A
1-4 Fwd Two-Step; Fwd Two-Step; Lunge,
- Recov face RLOD, —; Hip Bump, —,
Bump, —;
5-8 Fwd, Close, Bk,
Bk, Side, Thru face
LOD in OPEN. —; Fwd/Turn Bk to Bk,
—, Close, —; Bump, —, Bump, —;
9-12 Circle Away Two-Step; Together
Two-Step end BUTTERFLY M face
WALL; Side, Close, Side, —; Flare
Behind, Side, Thru, —;
13-16 CLOSED Turn Two-Step; Turn TwoStep; (Twirl) Vine, —,
—; Walk,
2,
PART B
1-4 BUTTERFLY M face WALL Side, —,
Behind, —; Side, Close, Turn to Bk to
Bk, —; Side,
Behind, —; Side, Close,
Turn to OPEN facing LOD, —;
5-8 Vine Apart, —, 2, —; Side, Close, Turn M
facing COH, —; Lunge/Turn M face
WALL.
Recov, —; Together TwoStep;
9-12 Repeat action meas 1-4 Part B:
13-16 Repeat action meas 5-8 Part B except to
end in OPEN facing LOD:
SEQUENCE: A
B A — B plus Ending.
Ending:
1-4 OPEN Fwd Two-Step; Fwd Two-Step
end BUTTERFLY M face WALL; (Twirl)
Vine,
2, —; Apart, —, Point,
FROM THE '81 PREMIUM RECORDS
We've had continued requests to print
some of the calls that appear on these yearly
LPs. Here art' n ir tracks.
BASICS
by Clint McLean, Meriden, Connecticut
Bow to partner, corner salute
Circle to the left, left allemande
Like an allemande thar, make a star
Shoot the star, right and left
To the second girl, make an allemande thar
Shoot the star, full turn, promenade
Don't slow down, head pair wheel around
Star thru, dive thru
Square thru three quarters, allemande left
Right and left grand, promenade
First and third right and left thru
Square thru four hands
Sides face, grand square
Heads separate, around one
Cross trail thru, find the corner
Left allemande, come back one
Swing and whirl
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Sides go forward and back
Square thru four, heads face
Grand square
Sides separate around one
Into the middle, pass thru
Heads reverse, sides separate, "round one
Into the middle, square thru three hands
Allemande left, grand right and left
Promenade

Dive thru, pass thru, split those two
Go around one, make a line, turn thru
Two lines of four back to back
Wheel and deal, double pass thru
First couple left, next one right
Square thru four hands
Give a right to the partner, pull her by
Left allemande, right and left grand
Promenade

Four ladies chain about three quarters
Heads promenade three quarters
Sides square thru three quarters
Circle four three quarters
Square thrii three 'quarters
Everybody do a U turn back
Allemande the corner, right and left grand
Promenade
Bow to the corner, partners all

One and three go right and left thru
Roll away with half sashay, star thru
Do sa do, make an ocean wave
Boys circulate, girls trade
Swing thril, spin the top
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Centers go right and left thru
Pass thru, square thru, three hands
Allemande left, right and left grand
Promenade, don't slow down
One and three wheel around, pass thru
Wheel and deal, double pass thru
Lead couple California twirl, dive thru
Centers do sa do, spin the top
Box the gnat in front of you
Square thru four hands
Swing thru outside two
Boys run around the girls
Couples circulate, move up
Wheel and deal, star thru, pass thru
Make a U turn back to the corner
Allemande your left hand
Right and left grand
Promenade
Bow to the partner, corners all

EXTENDED BASICS
by Ray Orme, Northridge, California
Bow to the partners, corners all
Join the hands, circle left, allemande left
Allemande thar, shoot the star
Right and left, do paso, partner left
Corner by the right, partner left
Make an allemande thar, shoot the star
Right and left grand, promenade
Don't slow down
One and three wheel around
Right and left thru, roll away half sashay
Box the gnat, right and left thru
Pass thru, on to the next
Right and left thru
Roll away with a half sashay
Box the gnat, right and left thru
Cross trail thru, allemande left
Right and left grand
Promenade
Four ladies chain across
One and three walk up to the middle
Right and left thru, cross trail
Go round just one
Come into the middle, box the gnat
Right and left thru, pass thru
Half square thru, bend the line
Star thru, right and left thru
Dive thru, square thru three quarters
Pass to the center, square thru three
Allemande left, right and left grand
Promenade
Two and four walk up to the middle
Half square thru, swing thru outside two
Boys run around the girls, wheel and deal
Dive thru, pass thru, swing thru
Boys run around the girls, wheel and deal
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MAINSTREAM
Dan Hanhurst, Wappingers Falls, New York
Bow to the partner, corners all
Join hands, circle to the left
Allemande left, allemande thar
Shoot the star, go all the way around
Give a right to the corner, pull by
Left allemande, right and left grand
Promenade
Head two pair move to the middle and back
Right and left thru, cross trail thru
Separate, go around one, line of four
Up to the middle and back
Right and left thru, pass thru
Wheel and deal
Those in the middle do a do sa do
Ocean wave, swing thru, double pass thru
Leads turn back, star thru
Right and left thru,
Roll away with a half sashay
Touch one quarter, men run around the girl
SQUARE DANCING, May, 81

Square thru, go three quarters
Left allemande, grand right and left
Promenade
Side two p'air move to the middle and back
Lead to the right, circle up our
Break out, two lines
Up to the middle and back
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Double pass thru, just the men zoom
Put the centers in, cast off
Go three quarters, star thru
Those in the middle right and left thru
Just the girls zoom, double pass thru
First couple go left, next two right
Square thru four
Those in the middle half square thru
Everybody do a U turn back
Right and left grand
Promenade, don't stop
Head pair wheel on around, square thru
Count to three, bend the line
Star thru, do sa do, ocean wave
Fan the top, girls three quarters
Men move up, girls trade
Center men trade
Everybody do a right and left thru
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Everybody will zoom
Centers square thru three quarters
Allemande the corner, promenade
Side two move to the middle and back
Sides pass the ocean, ping pong circulate
In the middle swing thru, spin the top
Straight ahead step thru
You cloverleaf, while the others swing thru
Everybody extend, swing thru, scoot back
Run, right and left thru
Pass the ocean, ladies trade
Swing thru, right and left grand
Promenade
Bow to the partner
And to the corner
PLUS I AND II
by Art Springer, Tampa, Florida
Bow to the partner and the corner
Allemande left
All eight spin the top, spin it again
Turn thru, left allemande, promenade
Don't stop, don't slow down
Heads wheel around, pass thru,
rhase right, bo,y run around that girl
Right and left thru, up to the middle and back
Pass thru, wheel and deal, swing thru
Turn thru, split the outside two
Around one, make a line
Eight to middle and back
SQUARE DANCING. May, '81

Curlique, all eight circulate one spot
Trade and roll, right and left thru
Pass thru, wheel and deal, swing thru
Turn thru, left allemande
Grand right and left, promenade
Side couples curly cross
Swing thru the outside two, scoot back
Boy run around the girl, up to middle and back
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Center four pass thru, touch one quarter
Follow your neighbor and spread
Explode and a right and left thru
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Center four pass thru, star thru
Eight up to the middle and back
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Spread to a line, pass thru
Wheel and deal, four girls swing thru
Turn thru, back to the boy and star thru
As couples circulate, bend the line
Pass thru, chase right
Boy run around that girl, pass thru
Wheel and deal, zoom, Dixie grand
Allemande left, promenade
One and three right and left thru
Roll that girl a half sashay
Curly cross, girls pull by
Swing thru the outside pair
Boy run around that girl
Bend it, move up to the middle and back
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Centers pass thru, touch one quarter
Follow your neighbor and spread
Girls run around the boys
Boys hinge, diamond circulate
Flip your diamond, scoot back
Explode the wave, wheel and deal
Double pass thru
Lead couple do a partner trade
Swing thru, boys run around that girl, bend it
Up to the middle and back, pass thru
Chase right, single hinge, girls trade
Right and left thru, pass thru
Trade by, box the gnat
Right and left grand, promenade
Side couples pass the ocean, swing thru
Boys run around the girl, crossfire
Walk and dodge, swing thru
Spin the top, pass thru, chase right
Boy run around that girl, pass thru
Ifit I IIUCI
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Lead couple partner trade, star thru
Pass thru, wheel and deal, zoom
Square thru, three quarters
Left allemande, promenade
Bow to the partner corners all
,
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Side ladies chain
Side men and the corner girl
Go up to the middle and back
Star right back by the left, pass your partner
Take the next person, star promenade
Boy with a boy and girl with a girl
Back out a full turn and circle eight
Four men forward and back
Four men pass thru around one
Stand behind the girls
Ladies chain across
Now chain them down the line
Cross trail thru, skip one corner
Left allemande
Head men and corner girl
Go forward up and back
Star by the right go once around
Back by the left, pick up partner
Outside four roll back one
Two boys together, two girls together
Outside girls roll back to a line of six
Lone girls roll back to a line of eight
Back out and form two lines
Ends star thru, same two ladies chain
Same two square thru four hands around
Box the gnat, box it back
Pull by, left allemande
Heads right and left thru
Head men and the corner girl
Go forward up and back
Star thru, split two around one
Line up four, square thru four hands
Outsides U turn back
Insides box the gnat box it back
Right and left thru will a full turn
Pass thru, outsides California twirl
In the middle right and left thru
Pass thru, star thru, right and left thru
Left square thru, four hands
Left allemande
Head men and corner girl
Forward and back, star thru
Circle four once and a little more
Two ladies break to lines of four
The two ladies that can rollaway
Go forward and back
Pass thru, centers arch ends turn in
Right and left thru, pass thru
Two ladies chain and rollaway, U turn back
Left allemande
52

Side ladies chain
Heads square thru, four hands
Do sa do the outside two
Star thru, right and left thru
Rollaway with a half sashay
Half square thru
Outsides U turn back, centers star thru
Separate 'round one to lines of four
Go forward up and back with you
Pass thru, bend the line
Centers only cross trail thru
Around one down the middle
Star right to the corner
Left allemande
Heads star thru, pass thru
Right and left thru, dive thru
Pass thru, split two
'Round one down the middle
Right and left thru, cross trail thru
Left allemande

SINGING CALL ADAPTATION
MENTAL JOURNEY
Adapted by Ken Kernen, Phoenix, Arizona
Record: Windsor 4906
OPENER, MIDDLE BREAK. CLOSER
Allemande your corner, turn partner by the
right
All four men star by the left go once -to the same little partner, turn her by the
right
Four ladies star by the left go 'round tonight
Turn your partner by the right
and go left allemande
Do sa do your own and promenade
Don't be alarmed, I mean you no harm
I'm just walking with the memories of my mind
FIGURE
Head (side) two ladies chain go straight
across the ring
Side (head) two couples do the right and left
thru
All four couples roll a half sashay and when
you do
Heads (sides) lead to the right, now circle four
Head (side) men break and make a line go
forward up and back
Star thru, swing your corner, promenade
Don't be alarmed, I mean you no harm
I'm just walking with the memories of my mind
TAG
I'm just walking with the memories of my mind
Bow to partner, that's all
SEQUENCE . Opener. Figure twice, Middle
break, Figure twice, Closer.
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Meet "THE BOSS" by

etearea

• Power enough for
100 squares —
twice the power of
our previous models,
yet small and lightweight for quick,
convenient portabili

Exceptional reliability —

proven in years of
square dance use.
•

kreat Ir."..k

A $1,000 value —
but priced at just
$635!

molly.41. P
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Why the P-400 is the Finest Professional Sound System Available
This 17-pound system, housed in a 14"x14"x5" sewn vinyl carrying case, is easy to
transport and set up — yet will deliver an effortless 120 R.M.S. watts of clear, clean power.

VU meter for convenient sound level
indication

Two separate power amplifiers

Two separately adjustable microphone
channels

Optional remote music control

5-gram stylus pressure for extended
record life (others use up to 10 grams)

Internal strobe

BUILT IN music-only monitor power
amplifier

Tape input and output

-

Convenient control panel
Exclusive Clinton Features
Only Clinton has a floating pickupiturntable suspension, so that an accidental bump as
you reach for a control knob will not cause needle skip.
Only Clinton equipment can be operated on an inverter, on high line voltage, or under
conditions of output overload without damage.
Only Clinton offers a dual speed control — normal and extended range (0-80 r.p.m.) —
and automatic speed change from 33 to 45 r.p.m.
Clinton alone rates power output, supplies a comprehensive service handbook including
SCHEMATIC DIAGRAMS for easy emergency service, and makes available plug in
cornponents for such service.

We Back Up Our Products
if you don't like the P-400 for any reason, return it within 30 days for a full refund
(except shipping). Parts and labor for any factory service within one year are fully warranted.
For as long as you, the original purchaser, own your Clinton, we will supply loan equipment
should you wish to return it to us for service.
If price were no object, the P-400 would still be the best performing and most reliable
system on the market. Yet this new standard of excellence is priced at a modest $635.
"THE BOSS" is the best choice at any price.

Wog INSTRUMENT CO.
Box 505, Clinton, Ct. 06413

Tel: (203) 669-7548

LOOK YOUR BEST
when dancing at home or away
NEW CLUBS — we'll help design
of fain, gimALL rLI IRS — complete
mick badges, and charms (including Rover,
Square Angels, Retriever. etc.)
PANIC BUTTONS — flag with square
dance saying pop ups
RHINESTONES, also your club "logo" hot-stamped in COLOR
*Write or call for more info*

CALLER
of the

MONTH
Guy Poland — Dallas, Texas

A to Z ENGRAVING CO., INC.
1150 Brown Street, Wauconda, IL 60084
312-526-7396
BOB RUFF
SQUARE DANCE CONSULTANT FOR SCHOOLS
INSTRUCTIONAL ALBUMS — Calling by Bob Ruff
"The Fundamentals of Square Dancing" Levels 1, 2, 3.
Basics 1-34. $7.95 ea. Add $1/record for mailing.
RECORDS — Square. Fiound, Contra, Clogging, Folk,
Round Mixers, Solo Dances
TEACHER MANUALS — Square, Round, Contra
HANDBOOKS — Basic, Mainstream, Plus
DIPLOMAS, Name Tags, Posters, Promotional Flyers
WORKSHOPS for teachers. Write for information.
FILMS — "Square Dance Fundamentals" Part 1 & 2, 16mm,
Color/Sound, Rental or Purchase.
NEWCOMB P.A., Edcor Wireless, E-V Microphones
Free catalogs sent on request. WE SHIP ANYWHERE IN
THE WORLD.
8459 EDMARU AVE., WHITTIER, CA. 90605
213-693-5976

)11;13C0
°
of
MANCHESTER, NH

1166 HOOKSETT ROAD Zip 03104
WORLD'S LARGEST SQUARE DANCE SHOP
Offers a Complete
SQUARE DANCE CATALOG
Send $1.00 for Catalog
(Dollar refunded with first purchase)

the enthusiasm of their
1parents for the activity, Guy and Joan Poland joined Bailey Campbell's beginner
square dance class. The magic struck and
within just weeks, Guy became interested in
calling. One year later, he was teaching his
own beginners class in Dallas, Texas. The
graduates formed the Right Angles Club and
they are still an enthusiastic and active group.
Guy started two other clubs that he calls and
teaches for, the First Knighters and the Steeple Steppers.
Guy has been a member of Callerlab since
1975. He was President of the North Texas
Callers Association for two consecutive years
and was instrumental in starting the Callers
Cavalcade, Callers Seminar and the NTCA
Callers Newsletter of which he served the first
two years as editor.
In 1976 the Texas State Callers Association
was formed with Jon Jones as president. Guy
has served as secretary, vice president and in
1979 as president of this association. To round
out a busy career in square dancing Guy has
recorded for C.O. Guest's Longhorn Label
N 1967, FOLLOWING

LEE KOPMAN
• Now Available on Reel or Cassette
INSTRUCTIONAL TAPES
for Advanced, C-1, C-2 Levels of Dancing

• Minus a couple to make up a square? Try our Two Couple Tapes.
6 tapes in a set. Each tape 2 hours of dancing.
• Also Available — Our Newly Revised Glossary of SID Calls
For Details, Write to LEE KOPMAN
2965 Campbell Ave., Wantagh NY 11793
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and is on the program of many local and state
festivals.
Guy is president of the Gylan Corporaton,
a building servicing company. He was also
instrumental in establishing the first Dallas
Association of Building Service Contractors
and served as its first president. Guy and Joan
have two children, daughter, Candy, an elementary school teacher, and son, Ricky, who
is in high school. The Polands hope to be
involved in square dancing for years to come.

* BADGES

*I

LETTERS, continued from page 3
the caller's job should be. The strange thing to
the observer is that so many callers apparently
do not see what they have been doing to the
activity.
Delbert W. Downs
Belcher, Louisiana
Dear Editor:
Gene Trimmer's comments (December
Letters) were well-documented and I congratulate him. I certainly did not intend to
present myself as an authority on arkie dancing. What prompted me to write was the
number of letters over the years which said, "I
don't like arkie dancing. Why do callers continue to use it? I don't like to be courtesy
turned by another man." As a caller and
dancer who enjoys arkie, my point is that to
put four men into the center for a right and left
thru followed by a ladies chain is not in itself
an arkie presentation but rather an unfortunate choice of APD (witness the many letters).
I do not like to see arkie take the black eye
because I concur with Gene that proper arkie,
used in moderation, is useful in developing
APD concepts. Incidentally as I read the definitions quoted by Gene, I believe they could

wq

WinEll

RECORDS

"THE RECORD DESIGNED . . . WITH THE CAUER IN MIND"

1

TRY THESE
wwW
20W1 2HEY
H
0E
2 s 0LR
ET
ENL7N
ILEE
WW 206 SHINDIG IN THE BARN
WW 508 MUSIC IS MY WOMAN
(Round) By George N. Smith

ATTENTION: All dealers—Order all New Records from

ROCKY MOUNTAIN DISTRIBUTING CO.
6156 Richfield Way • npnvpr rnloradrt 80239
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FREE SAMPLES FOR CLUB BADGES
SEND SKETCH & QUANTITY FOR
OUR SAMPLE & QUOTATION

Write for free literature and order forms.

* SPECIAL EVENT AND
VISITATION BADGES
From
$25.00 per 100
* FUN
* CONVENTION
BADGES
BADGES

4-1
Single Rover
Emblem
Double Rover
Emblem
Sales Tax 6%
Postage 8 Handling Chg — $1.75 per order

1.50
Plastic Bar
2.00
Metal Bar
(Cal. Residents)

1.50
2.50

Have you square danced 1000 miles or more
trom nome?
If so—YOU can become a "ROVER." A caller's
OK will qualify a couple if they have completed
the mileage requirement. Hang your Rover
Emblem on a Bar engraved with the Town
and State where you visited and danced.

BLUE ENGRAVERS
P.O. Box 1070

San Pedro, CA 90731

(213)
833.1581

"ORIGINALS IN SQUARE DANCE BADGES"
For Over 30 Years
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Send for list

ARMETA, Dept. M
P.O. Box 22221
Milwaukie, Oregon 97222

DANCING
DOLL...
$ 2395
KRAUS
Originals
"like wearing
gloves on
your teen'

"SQUARE UP"
in the softest of shoes.
GENUINE GLOVE
LEATHER combined with an
elasticized throat and buckled strap for perfect fit.
Add a foam cushioned insole for comfort that keeps
you dancing. WHITE, BONE, YELLOW, PINK,
BLUE or BLACK. Combination sizes 6-101/2 N,
5-101/2 M. and 6-101/2 W.
buy
and
Save $ 4
Add $1.95 p&h one item,
$2.95 for two or more.
two for $4390
AZ res. add 6% tax.
FOR FAST PERSONAL

24 HOUR SERVICE [—
CALL 602-795-1281 [
Charge Orders Only

SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED
visim
A.OR
pl MONEY BACK!

Enclosed is $1 for newest

ld
ueblo
raders

FASHION CATALOG
(credited to 1st purchase)

Dept. SC5DD
600 S. Country Club
Tucson, Arizona 85729

OVAL Stickers

sEglitt
ANCERP

Metallic

OS-1

toiNCER$

OS 2

Pressure Sensitive

OVER 15 Other PRODUCTS
in stock
SEE YOUR LOCAL DEALER or WRITE for OUR LATEST CATALOG !

cOICGOWAN'S
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be used equally to define APD. Is it not the
use of an arkie allemande or an arkie grand
which sets arkie apart from APD? Are there
any experts out there who can help?
Bob Cathcart
Ottawa, ()n tario, Canada
Dear Editor:
I have been square dancing for only 12
months. and have been dancing Mainstream
fiif six months. I learned rather rapidly but
now have come to a stop because we have no
Plus I groups near us. Because of this I have
started to learn to call. The caller of our club
has been tutoring me but the Callers Association of Western Australia states that all callers
must be over the age of18 and I am only 17. By
the time I become 18, hopefulh I will have
learned to call an "acceptable" level. The
callers near us have been real helpful. They
have loaned me records, taught me how to call
a hoedown and shown me how to sing properly. If these callers hadn't helped me, I probably would have found it too difficult and lost
interest. I owe them a lot and thank them all. I
am pleased at the way that all members of the
Square Dancing Association rush to the aid of
fellow members in need.
Paul McC utcheon
Huiitingdale, Perth,
Westeni Australia
Dear Editor:
I started modern type square dancing in
1964 after being away from it for 30-odd years.
It was a shock to see what happened in those
rears. We used to talk to our partner and
smile. What you have now is a caller whom
ou have to listen to with a stern face so as to
know what he is trying to have you do. I've
danced four time a week;now' I m lucky to

P. 0.110X 1967
IIIIINKIITO,MN 56001
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Pp
HI
HAT
Records

Keep 'em Squared Up With HI-HAT & BLUE RIBBON DANCE RECORDS
Brand New On Hi-Hat
HH 5028 "Smooth Sailing
by Ernie Kinney

Recent Releases On Hi-Hat
HH 5027 One Day At A Time
by Lee Schmidt
HH 5096"qoattle On My Min 1"
by Ernie Kinney
HH 5025 "Hat Full Of Feathers"
by Tom Perry
HH 5024 "Dealing With The Devil"
by Ernie Kinney
HH 5023 "It Don't Get Better Than This"
by Ernie Kinney

Recent Releases On Blue Ribbon
BR 230 "Open Up Your Heart"
by Bobby Lepard
BR 231 "Crystal Chandaliers"
by Bill Stone

Producer: Ernie Kinney Enterprises
3925 N. Tollhouse Rd. — Fresno, CA 93726
Distributors: Corsair-Continental Corp. — Box 644 — Pomona, CA 91769
Twelgrenn Inc. — Box 216 — Bath, OH 44210

dance once or twice a week; would prefer only
once-every-other week at Mainstream with
some Plus 1 or 2. I have found senior citizen
ballroom dancing at 75( to $1.50 per person,
where square dancing is $2.00 per person. I
can smile and talk to my partner. I've changed
to this kind of dancing and find not many
dropouts here.
Clemens Shembab
Lake Alfred, Florida
Dear Editor:
Being active members of a square (lance

club, we can see both points of' view about
being a club member or an independent. We
enjoy the friends and the social life of our club,
but also enjoy ourselves when we attend a
dance at another club where we have no re-.
spoil sibilities and can just enjoy an evening of
(lancing. We must remember — there would
be fewer pl aces to dance if everyone would be
"drifters. Thank goodness most square
dancers are not "drifters" in our area.
Mrs. Carl Willis
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

DIXIE DAISY

MAJESTIC
1" heel, steel shank, glove leather,
6-12 N; 4-12 M; 5-10 W;
si zes
Black/White
$23.00
Red/Navy/Brown
$23.00
Gold/Silver
$24.50

L

-C1 4

I

f.' tie „A
- -

-

DANCER
Ideal for Round Dancers. 11/2" heel,
all leather cushioned insole for
comfort. 4 - 10 N; 4 - 10 M; 5-10 W;
SCOOP
%" heel, steel shank, glove leather, half sizes
ined, sizes 4 thru 10 med. , 5 thru White/Black
$25.85
Red/Navy/Brown
10 narrow, half sizes
$25.85
Black/White
$24.75 Silver/Gold
$27.25
Red/Navy/Brown
$24.75
Gold/Silver
$24.95

N-20 Sissy Nylon
N-29 Sissy Cotton Red
S,M,L,XL $7.50
Orange
N-21 Cotton/Poly Yellow
Mid-thigh Length Green
Lt. Blue
S,M,L,XL $8.50
Royal
N - 24 Nylon
Lilac
Shorty Length
S,M,L,XL $8.50

Brown
Black
White
Pink
Hot Pink
Aqua

Panty-blouse
cotton/poly
broadcloth
White, Red, Black
Hot Pink, Turquoise
P,S,M,L,XL
$15.00

Add $1.50 handling. Maryland residents add 5% tax.

1351 Odenton Road, Odenton, Md. 21113
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NEW FUN BADGES!
Trellis.' Twirlers

MITLLIS VAN Vila
-4

CAMPER DANCER
CALLERS REVENGE
STAGE COACH
(Our hot new 50-mile trip badge)
WRITE FOR OTHERS
ALSO NAME BADGES FOR CLUBS
FAST SERVICE!

99-A Wilcox Ave.
Pawtucket, R. I. 02860

BEACON BADGE CO.
SWING YOUR PARTNER TO
THE DANCER'S CORNER!
Square Dance fashions at their best!
• Petticoats
• Pettipants
• Dance Shoes

• Dresses
• Records and Accessories
• Skirts and Blouses

Brochures available on request. Mail and
Phone Orders filled promptly! Bank Cards
Welcome!
2228 Wealthy S.E.
Grand Rapids, MI 49506
616-458-1272
QUANTITY PRICES
ALL POSTAGE PAID
Prices: 1 or 2 shirts $6 ea., 3-5 $5
ea., 6 up $4 ea.
Sizes: S (34-36). M (38-40), L (4244), XL (46-48 Allow for shrinkage
Colors: yellow. light blue, white
w/navy, Sorry, color selection can
not be guaranteed but please state
preferences
Payment: check or money order,
please. IL add 5%.
Catalog: free upon request.
.

.

Square Things
Box 325 dept. B R
Wilmette, IL 60091

SQUARE
'ARCING

Dear Editor:
We depend upon your magazine to guide
us in selecting records, which we order by
mail, sight unseen. A significant number of
these records are nearly impossible to dance
to because the music is too loud to understand
the calls. Surely these records are edited
when they are made and if the calls are unintelligible at that time, surely the record can be
recut with a different balance. We would appreciate it if you covered this aspect of the
record in your Record Review. We do appreciate the music by orchestra as a relief from
the standard oom pa — oom pa.
Dick and Dorothy Davis
Benghazi, Libya
We'll pass your comments along. — Editor
Dear Editor:
This past year we celebrated our 25th
wedding anniversary with a square ,dance.
Our club caller, Dick Moats, and our friends,
Bud and Louise Rogers who cue rounds, assisted with the program. Fellow club members of the Centennial Squares helped with
the dance from 6:00 to 9:00 pm. We presented
it with free admission and we spent the time to
great entertainment instead of the usual sitting around and talking. To the 79 couples
who attended, we say thanks in a great big way
and we highly recommend it for all couples
thinking of a way to celebrate this happy
event.
Neta and Benny Matthey
Clarksburg, West Virginia
Dear Editor:
As a relative newcomer into square dancing, I have much enjoyed studying your three
Handbooks on the square dance movements.

asked it! We fith4 did it
We compiled a catalog of our most requested
ccpiare dance fashions. Write for a free copy.

SQUARE DANCE RECORD ROUNDUP
957 Sheridan Blvd., Denver, Colo. 80214
Phone: 303 238-4810
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GRENN,

INC.

P.O. BOX 216
BATH, OHIO 44210

GRENN

GR 14297 "PIANO ROLL WALTZ" by Roy & Jean Green
"DANCING SHOES" two-step by Bill & Virginia Tracy
GR 15023 'ROUND DANCE TEACHING SERIES"
Two-step exercises 15-18. Vocal instruction & cueing by Frank Lehnert

TOP
TOP 25357 "SEATTLE" flip square by Brian Hotchkies
May I suggest next time you publish that you
put all photos in color? It's difficult to follow
the black and white photos and to readily distinguish the individuals.
John Bennett
Colorado Springs, Colorado
We appreciate your comments. If we were to
use color throughout it would more than
double the price of the Handbooks. We are
aware of the need of some better identification
in the black and white photos and perhaps we
can work this out before our next shooting
session. — Editor

Dear Editor:
It seems now the singing calls all have harmony on the instrumental side. I don't mind
harmony on one side, but when I buy a record
that is supposed to be the instrumental side, I
don't want anyone else to help Inc. We do
duets and have done them for over 25 years,
and we don't need the third or fourth person.
We are going back to our old records that are
purely instrumental and putting new figures
to them. Recently a record came out with the
"A" side a hoedown, and the "B" side a singing

SQUARE DANCE DRESS PATTERNS
Create an original square dance dress for yourself or your club at a
fraction of the ready-to-wear prices. This dress features a full circular
skirt with ruffle sweeping up the side. The pattern has three necklines
and layered sleeves. Patterns in multi-sizes (5-7-9, 6 - 8 - 10, 12 - 14 - 16,
18 - 20- 40). Ask for this pattern at your favorite pattern store or order
direct. Complete line of western style patterns for all the family
featuring shirts, pants, and suits for men and women, children's wear,
square dance dresses and English riding clothes.

Dealer inquiries welcome.

Mail to: AUTHENTIC PATTERNS, INC.
P. O. Box 4560 Stockyards Station
Ft. Worth, Texas 76106
@ $4.00 ea. Size(s)
Pattern # 280
TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED $
Name
Address
State
Zip
City
Add $1.00 per pattern for handling and postage.
LI Complete Western Brochure for only 75e.
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BADGES BY PROFESSIONALS
Over
GUEST

VISITATION BADGES

*Send CLUB BADGE With Order for Design
*$35.00 per 100 Minimum
Plus $10.00 One Time Die Charge
*All orders Prepaid with $1.00 postage

DeIron's of

DELL&

CLUB AND

15 Years of
Service to
Square Dancers

FUN BADGES

*New Methods to Make Your
Club Badges Stand Out
*Send Sketch or Present Badge
for Estimate and Sample

•
P. O. Box 364, Lemon Grove, Calif. 92045
/414CA
(714) 469-2109

call without harmony. I certainly hope that
this is not the start of a trend for the record
companies. Please give us callers singing calls
without harmony.
Bob and Zella Lewis Racine, Wisconsin
Dear Editor:
We have all copies of SQUARE DANCING
(formerly Sets in Order) with the exception of
March, 1955. If anyone has this copy and no
longer wants it, please contact us.
Don and Pauline Cade 200 So. Hathaway St.
Lansing, Michigan 48917

Dear Editor:
I am the chairman of this year's Silver State
Square Dance Festival and I am hoping to
make it the biggest and best yet. Several
times, dancers in our area have said we should
bill our festival as "The largest attendance of
any square and round dance festival in the
United States tinder one roof' (meaning one
building, with the exception of the National
Convention). Last year we had an attendance
of 6,812. Back in 1974, we had over 8,000 in
attendance. Do you have any information re-

B. & S. SQUARE DANCE SHOP
Billy and Sue Miller MAGNET, INDIANA 47555 Phone: (812) 843-5491
DANCER
Ideal for round dancers with
a 11/2 inch heel. Leather uppers, cushioned insole for
comfort. Sizes 5 thru 10 narrow; 4 thru 10 medium; 5
thru 10 wide. Half sizes
also. Colors: white, black,
red, navy and brown
$24.00 .
Silver and gold $25.00

MAJESTIC

WRITE FOR
A FREE CATALOG

The shoe most square dancers
wear. 1/2" heel with elastic binding around shoe. Strap across
instep. #22 round toe.
Black & White $19.95
Yellow, Pink,
Red, Hot pink.
$20.95
and Orange
Silver & Gold $21.95
Sizes 4 to 10 — Med.
and Narrow
$1.50 Postage
2 or more $1.00 ea.

Glove tanned leather. Sizes 6
thru 12 N; 4 thru 12 M half sizes.
Steel shank for support. Black,
white, navy, red, bone and
brown $23.00. Silver and gold
Black & White Classic available but no guarantee. $18.95 $24.00 (Available in AAA)
Postage $1.50
(They will still be the same quality as the original)
2 or more $1.00 each
Scoop — Black, White, & Colors
$24.00
STRETCH COTTON PETTI PANTS
$25.00
Gold & Silver
With 11/4" nylon lace. The mid thigh has 8 rows of lace
KNEE LENGTH and the knee length has 9 rows of lace. These are made
MID-THIGH
SHORTIE
for us exclusively and they're made true to size. Colors
are: white, lime green, lilac, black, yellow, blue, pink,
red, orange, purple, hot pink, kelly, brown, navy, dark
purple, multi-color, royal and red, white and blue combinations. Order mid thigh or knee length in S-M-L-XL.
Sissy Pants-6 rows of lace. XS-S-M-L. Shorties-3"
legs, 8 rows of lace.
Postage 80+7 — 2 or more 60e each

$6.00

INDIANA
ADD
4%
SALES
TAX

VISA'

$7.50 or 2 pairs for $14.00

SLIPS — made by B & S
We have one of the finest 50 yard nylon marquisette slips. Cotton tops, wide elastic band, 4 tiers on 18" and
up, 3 tiers on 17" and 24" and up—no returns. Our slips are stiff enough to insure long life. Order 1" shorter
than skirt. 18" to 26" by special order. Colors: white, black, blue, pink, yellow, red, hot pink, pale green, lime
green and multi-color, turquoise, orange, bright yellow, lilac, royal, red, brown, navy, kelly green, dark
purple, red, white combinations or any color combinations of listed colors.
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RINGO

Prices subject
to change
without notice.
$21.95 plus postage 35 yd. slips.
$19.95 plus $1.50 postage. 2 or more
$1.00 ea.
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THE SIGHT CALLER'S TEXTBOOK

$12.50

120 page book, fully illustrated, with exercises and examples for self teaching. Learn from scratch or improve
your present ability. Chapters on: Resolution, Formation Awareness, Snapshot Get-Outs. Programming .
plus 10 other topics.

THE

TOP TFN (1980 Edition)

!G nn

5 separate Dictionaries of the Callerlab levels (MS - C2); Choreo Analysis & Diagrams of Top Ten New Calls:
Callerlab Formations & APD Arrangements: & More

SCV CALLER'S NOTE SERVICE . ,

With liability insurance $201 yr; Notes Only $12/yr
Definitions of ALL new calls & Concepts; Chorea Analysis and Figures MS thru A2; $1 Million liability ins. Equip.
ins. also available. Bi-monthly, calendar yr.

DANCERS NOTE SERVICE (Bi-Monthly)

$6/calendar year

Definitions of ALL the new calls & Concepts, Supplements the TOP TEN

Order From:BILL DAVIS, 1359Belleville Way, Sunnyvale, CA 94087
g,arding festivals held around the country? Are
we really the largest festival in the United
States under one roof?
Vern Listman
Sun Valley, Nevada
How about it? Can anyone top the Reno Festival attendance? — Editor
Dear Editor:

This is my way of saying thank you to the
myriads ofcallers who wrote in response to my
advertisement in the February issue of

Joe
Saltel

Jim
Hattrick

Jim
Davis

SQUARE DANCING . . . for the "Do It

Yourself' Manual. I intend to answer each and
every letter. Most of them were surprised that
I was active in the square dance world and to
find out where I was.
Les Gotcher
729 Angus Valley Dr.
Zephyrhills, Florida ,33599
We always welcome hearing from our
readers. Send your contributions to: Editor,
Square Dancing Magazine, 462 N. Robertson
Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90048

Daryl
Clendenin

Marlin
Hull

C-046 WHEN YOU'RE UGLY LIKE ME by Daryl
C-045 YOUR MEMORY by Marlin Hull
C-043 YOU AND ME by Jim Hattrick
C-042 YOU'RE THE ONLY ONE by Joe Saltel
C-041 HOME LOVIN' MAN by Jim Davis
C-040 SHADOWS OF LOVE by Daryl
C-039 LET'S GET IT WHILE THE
GETTIN'S GOOD by Daryl
Rounds
C-1004 I WANT YOU by Lloyd & Elise Ward (cued)
H-101 I'LL LOVE YOU TONIGHT IN MY DREAMS
by Marlin Hull
H-102 THE SAME OLD WAY by Daryl
H-103 YOU ASKED ME TO by Bob Stutevous
Order Direct or from your nearest Record Dealer

Bob
Stutevous

PRODUCED BY CLENDENIN ENTERPRISES, 7915 N. Clarendon, Portland, OR 97203
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WEAL BE•AbERS
Stores handling square dance records and
books anywhere in the world are listed in these
pages. Fnr only $10.00 per month. your listing will
reach 80,000 square dancers, many of them potential record buyers. For information rgarding these
special listings write SQUARE DANCING Advertising, 462 North Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles, California 90048. Our Telephone: (213) 652-7434. Attention: Adv. Mgr.

* ARIZONA
CLAYS BARN
P.O. Box 790, Sierra Vista 85635

* CALIFORNIA
C&W ENTERPRISES
P.O. Box 433, Pinole 94564
ROBERTSON DANCE SUPPLIES
3600-33rd Avenue, Sacramento 95824
BOB RUFF RECORDS
8459 Edmaru Ave., Whittier 90605

* CANADA
GLAMAR DANCE CRAFT LTD.
3584 E. Hastings, Vancouver, B.C. V5K-207
THOMASSON SQUARE DANCE
SPECIALTIES
121 Barrington Ave., Winnipeg Man.
R2M 2A8

SINGING CALLS

GAL FROM TENNESSEE — Old Timer 1005
Key: A Tempo: 132 Range: HC Sharp
Caller: Dave Roe
LA
Synopsis: (Break) Four ladies chain across
rollaway circle left four ladies rollaway -circle left left allemande weave ring
meet own and swing
promenade (Figure)
Heads promenade halfway lead right circle
to line
head men break make a line up
and back
pass thru wheel and deal
double pass thru --- first two left next right -cross trail thru swing corner -- promenade.
Comment: An old tune that was popular many
years ago. It has a nice melody line that most
callers can use. The choreography movement
has been used extensively many times but if
the dancers enjoy who should complain. This
release is by far the best of the Old Timer
HOW TO USE THE RECORD REPORT
To get the best possible analysis all singing calls are

* COLORADO
SQUARE DANCE RECORD ROUNDUP
957 Sheridan Boulevard, Denver 80214
* FLORIDA
ROCKIN' RHYTHMS/LISTENING POST
2248 Casa Vista Drive
Palm Harbor 33563

* ILLINOIS
CROSS-COUNTRY RECORD AND
TAPE SERVICE
5104 N. Claremont
Chicago, IL 60625
DANCE SOUNDS
P.O. Box 41042, Chicago 60641
JOE
RECORD SERVICE
1007 N. Northwest Highway
Park Ridge 60068
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checked and rated by two sources. First, a rating is
made by a square of dancers that actually dances to
each record. The records ore then sent to another reviewer who rates them on recording quality, instrumentation, clarity of commands, and body mechanics. The
final -star -rating is based on a consensus of the reports from both. In all cases and unless otherwise noted,
it may be assumed that singing calls are recorded in a
medium range. In the case of hoedowns the key will he
included.
Each report gives an analysis of the record
HE
and the dance. The shaded area in the
chart indicates the voice range used by
HC
►—HB
most recording companies. By comparing
HA
the voice range letters in each analysis
—LG
with those on the chart, you should he
LF
—LE
able to determine the record's suitability
LD
to your voice. Occasionally a report will
_IC
LB
be starred (*) in which case you will find
-LA
the call reproduced in the Workshop secE LC.;
ELF
tion of the same issue.
Some of the square dance records reported will have
rating symbols at the end of the -Comment -section.

These represent the opinion of the reviewing committee. Symbols used indicate as follows: *Below Average, **Average,
***Above Aver ****Exceptional, *****Outstand ing.
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records submitted this month. As stated, improvement is being shown in Old Timer.
Rating : ***

ON THE ROAD AGAIN — Erin 101
Key: E Flat Tempo: 116 Range: HE Flat
LB Flat
Caller: Jack McComb
Synopsis: (Open & End) Circle left — left aldo sa do own
left allemande -lemande
swing own — promenade her
weave ring
home (Middle break) Sides face grand square
left allemande — swing own — promenade
her (Figure) Heads square thru four hands
swing thru spin the top — boys move up
and right and left thru pass the ocean
Girls trade ----- recycle — swing corner
promenade her.
Comment: Welcome to the Erin recording company to the field of square dancing. This recording seems very slow for average dancers.
The music is well played and calling very clear
with an average figure. This happens to be the
second release of this tune this month which
may reduce sales on their initial try. The green
cue sheet and green and white label tie in with
the company's name. Rating: ***
IN THE MOONLIGHT — Old Timer 1104
Key: D Flat Tempo: 128 Range: HB Flat
LC
Caller: Smokey Snook
Synopsis: (Break) Join hands circle left - refour ladies backtrack
verse single file
wrong way grand
partner box the gnat
meet partner pull by - left allemande — do sa
do promenade (Figure) Heads promenade
down middle square thru four
halfway
heads star
hands -- make right hand star
left once and a half swing corner allemande left new corner come back promenade.

liiiiEfAb DEALERS
* INDIANA
B-BAR-B SQUARE DANCE APPAREL
& RECORDS, 6313-6315 Rockville Rd.
Indianapolis 46224

* MASSACHUSETTS
SUE'S SPECIALTY SHOP
374 Old Boston Rd., Rt. 1
Toostield 01983

* MINNESOTA
FAIR N' SQUARE RECORD SHOP
Div. of Palomino SID Service, 7738 Morgan
Ave. So., Minneapolis 55423
J-J RECORD
1724 Hawthorne Ave., E., St. Paul 55106

* NEVADA
FOUR SQUARES DANCE SHOP, INC.
145B Hubbard Way, Reno 89501

* NEW JERSEY
DANCE RECORD CENTER
10 Fenwick St , Newark 07114

* NORTH CAROLINA
RAYBUCK'S RECORD SERVICE & CALLERS
SUPPLY, Rt. 1, Box 212, Advance 27006

* OHIO
CLAWSON ENTERPRISES
3780 Thornton Dr., Cincinnati 45236
F & S WESTERN SHOP
1553 Western Avenue, Toledo 43609

* OREGON
PROMENADE SHOP
11913 N.E. Halsey, Portland 97220

* TENNESSEE
THE DO-SI-DO SHOP, INC.
1138 Mosby Rd., Memphis 38116

* TEXAS
EDDIE'S & BOBBIE'S RECORD SHOP
P.O. Box 17668, Dallas 75217

* VIRGINIA
BIG "0-RECORD SERVICE
P.O. Box 786, Springfield 22150

* WASHINGTON
DECKER'S RECORDS
504 N. Sargent Rd.. Spokane 99206
RILEY'S RANCH CORRAL
1005 Southcenter Mall, Seattle 98188

STORES handling square dance records are welcome to write SQUARE DANCING for
information regarding a listing on these pages.
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SQUARE AND ROUND DANCE RECORDS BY MAIL
•
•
•
•
•

In Business since 1949 at same location.
Same day service on most orders.
Catalog upon request. Include $1.00 postage & handling.
One of the largest stocks in the Southwest.
Quantity purchase discounts.

MAIL ORDER-MASTER RECORD SERVICE
P.O. BOX 7176 • PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85011 • TELEPHONE: (602) 279-5521
Comment: The music was adequate using a lot
of guitar accompaniment. The calling by
Smokey was very adequate though at times
the dancers had difficulty hearing his voice
over the music. Rating: ***
TRUCK DRIVING MAN — Lore 1193
Key: F Sharp
Tempo: 130
Range: HD Sharp
Caller: Dean Rogers
LC Sharp
Synopsis: Complete call printed in Workshop.
Comment: A nice release with an exceptionally
good beat and good words. This tune has
been recorded other times but this is one of

the better ones. The calling is very well done
by Dean and the figure is like many with nothing outstanding yet very adequate.
Rating

ON THE ROAD AGAIN — D & R 155
Key: C
Tempo: 132
Range: HC
Caller: Nelson Watkins
LG
Synopsis: (Break) Circle left
reverse single
file
four ladies backtrack
turn thru
left
allemande
do sa do
promenade (Figure)
Heads promenade three quarters
sides
square thru three quarters
do sa do -swing thru - turn thru
left allemande
do

FOUR BAR B PRESENTS
1■
• MINIM =NM =MI
Mi —ar la....11P

OININNIP

Bill Volner

Mike Sikorsky

Bill Owsley

NEW RELEASES
4B 6042 Guitar Man — Bill
4B-6041 I Ain't Got Nobody — Bob
4B-6040 Smokey Mountain Rain — Mike
4B-6039 Southern Rains — Bill V.
4B-6038 Somebody's Knockin' — John
4B-6034 Faded Love — Bill
4B-6036 Lookin' For Love — Bob
4B-6035 Gonna Sit Right Down And Write
Myself A Letter — Bill V.
4B-6017 Things I Treasure — Mike
4B-6033 That's What I Get For Lavin' You — John
4B-6032 Cornbread/Hush-Puppy (Patter)
4B-6029 Alone With You — Bob

Bob Carmack

John Marshall

4B-6028 Kaw-Liga — Bill
4B-6026 A Good Old Country Song — Bill Volner
4B-6025 Everybody's Somebody's Fool — Bob
4B-6024 Chain Gang Of Love — Mike
4B-6012 I Will Survive — Bill
4B-6013 Ghost Riders In The Sky — Mike
4B-6019 All The Gold In California — Bob
4B-6021 It's Crying Time Again — Bill
4B-6022 Hoidin' The Bag — Bill & Bob
PATTER
4B-6003 Ozark Romp
— Flip Called

Bill & Bob

Box 7-11 Macks Creek, MO 65786 (314) 363-5432
64
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swing corner promenade.
sa do
Comment: One of two releases this month of this
tune. A recent western recording makes it
popular. Well played and a relaxed job by
Nelson. Very easy figure that can be danced
at the basic level. Dancers seemed to enjoy
Rating: ***
the tune and dance.

THAT'S ALL THAT MATTERS TO ME —
Red Boot 262
Key: B
Tempo: 132
Range: HB
Caller: Don Williamson
LB
Synopsis: (Break) Circle left
walk around
corner - - see saw own -- boys star right corner left allemande swing promenade
(Ficure) Heads promenade three quarters sides right and left thru pass thru do sa
turn thru left allemande
do swing thru
-- walk by own — swing next promenade.
Comment: A very good instrumental with a piano
man who has a tremendous touch. The tune is
not too difficult and has a nice melody line.
Ca lers may want to try execution to see if
melody is a problem but is doubtful by this
reviewer. Music is well played and the dance
movement is acceptable to dancers with no
difficult moves.
Rating:

***-

WHEN YOU'RE UGLY LIKE ME — Chinook 046
Key: A Tempo: 128 Range: HC Sharp
Caller: Daryl Clendenin
LA
Synopsis: (Break) Sides face grand square
four ladies promenade — swing at home
left allemande — promenade (1st Figure)
Heads square thru four heads - corner do sa
do swing thru boys run ferris wheel
centers pass thru square thru four hands swing corner ---- promenade (2nd Figure)
Heads promenade halfway star thru
pass thru — swing thru
boys run — tag the
line
face right boys cross run bend the
line
right and left thru full turn and one
quarter more promenade.

SC
Jeanne Moody
Briscoe

e

YOUR OWN CLUB STICKERS
FOR EITHER SIDE OF GLASS
THESE ARE DECAL TYPE STICKERS
wet the decal and transfer to desired surface

MINIMUM ORDER 10
LESS THAN 100-50c EACH
100 OR MORE 45c EACH
01817110

Send three 15c stamps
for catalog on badges,
stickers, accessories, etc.

sunrs
oi::

MARES Co

• Box 371, Champaign, III. 61820

A SQUARE 8; ROUND DANCE VACATION

BERYL
LIGHTED
LANTERN

1981

SQUARE DANCE
CAMP

756 Lookout Mountain Road,
Golden, Colorado 80401
BERYL & KERRIE MAIN — (303) 526-1674
WINTER — 2516 E. Elmwood, Mesa,
Arizona 85203 (602) 835-7480

WISSCO
WIRELESS
SOUND
EQUIPMENT
Portable P.A. Systems
Lavalier Microphones

1,

wireless
sound
sales co

EVERYTHING
FOR
WIRELESS
CONVENIENCE
Meeting Amplifiers
Hand Held Microphones

WiSSCO
1599 Superior A-1 Costa Mesa, CA. 92627
(714) 645-1281 TOLL FREE (800) 854-3499
San Francisco (415) 777-4533

— big mac records

Presents

BM 024 Mr. Sandman
called by: Jay Henderson
BM 025 Daddy
called by: Jeanne Moody Briscoe

Recent Releases
SC 637 Take Me Out To The Ballgame — Don
BM 023 Free To Be Lonely Again — Ron
BM 022 Show Me To The Door — Jay
Jay
BM 021 Wait For Me
BM 020 King Of Country Music — Ron
BM 019 You've Got To Be The Greatest — Jeanne
BM 018 Fastest Rabbit Dog In Carter County — Jay

BM 017 Blue Grass Square Dance Festival — Mac
Hoedowns To Swing By
BM 022 Rattler Romp — Jay
BM 004 Corn Chips — Jeanne
BM 011 Kelton Holley
BM 012 Slo Trac -- Jeanne
BM 016 Rabbit Dog/Caution
SC 311 Ruby/Ruby's Fiddle
SC 312 Handy/San Luis Ramble

j y,
Henderson

PO Box 1448, San Luis Obispo, CA 93406
SQUARE DANCING, May, '81
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A GINGHAM JUMPER

HOURS:
Mon. thru Thurs.,
Sat. 11-5
Fri. 11-9
Closed Sun,

Elastic inserts in belt
Back zipper, Pocket in
bib
nr a
I 'se ,vvith
pant blouse

Cute as a
button

hint ICC1
L.1

Si I

35% Cotton, 65%
Polyester
Even sizes
6 thru 18

LA

#607 in Red. Navy, Green, or Brown Check

Matching men's shirt in white

Men's shirts to match, check Gingham sizes 141/2 - 17 $14.98
(Shown) White Pant Blouse Cotton/Dacron S/M/L/XL $17.98
White Pant Blouse Lace Trimed Cot/Dac S/M/L/XL $17.98

$24.98

Size 20 or above, or tall length
Add $5.00

White Peasant Blouse

RUTH & REUEL
deTURK
1606 Hopmeadow St.
Simsbury, Ct. 06070
Phone: 203-658-9417

—

Send for our free mail order catalog.

$8.98
Shipping Chg. Single item $2.00; 2 or 3 items $3.00
Conn. Residents add 71/2% Sales Tax

$17.98

Comment: A rock feeling type of musical accompaniment with interesting words. The tag
the line face right and cross run, then bend the
line seemed like a very comfortable movement. Clear calling by Daryl. An overall average release and interesting also.
Rating:
MEND YOUR BROKEN HEART —
Old Timer 1002
Range: HC
Tempo: 132
Key: C
Caller: Dave Roe
LC
Synopsis: (Break) Allemande left corner
swing at home - gents star by left — do sa do

corner slide thru join hands circle left
rollaway — right and left grand promenade
(Figure) Head two couples rollaway • curlique — same boys run right — all double pass
thru peel off bend the line -- move up
and back — slide thru -- center four right and
left thru — square thru three hands — swing
corner allemande left new corner promenade
Comment: A novelty tune in some respects as
the caller seems to over dub his original calling to offer two voices. The melody line seems
very nice and an improvement in Old Timer
music is beginning to show. The peel off move
.

el, RED BOOT ENTERPRISES
Route 8, College Hills
,._ t Greeneville, Tennessee 37743
615-638-7784
01116iia

111

.4041
Elmer
Sheffield, Jr.

Johnny
Jones

Cal
Golden

RED BOOT RELEASES
RB 309 Son of Butch
A. Hoedown Instrumental
B. Class Workshop Series
Phase I — Basics 134
RB 262 That's All That Matters To Me by Don Williamson
RB 261 Do You Wanna Go To Heaven by Don Williamson
RB 258 I Wish I Was 18 Again by Don Williamson
RB 257 Shortnin' Bread by Ron Dunbar
RB 256 After You've Gone by Lee Kopman
RB 255 My Home's In Alabama by Johnny Jones
RB 254 J.R. by Don Williamson

Don
Williamson

Allen
Tipton

RED BOOT STAR RELEASES
RBS 1257 That's What I Get For Lovin' You by Elmer Sheffield
RBS 1256 Sugar Daddy by Elmer Sheffield

Mike
Noose

GOLD STAR RELEASES
GS 712 God Bless America by Cal Golden
GS 711 Driftwood by Cal Golden
GS 710 My Heart Skips A Beat by Cal Golden
GS 709 Shirley Jean Berrell by Cal Golden
GS 402 Ragtime Annie/S.K.G. (hoedown) by Red Boot Band

COMING SOON

Richard
Silver
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Rose of San Antone
Could I Have This Dance
Loving Up A Storm
Your Cheatin, Heart

Petti Coat Junction (hoedown)
Cruising Down The River
Sunny Side Of The Street

Johnnie
Wykoff
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NEWCOMB P.A. SYSTEMS for Every Purpose
CAN BE PURCHASED ON TIME PAYMENTS WITH APPROVED CREDIT
Write us for complete catalog.

AVT-1270V Amplifier Only $495.00
T-40 Amplifier Only
$1195.00
T-50 Amplifier Only
$1345.00
T-100 Amplifier Only
$1499.00
EDC-100 Cassette Recorder $384.95

All speakers can be purchased separately. We can also supply Yak Stacks,
vvrite fnr infrIrmntinn. Achtnn qtnrie1Q, aS
follows: CS;10 - 99.50, CS;20 89.95,
CS;30 - 79.95.

CALIFONE PA SETS
Model 1875 with 2 speakers $481.50
Model 1847 without speakers $365.00
Merrbach music volume control will shut
off music completely, $75.00. Made especially for Newcomb equipment
Electro-Voice Model 660 Mikes w/switch
$99.95

NEWCOMB
RECORD CASES

PLUS FREIGHT ON ALL
ABOVE PRICES

Mailing costs are for
Continental U.S. only

RX-7W
$27.95
PP $4.00

RC-7BW
$32.95
PP $5.00

RC-712W

$49.95
PP $6.00

MIKE COZY
$7.80
plus $1.00
mailing

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT
NOTICE ON ALL EQUIPMENT LISTED
CAR CADDY — A new concept in a hand truck. Carries up to 100 lbs., 40" folds to 20". Tubular
steel weighs 7 lbs. Collapsible, designed to be used for sound equipment, luggage, etc. $29.95
plus $3.00 postage USA. Shock cord for Caddy $2.00 ea
.

LATEST RELEASES on these OUTSTANDING LABELS
BOGAN RELEASES
BLUE STAR RELEASES

2133 — Somebody's Knocking
Caller. Marshall Flippo. Flip Inst.
2132 — Merry Oldsmobile
Caller: Dave Taylor, Flip Inst.
2131 — Southern Rain
Caller: Marshall Flippo. Flip Inst.
2130 — The Devil Is A Woman
Caller: Nate Bliss, Flip Inst.
2129 — I Love A Rainy Night
Caller: Nate Bliss, Flip Inst.
2128 — Up Jumped The Devil/Backed By
Trailride (Two Hoedowns)
2127 — I'm In Love With The Wrong Man
Caller: Andy Petrere. Flip Inst.

DANCE RANCH RELEASES
660 — Oh Lonesome Me
Caller: Ron Sd'aleider, Flip Inst.
659 — When You're Ugly
Callers: John Chavis and
Dean Salveson, Flip Inst.
658 — Fifty Seven Chevrolet
Caller: Speedy Spivacke, Flip Inst.
657 — Don't Wipe The Tears You Cry
For Him On My Good White Shirt
Caller: Frank Lane

-

I Am The Dreamer
Caller: Tim Ploch, Flip Inst.
1331 — Does Fort Worth Ever
Cross Your Mind
Caller: Tim Ploch, Flip Inst.
1330 — King Of Western Swing
Caller: Tim Ploch, Flip Inst.
1329 — Cheatin Song
Caller: Bob Barnes, Flip Inst.
1332

LORE RELEASES

I Keep Puttin Off Getting
Over You Caller: Moe Odom
Flip Inst.
1193 — Truck Driving Man
Caller: Dean Rogers, Flip Inst.
1192 — Dim The Lights And Pour The
Wine Caller: Bob Graham, Flip Inst.
1194

ROCKIN A RELEASES
1373 — Ballad Of Cat Ballou
Caller: David Cox, Flip inst.
1372 — Mental Journey
Caller: David Cox, Flip Inst.

SWINGING SQUARE RELEASES

2376 — Robert E. Lee
Caller: Paul Greer, Flip Inst.

BEE SHARP RELEASES

114 — Mickey Mouse Club March
Caller: Bill Knecht, Flip Inst.
113 — Don't You Believe
Caller: Bill Knecht, Flip inst.
E-Z Mixers
Called By Jerry Hell
714 — Blue Stars And Stripes
719 — Queens Quadrille
722 — Tunnel Of Love
723 — Circle And Star Contra
724 — Celito Lindo Mixer (Circle Dance)
725 — Pretty Baby Quadrille
LP Albums
507 — E-Z 34 Basics Caller: Lem Smith
34 Basics As Recommended
By Callerlab
1021 — Blue Star, 50 Basics
Called by Marshall Flippo
1025 — Blue Star, 75 Plus Basics
Called by Marshall Hippo
1034 — Blue Star, Mainstream Plus
Called by Marshall Flippo

2377 — There'll Never Be Anyone Else
But You Caller: Arnold (Bob)
Strebe, Flip Inst.

We carry all square dance labels. Dealers: Please write for your inquiries concerning starting a dealership to:

MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE, P.O. Box 7308, Houston, Texas 77008

NATIONAL SQUARE DANCE
DIRECTORY
New updated Edition lists over 8000 square, round.
clogging, and contra clubs. Includes type of club, level of
dancing, when and where to dance, and a person to
contact concerning the club. Great for traveling. $6.00
per copy (plus $1.00 postage)
Allow 3 to 4 weeks delivery
Send to: National Square Dance Directory
P.O. Box 54055
Jackson, MS 39208

JOHN
HANDS
BIG RIVER ,USA

1 line "Slim Jim-$1.00
Name only
regular size $1.10
Name and town or
design $1.25
Name and town and
design (pictured) $1.50
Name and town and
design and club name
$1.75

ANY STATE SHAPE $2.00 UP EACH
We Design Club Badges
Blue, Green, Brown, Red,
Order Any Badge in Any
Yellow, Walnut.
Color—Black, White,
Send Check With Order
Add 15c per badge for postage

MICRO PLASTICS
Box 847 Rifle, Colo. 81650

Phone (303) 625-1718

WESTERN SNAP BUTTONS
TECH-PEARL in 10 colors
Blue, Yellow, Smoke, Tan, Brown,
Black, Red, White. Lt. & Dk. Green
5 for 50i

DANCER SILHOUETTES
Iron-On for shirts, Dresses, Vests
Red, Black, White —4 inch — 4 for 50i
2 inch — 6 for 500
Zippers, laces, ricrac available
Add 40i for handling. Mich. add 4% States Tax

T & C ENTERPRISES 88 W. Muskegon
Cedar Springs, Mich. 49319

Bachelors 'N' Bachelorettes
International, Inc.
Square and Round Dancing
For
SINGLE ADULTS
Thirty one Years Experience
Inquiries invited for affiliation
or for starting new groups in the
U.S. and Abroad!
Jay M. Metcalf/SD
International Director
1039 W. Edgeware Rd.
Los Angeles, CA 90026
(213) 623-6913
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SQUARE & ROUND DANCE RECORDS
INSTRUMENTALS
Cotton Eyed Joe/Billy Cheatum
Rockytop/Just Because
LP 8 TRACK and CASSETTE
Chaparral Presents a Solid 10 —
J. Hagg
Cooked Up Texas Style —
G. Shoemake
Direct From Lighted Lantern —
B. Main

KAL
KAL

1258
1259

CAL

7005

CAL

7004

CAL

7003

FLIPS
Battle Of New Orleans — Chuck
PR
1038
Blue Eyes Cryin' In The Rain — Bud TB
217
Calendar Girl — B. Crowson
CROW 001
Could I Have This Dance —
E. Sheffield
RBS
1258
Country Home — B. Taylor
795
450
Crazy Arms — S. Mitchell
RDR
601
Daddy — J. Briscoe
BM
035
Does Fort Worth Ever Cross Your
Mind — T. Ploch
BOG
025
Fais Do Do — J. Rash
SR
1010
Heartbreak Mountain — B. Vinyard
JP
106
I Am The Dreamer — T. Ploch
BOG
1332
I Keep Puttin' Off Getting Over
You — M. Odom
LORE 1194
I Love A Rainy Night — N. Bliss
BS
2129
I Won't Go Hunting With You
Jake — Al
PR
1039
King Of Western Swing — T. Ploch
BOG
1330
Lady Of Spain — Don
MR
7
Let's Do It Right — D. Gailina
COY
401
Merry Oldsmobile — D. Taylor
BS
2132
Mr. Sandman — J. Henderson
BM
024
Mule Skinner Blues — J. Rash
SR
1012
Nine To Five — W. McDonald
RB
265
Seattle — B. Hotchkies
TOP
25357
Smokey Mountain Rain —
M. Sikorsky
4BB
6040
HH
Smooth Sailing — E. Kinney
5028
Somebody's Knocking — M. Flippo
BS
2133
Somebody's Knocking — J. Marshall 4BB
6038
Southern Rain — M. Flippo
BS
2131
The Devil Is A Woman — N. Bliss
2130
BS
There'll Never Be Anyone Else But
2377
You — A. Strebe
SS
Vevay Indiana — S. Atkinson
REB
102
115
Wandering Eyes — A. Lowder
ME
Willie Waylon And Me — P. Kozlowski
& son Aaron
.CRC
560
Y'All Come — B. Wentz
114
ME
ROUNDS
Darling/Fantastic
Piano Roll Waltz/Dancing Shoes
Round Dance Teaching Series —
F. Lehnert
Side By Side/Ginny Loves Us

HH
GR

993
14297

GR
BEL

15023
297
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BADGE HOLDERS
:WILL NVco-on
[0 ,

0

CLIP

'N

for ALLpin-on badges!
SNAP
DOUBLE SIDED vrin-on

The clip swivels a
full 360 —permitting badge to be
clipped to any type
of garment.

A clip-on for any
garment. Snap off
the clip—it's a snapon for a western shirt
pocket.

® TM REG. U 5. PAT OFF

At Your Square Dance Shop and Badge Maker

n
l

0

Snaps between, and
to both, pocket and
pocket flap of a
western shirt

0

DEALERS: Write for brochure for full information.

Don Hadlock, 24813 Broadmore Ave., Hayward, CA 94544
was a little different for the dancers. This reviewer would classify this release as average. Rating:

CANADIAN PACIFIC — Top 25355
Key: F
Tempo: 128
Range: HD
Caller: Tommy Cavanagh
LB Flat
Synopsis: (Break) Four ladies chain — chain
back
join hands circle left — allemande left
weave ring — do sa do -- promenade
(Figure) Head couples lead right circle
break to a line up and back --- pass thru
wheel and deal — centers pass thru — touch a
quarter — walk and dodge -- partner tag

swing corner - allemande left promenade.
Comment: A tune that some may recognize. The
music is well played by the Top organization.
The dance figure is easy to execute with the
use of partner tag that is not exercised too
often in singing call movements. Tommy is
clearly understood and the English accent is
not too pronounced. Rating: '*

SHORT ROAD TO LOVE —
Blue Star 2126
Key: A Flat Tempo: 130 Range: HE Flat
Caller: Nate Bliss
LE Flat
Synopsis: Complete call printed in Workshop.

THE BILL PETERS
CALLER'S GUIDEBOOK SERIES
SIGHT CALLING MADE EASY
Book 1C
A complete book devoted exclusively to the HOW and WHY of Sight Calling. Learn how to successfully improvise
your patter presentations with this easy-to-read Guidebook covering all sight calling skills. This book is a MUST for
all callers who want to learn to sight call — or who are anxious to improve their ability to call patter extemporaneously
$7.95
Book 1B
THE MIGHTY MODULE
Learn how to use modules as a primary patter-building tool. Clearly written text covers the Dynamics of Modern
Choreography, Modular "Building-Block" Techniques, -Mix-and-Match" Techniques to accommodate all dance
levels
$6.95
SPECIAL COMBINED VOLUME
Since many successful callers use both Sight AND Modular techniques, we are also offering both of the abovedescribed Guidebooks — combined and bound into a single volume — at this special reduced money-saving
price
$12.95
"MODULES GALORE"
An extra-large collection of modules designed to serve as a supplement to "The Mighty Module.-Hundreds of
effective dancer tested modules personally selected by the author
$5.95
ALSO AVAILABLE
PRESENTATION TECHNIQUES (Book 1A)
SINGING CALL TECHNIQUES (Book 2)

$7.95
$7.95

HOW TO ORDER
Order postpaid by sending check or money order to;

BILL PETERS • 5046 Amondo Drive • San Jose, California 95129
Californians add 6% sales tax; from Canada or overseas, U.S. funds, please. Add $3.00 for Air Mail
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SAGEBRUSH
PRODUCTIONS
NATIONAL TOURS and RECORDINGS

MAY RELEASES
SB #500 TOMMY STOVE
CALLS
"Your Always On My Mind"
SB #300 "Saguaros"
Mainstream Hoedown

Comment: A real rhythmic dance that gets the
dancers moving to the beat. The choreography is basic and all dancers as well as the
callers can handle this. The Blue Star music is
good. This release should be popular.
Rating: ****

SAN ANTONIO ROSE — Red Boot 263
Range: HD
Tempo: 132
Key: G
LA
Caller: Don Williamson
Synopsis: (Break) Circle left --- left allemande
partner box the gnat — four ladies promenade
turn partner by right - - left allemande
corner — promenade (Figure) Heads lead

right
circle to a line — up and back
curlique coordinate — bend the line ----- right
and left thru - pass thru
bend the line -right and left thru — slide thru — swing corner
promenade (Alternate Figure Mainstream)
Heads square thru four hands — corner do sa
do swing thru --- boys run right — bend the
flutter wheel
line — right and left thru
swine corner - promenade.
slide thru
Comment: What a nice feeling to hear the old
Bob Wills' tune. Certainly not a new recording
in square dance circles but one that is remembered by many. The figure is very standard and very danceable. The music is good

"CLOUD NINE" COMFORT by Coast Ballet

FOR SQUARE AND ROUND DANCERS
Now made to order in all colors.
Colors: Yellow, Orange, Lt. Blue, Hot
Pink, Lilac, Bone, Lime, Red, Purple,
Navy, Black, and White.
Sizes: 4 thru 11, including 1/2 sizes.
Narrow, medium and wide widths.
WHITE
$20.95
$21.95
COLORS
GOLD or SILVER
$22.95
Add $1.50 For Postage
with
an
Fully lined
elasticized throat, features
the high styled t-strap
vamp.

) master charge l

VISA

104 WEMPE DRIVE
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e
WeAf tent Weals ALL LEATHER
CUMBERLAND, MD. 21502

PHONE (301) 724-2925
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outiDE Rojo
A.4
rn.
Chuck
Bud
Will
Larsen Springer Whitten Myers

Bob Bennett,
Owner-Producer

IL

Singing Calls

Hoedowns

TB 211 Time We Talk Things Over by Tommy
TB 212 Not Dealin' With The Devil Anymore by Art
TB 213 Everyone Needs Someone To Love by Lonnie
TB 214 Truck Driving Man by Will
TB 215 On A Hi-Way Headin' South by Chuck
TB 216 Honk Your Horn For Dixie by Bob
TB 217 Blue Eyes Cryin' In The Rain by Bud

TH 521 Truckin' Around/Flip (OS)/Art
TH 522 Scream Theme/T-Birds Jamin'
A/

Thunderbird Records has clogging routines written to: TB-121,
TB-180, TB-194, TB-195 and TH-508. For further info contact Thunderbird Records.

If anyone is having problems in getting Thunderbird Records, please contact the company for information.

THUNDERBIRD RECORDS • 2111 HILLCREST DR. • VALDOSTA, GA 31601
and well played as usual by Red Boot.
Rating: ****

CHIME BELLS — D & R 156
Tempo: 128
Range: HB
Key: D
LA
Caller: Nelson Watkins
Synopsis: (Break) Circle left — men star right -left allemande - weave ring (Figure) Heads
square thru four hands — make right hand star
do sa do corner swing thru boys trade
-- turn thru
left allemande - promenade.
Comment: A great tune for those callers who can
yodel and Nelson surprised this reviewer with
his yodeling ability. The tune could become

‘../Tte
#13700Nylon

EVERYONE NEEDS SOMEONE TO LOVE —
Thunderbird 213
Key: B Flat Tempo: 132 Range: HB Flat
Caller: Lonnie Sesher
LB Flat
Synopsis: (Break) Sides face grand square
circle left -- left allemande - - do sa do
promenade (Figure) Heads square thru four
hands — corner do sa do touch a quarter —
walk and dodge
partner trade right and

Everything
for SQUARE DANCERS

Simhins

119 Allen Street
Hampden, Mass. 01036

monotonous if the yodeling is not used. Tune
is not new but many callers will use it. A basic
figure that any dancer should be able to
do. Rating: (**

Send $1.00 for Catalog
(Refunded on first order)

Ruffles

100 yards of soft N ylon Ruffling are used to tri»1 this
rcry full three skirt nylon "horsehair bouffant.
This is not only Cl very durable, but beautiful
garment. Heavy elastic tvaistline is double ,stitched
for comfort and long tvear.
Colors:

White/White ruffles
Hot Pink/Hot Pink ruffles
White/Blue ruffles
White/Multi-colored ruffles
Pink, Blue & Yellow

Sizes:

Small, medium, large
Length: 19" 21" 23"
Please give waist size & length desired

$24.00

Black/Black ruffles
Red/Red ruffles

Soft Pink/Soft Pink ruffles
Yellow /Yellow ruffles
Blue/Blue ruffles
Brown/Brown ruffles
Orange/Orange ruffles
Purple/Purple ruffles

Handling
$1.50 each

■
1••■■■
,■
••=rr.r
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Ashton Record Cases

RC-4 Compartment for mike, cables, and "0-cards plus room
for 120 records
RC-5 No mike compartment,
All Meta!
I olds 150 records
Baked on, scratch resistant,
epoxy finish in three colors,
black with silver vein, brown
with copper vein, white with
gold vein.
$25.95 plus shipping and sales
tax in Calif.
Dealer inquiries welcome.

ASHTON ELECTRONICS

2468 Almaden Expwy,
San Jose, Ca. 95125

(408) 266-2437

Square Dance Digest Service
A monthly Note Service for Callers and Teachers.
Ranging in scope from Mainstream material to the
latest in Advanced and APD material, the Digest is
sectionalized so that you can very quickly select the
material you desire. The Digest is a valuable supplement to every caller's programming needs. All figures
used are dance checked for smoothness and accuracy
before being printed. Cost is only $14.00 per year (12
issues). Overseas postage extra.
Sample copy of the Digest upon request.
Send a 15d stamp.

SDDS
750 Inglewood St.

Edited and Published by
John & Evelyn Strong

&Atlas, Ca. 9 3901

Northern California Trail Dance
Sunday, June 21, 1981
8:00 — 11:00 PM
Rounds
by
Betty
Dean

Co-Caller
Harry Greer
Pres. Calif
Square Dance
Caller Ass'n

Co-Caller
Chappie Chapman
of
Oroville

MEMORIAL AUDITORIUM
ORLAND, CALIFORNIA
WESTSIDE WHIRLERS

Mainstream with Quarterly Selections
$2.00 per person donation
Plenty of RV parking

left thru
flutter wheel
slide thru
swing
- promenade.
Comment: Good Thunderbird music with a nice
feeling and a tune that can be handled by
most cllinrs. The m02t, of the dance is nothing
unusual but very average and overdone using
a walk and dodge and partner trade. The calling by Lonnie seemed relaxed and well
done. Rating: -i-isT**

DIM THE LIGHTS — Coyote 102
Tempo: 132
Range: HD
Key: C
LB
Caller: Buddy Allison
Synopsis: (Intro & End) Four ladies chain three
quarters — rollaway circle left allemande
left — weave rinc - do sa do -- promenade
(Break) Sides face grand square — four ladies
chain chain back promenade (Figure)
Heads promenade halfway — sides right and
left thru — curlique — boys run right — do sa
do eight chain four swine corner -promenade.
Comment: The music is well accepted as usual
with Johnny Gimble at the helm. The figure is
not outstanding but adequate for Mainstream
dancing. Not one of the best releases by
Coyote but the job of calling was above
average. Rating: ***
SORTA WONDERING — Old Timer 1601
Key: F
Tempo: 130
Range: HC
Caller: Shannon Duck
LB
Synopsis: (Break) Allemande left
do sa do
men star left --- curlique
boys run right
allemande left
weave ring — swine
promenade swing (Figure) Head two rollaway sides square thru four hands — swing
thru outside two boys run right
pass thru
wheel and deal double pass thru — lead
two couples do a partner trade --- swine
corner allemande left new corner promenade.
Comment: A rather different tune which has a
ring of familiarity to many dancers. Some

KALOX- Seize-Longhorn
NEW ON KALOX
K 1259 ROCKYTOP/JUST BECAUSE Instrumentals Only. Two all time favorites
K-1258 COTTON EYED JOE/BILLY CHEATUM Instrumental Hoedowns
RECENT RELEASES ON KALOX
K-1257 I'LL BE COMING BACK FOR MORE Flip/Inst. Caller: Harry Lackey
1256 I FEEL BETTER Flip/Inst. Caller: Harper Smith
NEW ON LONGHORN
LH-1033 FOOL FOR LOVE
NEW ON BELCO
B 297 A SIDE BY SIDE Two-Step by Bill & Fera Lank
1st Band Music Only: 2nd Band with Cues by Bill Lank
B 297 B GINNY LOVES ME Two-Step by Bill & Virginia Tracy
1st Band Music Only: 2nd Band with Cues by Bill Tracy
RECENT ROUNDS ON BELCO
B 296 A OVER THE WAVES Viennese Waltz by Ken Croft & Elana De Zordo
1st Band Music Only; 2nd Band with Cues
B 296 B A LONELY LIFE Two-Step by Jack & Lee Ervin
1st Band Music Only: 2nd Band with Cues
-

John Saunders

Produced by Kalox
Record Distributing Co., 2832
Live Oak Drive,
Mesquite, Texas
75149

-

-

-

Lee Swain

-

-

-

-

-

Harper Smith
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PUT SOME SNAP
IN YOUR DANCE WU_

1•

Make your square dance and western wear totally
unique with our wide selection of pearl and metal
snap fasteners.

Send for FREE CATALOG
places seemed like musicians and caller were
not in agreement on the melody line though
not enough to detract from dancers' enjoyment. Music is average as well as figure.
Rating:

OH LONESOME ME Dance Ranch 660
Tempo: 132
Key: C
Range: HD
Caller: Ron Schneider
LD
Synopsis: Complete call printed in Workshop.
Comment: A tune that was due for a revival.
Many dancers and callers will remember its
initial release with the late Bill Castner. When
dancers start sine inc with the tune it means

The Campau Co.
P.O. Box 20632-SD
Dallas, Texas 75220

enjoyment for them. The figure is very adequate and the calling is well done by Ron.
Rating:**
MLISiC is also good.

LOVIN* UP A STORM — Red Boot 264
Key: F
Tempo: 130
Range: HF
Caller: Mike Hoose
LC
Synopsis: (Break) Four ladies promenade
swing at home
join hands circle -- left allemande
weave rinc do sa do promenade (Figure) Head couples square thru four
hands corner do sa do -- star thru -- pass
thru — partner trade reverse the flutter
dixie style make ocean wave
trade the

GOIL
6 00
FOR YOUR VIEWING PLEASURE

THE ULTIMATE IN
GIFT GIVING
An authentic "gold" (or "platinum") record, glass encased in a brass (or silver)
aluminum frame — exactly like the ones
produced by major record companies.
Any "title message" may be printed on our record
label and engraved on our name plate. Cost for LP is
$65.00 and the 45 is $50.00. (Platinum is $2.50 extra.) Dealer inquiries and large quantities cordially
accepted.

P.O. Box 84 • CALABASAS. CALIFORNIA 91302.
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FOUR SQUARES RECORD CO.
#791 I LOVE YOU SO MUCH (Round)
Ry Phil and Lois Atherton
#792 MORE AND MORE (Round)
By Phil and Lois Atherton
#793 ROSIE "R"/HELEN "R" (Hoedown)
#794 MERRY CHRISTMAS POLKA
Singing Call by Earl Rich

FOUR SQUARES DANCE SHOP
145B HUBBARD WAY
RENO, NEV. 89502 PH. 702-826-7422
OR 702-825-9258

SQUARE AND ROUND DANCE SUPPLIES
LATEST RECORD RELEASES
MAIL ORDER AVAILABLE

cuted. The first time this reviewer has heard
the "slide out to a line" in any of the reviews.
The music is well played and an overall very
good release. Rating: .i'_?***

wave -- boys run right
promenade home.
Comment: A western type feeling on this tune
with a nice figure utilizing a reverse the flutter
and trade the wave. The execution of movement by dancers was well received. The tune
and accompaniment were above average.
Rating: *.',f`

YOUR MEMORY — Chinook 045
Key: B Tempo: 130 Range: HC Sharp
LB
Caller: Marlin Hull
Synopsis: Complete call printed in Workshop.
Comment: A good tune that is well called by
Marlin with a figure that is very nicely exe-

MICKEY MOUSE — Bee Sharp 114
Range: HB
Tempo: 130
Key: G
Caller: Bill Knecht
LD
Synopsis: (Intro & End) Sides face grand square
four ladies chain - chain back home
promenade (Break) Walk around corner
home do paso -- men star right allemande
promenade
weave ring
do sa do
left
(Figure) Head couples square thru four hands

Gary
Shoemake

Randy
Dougherty

Chaparral Releases
LP, 8 Track & Cassette
CAL-7003 Direct From
Lighted Lantern
by Beryl Main
CAL-7004 Cooked Up Texas
Style
by Gary Shoemake
CAL-7005 Chaparral
Presents A Solid
10 by Jerry Haag

C-407 If It Ain't Love
by Beryl Main
C-308 Texas Bound &
Flying

by Gary Shoemake
C 406 Pecos Promenade
by Beryl Main
C 508 I'll Be Danged
by Ken Bower
Roadrunner Releases
RR-601 Crazy Arms
by Singin' Sam Mitchell
-

-

Ken
Bower

Beryl
Main

RR-302 Hello Mary Lou
by Jerry Story
RR 502 Delta Queen
-

by Randy Dougherty
Coyote Releases
CR-401 Let's Do It Right
by Darren Gallina
CR 301 Clap Your Hands
by Scott Smith
CR 102 Dim The Lights
by Buddy Alltson

Buddy
Allison

-

-

Singin' Sam
1►

Jerry
Haag

Darren
Gallina

Ai+"knil

1V1111.1-el

nr. 4

Coyote
afCORDS

Jerry
Story
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JOHNNY GIMBLE PRODUCER MUSIC By: THE ROADRUNNERS
CHAPARRAL RECORDS, 1425 Oakhill Drive, Piano, Texas 75075 (214) 423-7389

Scott
Smith
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"CLOUD NINE" COMFORT by Coast Ballet

WHITE

$20.95
COLORS
$21.95
GOLD or SILVER
$22.95
Add $1.50 For Postage

$20.95
COLORS
$21.95
GOLD or SILVER
$22.95
Add $1.50 For Postage
WHITE

FOR ROUND AND SQUARE DANCERS
Now made to order in all colors.
Colors: Yellow, Orange, Lt. Blue, Hot Pink, Lilac,
Brown, Bone, Lime, Red, Purple, Navy, Black and
White.
All shoes available in sizes 4 thru 11, including 1/2 sizes.
Narrow, medium and wide widths.
Princess and Ringo are available in low and high heels,
pointed or round toes.

WHITE
$27.95
COLORS
$28.95
GOLD or SILVER
$29.95
Add $1.50 For Postage
*Mandy colors are Red, Navy, Brown
and Black.

$19.95
COLORS
$20.95
GOLD or SILVER
$21.95
Add $1.50 for High Heel
Add $1.50 For Postage
WHITE

mailer c haripeji

WNW

El master charge

VISA

WHITE
$19.95
COLORS
$20.95
GOLD or SILVER
$21.95
Add $1.50 for High Heel
Add $1.50 For Postage

ebe
wejtepsweal
,

104 WEMPE DRIVE

CUMBERLAND, MD. 21502

ALL LEATHER
PHONE (301) 724-2925

The HAROLD BAUSCH
CALLERS COLLEGE

raft
Ir.— IP

August 28, 29 & 30, 1981
Since 1965 we have been helping callers improve
their skills — we can help you too.
Ours is not a lecture course — but a participation
course — be prepared to work.
Sight calling, Directional calling, Patter and singing help.
New Sight Calling Booklet $5.50 (Overseas add
$1.00)
Contact Harold Bausch, 2120 Jaynes St.
Fremont, NF 5R025 nr phone (402) 721-4925

Bill
Aaron
Harold
Bob
Wentz
Ferrell
Thomas
Lowder
Singing Calls
ME-101 Honky Tonk Woman's Man — Harold
ME-103 After The Ball — Bob (also great Hoedown)
ME-105 Slipping Away — Harold
ME-107 Lookout Mountain — Jerry
ME-108 Can't Wait Any Longer — Harold
ME-109 Don Juan — Danny
ME-110 We Believe In Happy Endings — Bob
ME-112 That's Alright — Bill
ME-113 Listen To A Country Song — Aaron
ME-114 Ya'll Come — Bill Wentz
ME-115 Wandering Eyes — Aaron Lowder
Notice: Were now distributing our own records
MELODY RECORDS INC.
Route 8 Box 503-A
Lancaster, SC 29720
(803) 285-0314

— corner do sa do curlique - walk and
dodge -- partner trade pass thru wheel
and deal swing thru boys trade — turn
promenade.
thru swing
Comment: A novelty tune that could well be accepted for a short time. The accompaniment is
average. The calling is very adequate as well
as the figure. Should be easy to call for all
since the melody is well established.
Rating: **

COTTON PICKIN' POLKA —
Range: HC Sharp
Old Timer 1003
LC Sharp
Key: A
Tempo: 130
Caller: Dave Roe « Smokey Snook
Synopsis: (Break) Join hands circle left — allemande left grand right and left do sa do
— gents star left back to same girl promenade (Figure) Heads star thru pass thru --split those two around one line up four
right and left thru
curlique boys run right
- swing corner promenade.
Comment: The duet on this release does not add
to the success of this record though the novelty executed by the two callers could. The
dance movement has nothing outstanding to
offer the dancers. The music is average.
Rating:
I'M IN LOVE WITH THE WRONG MAN —
Blue Star 2127
Key: G
Tempo: 130
Range: HC
Caller: Andy Petrere
LD
Synopsis: (Break) Circle left left allemande
corner do sa do own -- four girls promenade turn partner right
left allemande
promenade (Fi urn) 1-laaric Cr-11121'P
swing
thru four hands split that pair — around one
— make a line curlique boys run around
that girl single circle to ocean wave boys
run right bend the line
square thru three
quarters swing corner promenade.
Comment: This tune did not seem to obtain
much reaction from the dancers' standpoint.

The Red River Community House
Red River, New Mexico

Toots
Richardson

Join us for your summer square dancing fun in the beautiful, cool, mountain atmosphere of
New Mexico. The Community House, a non-profit organization is probably the most unique
and successful project of any recreational area of the United States. Your stay will be
enhanced by the 30 years of calling experience demonstrated by Toots and Jerry at the
square dance workshops 4 afternoons a week and the square dances on Tuesday through
Saturday nights, for both beginner and club-level dancers. Other events held at the Community House include the inspiring Sunday worship services, movies, folk and popular
dances, movies, bridge and various other games. From June 1 through Labor Day! Don't
Miss It! FUN for the whole family!
For additional information, write:
P.O. Box 213, Red River, New Mexico 87558

Jerry

Barnes

The Red River Community House operates on free-will offerings and there is no admission charge for any activity except for the mid-June
Square and Round Dance Festival.
■■■
••■••■■
•■■
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LA
NEW RELEASES
RH 601 I Feel Sorry For Anyone
Who isn't Me Torligiii
by Darryl McMillan
& Tony Oxendine
RH 602 Sweet Desire
by Tony Oxendine &
Darryl McMillan
RH 104 Breezin Easy & Outlaw
Patter
RH 210 Chain Gang of Love
by Darryl McMillan

Distributed by Corsair-Continental Corp.

Ranch House Records

Darryl
McMillan
RH 211 Miracle Express
by Darryl McMillan
RH 305 Shadows of Love
by Bill Terrell
RH 504 Pretty Woman
by Tony Oxendine
RH 701 Angeline by Keith Rippeto

Bill
Terrell

Tony
Oxendine

RECENT BEST SELLERS
RH 103 Picker Patter Patter
RH 209 If This Is Just A Game
by Darryl McMillan
RH 304 Sweet Fantasy
by Bill Terrell
RH 503 Back On My Mind
by Tony Oxendine

P.O. Box 880, Lynn Haven, Fla. 32444, Phone (904) 265-2050

The single circle to an ocean wave was the
most unusual movement in the figure. The
music is average. The overall rating would be
Rating: ***
average.

SINGLES, continued from page 15
course, in the good old days, stag lines were an
accepted thing. . . . Look back at our dance
heritage . . . and see if you still think persons
should go to square dances only in couples.
Maybe it's time for you leaders to tell the clubs
how to socialize internally and with visitors.
— Bruce E. Lackey, Rockville, Maryland

***
There are never enough men for squares,
so I started dancing as a man and have danced
at least once a week for about six years. When
I go to a dance outside my own club (dressed
in shirt and slacks), I do not feel welcome. I sit
and watch unless they are desperate for one
man to fill in. A friend of mine recently lost her
partner. Together we are very good but are
looked at askance. We both teach dancing,
too. Many times when stepping into a square,
I have encountered, "Do you know how to

SUPERSCHOOL
June 22 thru June 24, 1981
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON
featuring

Alt

BILL PETERS and LEE KOPMAN
The staff once again provides a unique opportunity for callers attending the 30th
National SD convention to combine business with pleasure since this school will
operate during the week immediately preceding the 1981 Convention in Seattle. The
staff of the school offers impeccable caller training credentials and will provide a
complete program caller training with special emphasis on Creative Choreography,
Workshop Techniques, Program Building and Musical Development. Individual attention is available to all students.

For additional information, contact Bill Peters,
5046 Arnondo Dr., San Jose, CA 95129.
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"Patchwork Squares" 3-in-1 *Skirt Patterns!
You get all 3 patterns in
one package for only $3.00!
Or make them up plain without patches.
6 different skirt styles!
Can also be added to bodices for square dance
dressmaking.
1 size fits all. (Up to 36' waist.)
85v postage per pattern.
75c for square dance sewing catalog of all our
interchangeable pattern pieces. plus Authentic
and Charelle patterns
.

3-Tiered
Gathered

2-Tiered
Gathered

SHIRLEY'S SQUARE DANCE SHOPPE,
Rte. 9-D, Hughsonville, N.Y. 12537
*Dealers inquiries welcome.

8-Gore Patch

dance as a man?" I reply, "I'll do my best."
Afterward I have been complimented with,
"You're better than most of the men." I maintain that if everyone knows the calls and does
as he or she is supposed to do and is where he
or she is supposed to be, there will be no
problem. There are so few places in our area to
dance that something has to be done for our
single people.
Name Withheld on Request

ing some sense, now, with nylons and seersuckers taking over, and the ballerina length
that shows what you are doing with your feet.
The only unfortunate development is the
trend toward more conservative shirts for men
—greys or tans or even white. Which is it,
men? Do you think a dull shirt proves you've
been a square dancer so long you are bored
with the whole idea of dressing up? Or have
your wives censored your shirts so that they
won't compete with their dresses? Assert
yourselves — don't let them get away with it!

-

ALLENS, continued from page 17
also unlamented. Women's dresses are mak-

"2/ef 411
BLACK HILLS
SQUARE DANCE FESTIVAL
ea e 28TH°AN NU A L

JULY 24 AND 25, 1981, RAPID CITY, SOUTH DAKOTA

FEATURED CALLERS
•

Square Dancing Friday Night, July 24, Rushmore Civic Center. Both Callers.

•

Round Dance Workshop, Saturday, July 25 A.M. Johnny LeClair

•

Square Dance Workshop, Saturday, July 25 P.M. Both Callers.

•

Dancing, Rushmore Civic Center, Saturday Evening. Both Callers.

•

Afterparty.

JOHNNY
LeCLAIR
Riverton.
Wyoming

For further information and brochure, contact

DALE
CASSEDAY

MRS. C. W. COON

Greeley
Colorado

314 St. Charles St., Rapid City, So. Dakota 57701
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Rochester Shoe Store
for your Square and Round Dancing
footwear needs . .
"COAST" Ringo

"THEATRICAL"
for Round Dancing

$21.90

$16.90

BLACK, WHITE,
REG $22.90
STYLE G

SILVER $23.90

BLACK
WHITE
STYLE E

MANDY Round Dancer $27.90

"BILLIE" by Coast

"PRANCERS" 1st Quality

$24.90

$14.90

All Leather

N-M-W WIDTHS

BLACK
WHITE
RED

STYLE D
WHITE, BLACK SMOOTH, BLACK PATENT
GOLD, SILVER, NAVY, RED, BROWN

GENUINE

® DEERSKINS
FOR SQUARE DANCING OR CASUAL WEAR
MEN'S
REG $44

90
$ 34 ■

Brown, Black, Bone, Luggage Tan
SIZES 7 TO 13 ALL WIDTHS
STYLE A OR B-MEN'S

\

STYLE B: MEN'S
STYLE C: WOMEN'S

STYLE COLOR

SIZE

WOMEN'S e. Aft A o‘a%
REG $36441.WW
STYLE A
FOR MEN ONLY

Oyster (Bone), Luggage Tan
SIZES 5 TO 10 WIDTHS N and M
STYLE C FOR WOMEN ONLY

WIDTH

PRICE

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

ZIP

MAIL ORDER TO:
Add $1.75 per pair Postage 8 Handling
Check, VISA or Mastercharge accepted.

ROCHESTER SHOE STORE
K-Mart Plaza, Mattydale, NY 13211
(Syracuse) Phone (315) 454-9334

THE

gold
lemon
UNCRUSHABLES' purple
shocking pink
turquoise

The sensational pptticnat that SiMDIV
won't "go flat." More bounce to the
ounce ... crispness not affected by
washing. Custom-made in extra stiff,
non-scratchy nylon marquisette. Adjustable waistband. Send waist size and
length (1" shorter than dress).
Solid color $24.95 — Multicolor $32.95
Write for Catalog and Color Chart

PROMENADE PETTICOATS
1279 Conway Ave., Costa Mesa, Calif. 92626 (714)

pale blue
pink.
orch id
orange
nile
kreoiyivalgbre
lueen

100% nylon tricot with 14/20
yards matching or multicolor
lace. Custom cut to body pattern ... will keep shape and
stretch. Leg lengths: 4" $7.95*
6" $8.95* Knee length $9.95*
Order hip size.

black
white
cocoa brown
Send in this ad with order
beige
for 10°, discount. Retail
only. Write for wholesale
540-3593 and club discounts.

ADVANCED, continued from page 22

ever is the success objective of the sponsor. If
the objective is 90%, then the median dancer
should expect to succeed about 90% of the
time.
Dancers often try to increase their personal
percentage of success at a dance by arranging
to dance with stronger dancers. This is an
outgrowth of the natural tendency to want to
succeed; but to the extent that it becomes an
overriding consideration, it is also a manifestation of the immaturity of the dancer. The

STRETCH-SISSIESTm

*Plus 6% tax on Calif. orders_ Check or C.O.D. Ten
day money back guarantee.
Add handling $1.50.

mature dancer knows he can not expect to
succeed in all situations and at all times. With
this awareness and self-confidence he can
enjoy the participation even though a particular square that he is in does not have 100%
success.
One last thought. The programmer/caller
for an Advanced level dance has more critical
dancers than the beginner or Mainstream
programmer. This comes from a sophistication on the part of the dancer that makes him
aware of success-percentage/expectation. If

If you Dance all night, and
Stand on your feet all day,
dr" einm_sitri

Z%111 MI IMO V

eel•

"HAPPY FEET"
(Th

These are the original, patented water and foam cushioned
innersoles designed to massage and comfort your tired feet.
They provide flexible and controlled arch support at all times—and
that's important comfortwise, whetheryou' re working or dancing.
Guaranteed to never spring a leak under normal conditions—and
washable, too.

Women
Please send correct shoe sizes: Men
Ca lif,
Send 54.95 plus .75e shipping and handling to:

residents add
6% sales tax.

STRIFnFl R Associates, Inc. • 1562-D Parkway Loop 6 • Tustin, California,

92680

Name

SD-1

Address
City
MASTERCHARGE or VISA #
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State

Zip
Fxp

r 1 1 would like details on
how I can become a
HAPPY FEET Dealer.
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I SERIES

tt lit

Model T-100-2482

MODEL T-100-2482 consists of the powerful T-100
amplifier/turntable plus two of the highly efficient CS-482
column reproducers. A system to provide terrific impact on
any crowd.
T-50-2461
ALSO AVAILABLE
T-40-2BF

AVT SERIES
Model AVT-1270-2461
Light weight but powerful describes the AVT Series
with a power output of 100 watts peak, 25 watts rms.
The amplifier/turntable weighs just 17 pounds. Outstanding phono pickup and feather weight tone arm
from the T Series almost eliminate record wear.
ALSO AVAILABLE — AVT 1270V-2HF
(System with split-case back speaker assembly)

RT SERIES
Model RT-1270V---2H

r--

MODEL RT-1270V — deluxe 4-speed, variablespeed monophonic 12" record player/p.a. system
with a power output of 100 watts peak, 25 watts rms.
Perfect for newer callers or home practice.
ALSO AVAILABLE — AT 1230V with one speaker

The Choice Is Yours!

Now is the time to lauy l'4ewcornb
Other Models Also

Send for Free Catalog
Write for Details

FOB Los Angeles
Calif. Add 6% Sales Tax

Callers' Supply Company
8459 EDMARU AVENUE • WHITTIER, CALIF. 90605
TEL. (213) 693-5976 (ASK FOR BOB RUFF)

The Red River Community House
Presents
the Eighth Annual Trail-In
Square and Round Dance Festival
June 18, 19, 20, 1981

"Toots-Richardson
Red River

Accommodations: Red River, New Mexico, is a full

Cost: $20.00 per couple for entire festival. sized town with numerous varied accommodations.
$5.00 per couple for any single event or Upon receipt of your application form and festival
fee, you will be sent information regarding available
activity.

lodging facilities.

Make check or money order payable to:

RED RIVER COMMUNITY HOUSE FESTIVAL
Red River Community House Treasurer, Mr. Bud Campbell
P.O. Box 142, Red River New Mexico 87558

the experienced dancer becomes bored, he
may resort to his own devices to create fun for
the evening — especially if he senses that
100% success is being experienced at what
should be an 80 or 90% dance. This can present real problems for the programmer. It is
the type of situation that can cause a caller to
introduce something not on the list to serve as
an equalizer to, momentarily at least, put all
dancers on an equal footing.
What it comes down to is that fun comes in
many forms. Some have fun only if they have

Bill & Nona Lizut
Santa Fe, N.M.

100% success. Others have fun learning something new. For still others the filn comes from
simply being involved, dancing to the music,
and being with their friends. For some the fun
is in being exposed to everything they have
been taught and being given the chance to 'do
their thing' — and the fun is diminished if they
do get a chance to run the full gamut of their
capabilities.
CONVENTION, continued from page 23
during the three-day Convention will perform
at the Trail-End dances on Wednesday night.

Soda
4801 Monaco Blvd.
Commerce City, Colorado 80022

MUSICAL EXCELLENCE
Rounds

Singing Calls

ER-801 DANKE SCHOEN

ER-101 ON THE ROAD AGAIN

Ray & Anne Brown

Jack McComb

ER-802 TRUMPET MAN
Ray & Anne Brown

Hoedowns

ER-501 HEARTBREAK BLUE/
KENTUCKY GREEN

WATCH FOR NEW RELEASES
AT THE

30th NATIONAL SQUARE DANCE CONVENTION
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THE NATIONAL
CALLERS WORKSHOP

ED 102 Ruby Ann

Square Acres Hall

by Jerry Bradley, Medford, OR

TACOMA, WASHINGTON

ED 202 Country Cabinitis
by Don Poling, Medford, OR

June 22-24, 1981
(Preceding the National Convention)
WADE DRIVER
BILL DAVIS
Houston, Texas
Sunnyvale, California
Patter & Sight Call Techniques
Singing Call Styling & Presentation
For Information: Bill Davis, 1359 Belleville
Sunnyvale, California 94087
Ph. (408) 736-5624

More than 21 Exhibition Groups from more
than 10 states and Canadian provinces will be
programmed.

Heritage Program
A complete Heritage program will be presented. Nearly 12 hours a day will he devoted
to heritage dancing, including English country dancing, big circles, clogging, Scottish
country dancing, quadrilles, lancers and of
course contras. Afternoon sessions in the Center Arena will feature programmed Heritage
dancing with emphasis on contra dances at the

ED 302 I Can See Forever Loving You
by Ron Welsh, Denair, CA

ED 201 Subdivision Blues
by Don Poling, Medford, OR

ED 301 A Good Gal Is Hard To Find
by Ron Welsh, Denair, CA

ED 101 Tell Me What It's Like
by Jerry Bradley, Medford, OR
Produced by Jerry Bradley Enterprises

introductory or new dancer level. Evening
periods in the Arena will have programmed
contra dancing intermingled with traditional
squares and other Heritage dances. There also
will be scheduled panels, clinics and seminars
designed for those persons interested.

Center Specifics
The Seattle Center covers 74 acres. Information booths will be located at strategic
spots on the Center grounds.
And don't forget to visit us at the SQUARE
DANCING Magazine booth.

THE 12th COMMONWEALTH GAMES
SQUARE AND ROUND DANCE JAMBOREE
WHEN :

15to17
OCTOBER
1982

WHERE:
Information: Mrs E. HOPPE
142 HIGHLAND TERRACE
SAINT LUCIA
AUSTRALIA 4067

BRISBANE
AUSTRALIA

AND AT
SEATTLE
CONVENTION
0
Miles
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SQUARE
Gil T.
Crosby

James
Maxey
BA-202 Forest Lawn by Gil T. Crosby
BA-103 Sioux City Sue by James C. Maxey
BA-203 I Saw the Light by Gil T. Crosby
BA-501 Beaumont Rag (hoedown)
Distributed by Corsair Continental Corp.

BRAHMA RECORDS
11909 Hoodlanding, Jacksonville, Fl. 32223
904-268-9705
1■
1•1•••••••1.10..
11•11111■
•

211
480
Patterns & Catalog

$1.50
plus 50c postage

handling

.er

c6)
DATE BOOK

May 1-2 — 5th Annual Queen City S/D Festival, Frank Cochran Center, Meridian, MS
May 1-2 — 4th Annual Caller's Appreciation
Dance, Wendler Jr. High School, Anchorage, AK
May 1-2 — Four Seasons Jamboree, Civic
Auditorium, Gatlinburg, TN
May 1-3 — 34th Silver State S/D Festival,
Centennial Coliseum, Reno, NV
May 2 — Promenaires Spring Festival,
Aquadome Recreation Center, Decatur AL
May 2 — 10th Annual S/D All-Nighter, 4-H
Bldg., Winchester, IN — 613 No. East St.,
Winchester 47394
May 2 — 23rd Annual Rochester Area
Dance-O-Rama, State University,
Brockport, NY — 1132 Wall Rd., Webster
14580
May 2 — Heart of America Federation Convention, Trademart, Kansas City, MO
May 2 — ECTA Student jamboree, Wiesbaden, Germany
May 3 — 32nd Annual Spring Festival,
Brighton High School, Brighton, MI
May 7-9 — 20th International Convention,
McMaster University, Ontario, Canada
—71 Roywood Drive, Don Mills, Ontario
M3A 2C9
May 8-10 — 14th Annual Dam Hot Dog Daze
Box 246, Ione
Festival, Metaline, WA
99139

■■■
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DANCE
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Pattern Co.
40440 27th Street W.
Palmdale, CA 93550
e ,"4-401/4..

RAINBOW RECORDS
P.O. Box 810-2226, Humble, TX 77338
713-454-6227

New Releases:
Rain 103 rL)addy Played the Banjo by Zoy Hann
Rain 203 Back to Back by Curtis Byars
Rain 105 The Last Country Song by Zoy Hann
Rain 204 Yippy, Cry I by Curtis Byars
Rain 202 Hero's Have Always Been Cowboys
by Curtis Byars
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Current Releases
Rain 201 Missing You — by Curtis Byars
Rain 101 Robinhood by Zoy Hann
Rain 102 Della and the Dealer by Zoy Hann
Rain 301 Over the Rainbow by Kirby Humble
Rain 401 Leavin' Louisiana by Gary Weston
Coming Soon: (Hoedowns)
Rain 901 Happy/Cactus Special
Rain 902 Coffee/Thunder

SQUARE DANCING, May, '81

May 14-17 — Legacy V, Denver Airport, Hilton Inn, Denver, CO
May 15-16 — 4th Annual Dixie Round-Up,
Gatlinburg Civic Auditorium, Gatlinburg,
TN
May 15-17 — Square Esta, Tropicana Inn,
Fresno, CA — 6559 Coldwater Cyn.,
North Hollywood 91606
May 15-17 — 34th Annual New Mexico State
Festival, Las Cruces, NM
May 15-17 — 4th Annual Eastern Nebraska
R/D May Fest, Univ. of Nebraska, Lincoln,
NE — 11324 Raliegh Dr., Omaha 68164

Northwestern Michigan FestiMay 15-17
val, Traverse City High School Gym, Traverse City, MI
May 15-17 — 4th Annual ENRDA Mayfest,
Nebraska Center-University, Lincoln, NE
— 1001 Grandview Ave., Bellevue, NE
68005
May 15-17 — 22nd Annual Buckeye Convention, Convention Center, Cleveland, OH
May 15-17 — 15th Annual Convention California Single Squares, Sacramento, CA
Box 211, Roseville, CA 95878
May 16 — Rose Festival, Veteran's Memorial

WORLDTONE MUSIC has a - BLACK & WHITE SALE
-

on women's dance shoes
co.AST istiews
Top grain leather uppers, chrome split leather soles, elasticized throat.
Sizes 4 - 11 Narrow & medium. 5 - 10 Wide. By 1/2 sizes.

RINGO

RINGO - round toe, unlined leather upper, elastic instep strap.
1/2" heel. BLACK, WHITE - N, M, W
$19.50
1" heel. BLACK, WHITE - N, M, W $20.50

SPINNER

SPINNER - round toe, fully lined, adjustable buckle strap,
one
one inch heel.
BLACK, WHITE - N, M, W
$21.50

__________---------

__„.. ■

`Billie

,

‘41111111Pr-i\
‘alliPP
4. ,
..

BILLIE - square toe, fully lined, it instep buckle strap,
1 1/4" heel.
$21.50
BLACK, WHITE - N, M, W

MANDY - moderately pointed toe, fully lined, 2" heel,
instep strap.
BLACK, WHITE - N, M, W
$2 5.50

WORLDTONE MUSIC, INC.

MANDY

(

1.—
230 Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y. 10011

Mail & phone orders accepted. Shipping- S1.75 first pair; 50( each additional pair. NY State residents; add applicable sales tax.
Colors: 61.50 extra.
Silver & Gold: $ 2_00 extra. Not all colors available in all styles & widths. Please give 2nd choice.
Out of stock items - allow 6 weeks for delivery. SALE PRICES GOOD THROUGH JUNE 30, 1981.
Nimmu,

STYLE

SIZE WIDTH COLOR 2nd Color
Choice

PRICE

Order Form Shoes

so

Date

Name
COST OF SHOES
SALES TAX
NYS residents only
SHIPPING CHARGES
TOTAL AMOUNT DUE
Check enclosed for
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Address
City/State/Zip

WORLDTONE MUSIC, INC.
230

Seventh Avenue,
New York, N.Y. 10011
Tel: (212) 691-1934
85

Building, Santa Rosa, CA — (707)546-1176
May 16 — Bartlesville S/D jamboree, Adams
Bldg., Bartlesville, OK
May 22-23 — Mt. Sopris Carbonaires Spring
Fling, Colorado Mt. College/West, Glenwood Springs, CO — 512 W. 12th St.,
Glenwood Springs 81601
May 22-24 — Ingleside Festival, Ingleside
Resort, Shenandoah Valley, VA — PO Box
224, Goshen 24439
May 22-24 — 3rd Annual Arkie Stars Festival,
Henderson State Univ., Arkadelphia, AR
— 1119 Caddo St., Arkadelphia 71923
May 22-24 — Square Dance Festival, Costa
Mesa Fairgrounds, Costa Mesa, CA
May 22-24 — Goldenstate Roundup, San
Francisco Civic Auditorium, San
Francisco, CA — (415) 345-7726
May 22-24 — Spring Fling '81, Las Vegas
Convention Center, Las Vegas, NV
(702) 452-9642
May 22-24 — 28th Florida State S/R/D Convention, Lakeland Civic Center, Lakeland,
FL — Box 384, Fort Walton Beach, FL
32549
May 22-24 — Kingman Kut-Ups Spring Fun

Festival, Mohave County Fairgrounds,
Kingman, AZ — 906 Madison, Kingman
86401
May 22-24 — 31 International S/D Festival,
Hillbill Bowl, Kimberling City, MO —
2217 Hampshire St., Quincy, IL 62301
May 22-25 — 10th Annual Montana S/R/D
Convention, Livingston High School Gym,
Livingston, MT
May 23-25 — Wheel of Fortune R/D Festival,
University of Nevada Student Ballroom,
Las Vegas, NV — 4813-40 Paradise Rd.,
Las Vegas 89109 (702) 739-8121
May 23-25 — 18th RID Holiday, Marshall
Center, Vancouver, WA — 2220 S.E.
Maple St., Hillsboro, OR 97123
May 29-30 — Brazos Valley S/R/D Festival,
Allemande Hall, Waco, TX — 2225 Lake
Ridge Circle, Waco 76710 (817) 772-0227
May 29-31 — 15th New Zealand National
S/R/D Convention, Aranui High School,
Christchurch, New Zealand — 236
Knowles St. Christchurch 5
May 30 — Spring Spectacular, Teamsters
Union Hall, Cedar Rapids, IA — (319)
393-1970

LET'S ALL
A 0 THE DOME
AT THE

22nd Wisconsin Square & Round
Dance Convention
Dance Co. Coliseum and Forum
MADISON, WISC.
August 21, 22, 23, 1981
ALL HALLS AIR CONDITIONED
Squares, Basic thru Challenge
Rounds
Contras
Workshops

Don't Miss The Fun
Register
Now!

Camping Adjacent to Dance Halls
Panels
Exhibitions
Fashion Show
Retail Exhibitors

For more information write: P.O. Box 405, Windsor,Wis. 5risq8
(608) 846-9104

kt;
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ECTA Round Dance Festival,
Mav :30-31
Hofheim, Germany
June 5 — Pre-Festival Dance, Dallas Convention Center, Dallas, TX
June 5-6 — Kansas State S/D Convention,
Bicentennial Center Kenwood Park,
Salina, KS
June 5-6 — 2nd Annual Barn Dance, Weston
County Fairgrounds, Newcastle, WY
(:307) 465-2:335
June 5-6 — Metropolitan Chicago 9th Annual
Convention, Chicago, IL — 7830 So. Kenwood, Chicago 60619 (312) 375-1865
June 5-7 — Honeyland S/R/D Festival, Concord College, Athens, WV 24712
June 5-7 — Bishop S/D Festival, Bishop, CA
2277 Loch Lomond, Bishop 93514 (714)
873-4937
June 5-7 — 7th Annual S/D Roundup, Buckeroo Barn, Roseburg, OR — 5051 No.
Stephens, PO Box 522, Roseburg 97470
June 5-8 — 22nd Australian National Convention, Albert Hall Convention Centre,
Launceston, Tasmania — PO Box 151,
Deloraine 7304, Tasmania, Australia
June 6 — 19th Annual Texas S/RID Festival,

I.

Dallas Convention Center, Dallas, TX
June 12 — Portland Rose Festival Dance, Mt.
Hood Community College, Gresham, OR
June 12-13 — 27th Annual Colorado State
S/D Festival, Adams County Fairgrounds,
Henderson, CO — 6105 Richfield Way,
Denver, CO 80239
June 12-13 — National Asparagus Festival,
Oceana County, MI — Box 117, Shelby
49455
June 12-13 — 3rd Chemical Valley S/D Festival, Civic Center, Charleston, WV — 211
Pine Circle, Dunbar 25064
June 12-14 — 23rd Annual R/D Festival,
Convention Center, San Antonio, TX —
838 Horseshoe Trail, Universal City, TX
78148
line 12-14 — 30th Minnesota S/D Convention, Anoka Senior High School, Anoka,
MN
June 13 — Melodymates Asparagus Festival,
Shelby, MI
June 13 — Star Thru Stomp, Andrews, TX
(915) 523-4723
June 18-20 — Oregon State S/R/D Festival,
Oregon State Fairgrounds, Salem, OR

roi

colLos
The "Original"
Subscription Tape Service
ANHURST's TAPE AND RECORD SERVICE

BOX 709, Wappingers Falls, N.Y. 12590
THE VERY FINEST "AUDIO CATALOG-OF THE NEWEST SOUNDS AND DANCES, TO
KEEP YOU CURRENT. THE "ORIGINAL SUBSCRIPTION TAPE SERVICE USED BY
DISCRIMINATING CALLERS AND CUERS THE WORLD OVER. WE ARE IN OUR 10TH
YEAR OF SERVICE TO LEADERS WORLDWIDE AND WE WELCOME YOUR INQUIRIES.
RECORDS
• FAST SERVICE (-)N1
• 3-YEAR S&R/D CALENDARS WITH ALL MAJOR NATIONAL EVENTS HIGHLIGHTED
• 81/2" x 11", 3-RING YEARLY REFILLS AVAILABLE

(914) 462-1026
IT DOESN'T COST TO HAVE THE VERY BEST — IT PAYS!

SQUARE DANCING, May, '81
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TRAVELING
CALLERS
()I iARF nANriNG make it Pasy fnr

I Pt

you! Here is the perfect way to find a caller for a
club dance, festival or that "special event.
MIKE CALLAHAN, 147 North Avenue
Hilton, NY 14468
Festivals: Calling Mainstream
thru A2
WALT COLE, 944 Chatelain Road,
Ogden, UT 84403
801-392-9078
Call for available dates

DON MALCOM, "The Missouri Maverick
R.R. #2 Sheldon, Missouri 64784
417-884-2464 Available Year Round

P

-

DICK WAIBEL, 675 E. Alluvial, Fresno,
CA 93710
209-439-3478
Available for weekends year round
VERN WEESE, 529 NW 22nd Street,
Grand Prairie, TX 75050
214-647-4387 or 214-254-4189
Festivals, weekends, holidays 81-83

-

JACK O'LEARY, 31 Checkerberry
Lane, Glastonbury, CT 06033
203-633-0370
Festivals/ Weekends

MICHAEL JOHNSTONE,

Michael's Calling!

430 North St., Milford, CT 06460
203-878-3962
Festivals and Weekends
This special service provided by SQUARE
DANCING magazine is available to callers for a
low price. It gives the caller an opportunity to tell
the square dancing public how he can be contacted.
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National Square Dance Association

CHUCK MARLOW, 3795 Pamela Drive,
Gahanna, OH 43230
614-855-9937
likbp, Call for available dates
MIKE SIKORSKY, Box 1151
Reseda, CA 91335
213-892-2984 or 213 349 6166
Available weekends year round
-

-

—

BILL DONAHUE, 9281 Chapman
#101, Garden Grove, CA 92641
714-539-5000 Weekends
- for festivals or callers seminars

'ESTIVALS/WEEKENDS/CALLERS CLINICS

PO Box 12822, Salem 97309 (503) 581-5760
29th Annual S/R/D Festival,
18 20
Pensacola, FL — 517 Edgewater Dr.,
Warrington, FL :32507
Tune 19-21 — Idaho State Festival, Coeur
d'Alene High School, Coeur d'Alene, ID
lune 19-21 — South Cariboo S/D Jamboree,
100 Mile House, British Columbia, Canada
RR#1, 100 Mile House, B.C.
June 19-21 — 3rd Annual Yearling Weekend,
East Hill Farm, Troy, NH
June 19-21 — Cup of Gold Festival, Mother
Lode Fairgrounds, Sonora, CA
113 Jessie Ave., Manteca 95:3:36
June 19-21 — White Rose S/D Festival, York
College, PA — 118 So. Pleasant Ave., Dallastown, PA 17313
Midweek Weekend of Plus II,
June 22 23
Seattle, WA — PO Box 16028, Seattle
98116 (206) 932-8527

The organizing committee for the formation ()f a National Square Dancers Association
has scheduled a general meeting of all interested state, regional and area square (lancer
organizations for Friday, June 26, 1981, fi•om
1:00 to 5:00 PM in the Vashon Room of the
Washington Plaza Hotel, Seattle„ Washington. Any state desiring, to end delegates is
requested to include appropriate letters of authorization with two delegates. The committee hopes to approve a constitution, Im -lax\ s
and standing rules, establish a permanent
name for the organization, elect officers and
adopt a resolution establishing such an organization. Further information can he obtained
from the Chairmen, Jim and Jan NIaczko, 632
Camino de Clara, Solano Beach, CA 92075.
Produced by:
Bob Vinyard (St. Louis)
(314) 739-8744
Joe Porritt (Louisville)
(502) 459-2455
Distributed by Corsair,
Twelgrenn and Old Timer
NEW RELEASES
JP 205 I Don't Drink From
JP 207 Love Has Made A Woman
The River by Joe
Out Of You by Joe Porritt JP 104 Looking For Someone
JP 107 She Believes In Me
Like You by Bob
by Bob Vinyard
JP 103 Selfish by Bob
JP 502 Country Cat/City Slicker JP 204 Gonna Have A Ball by Joe
JP 201 When You Say Love by Joe
(Hoedown)
JP 402 Four In The Morning
JP 206 I Feel Better All Over
by Bob & Joe
by Joe
JP 401 Tennessee Sunshine
JP 106 Heartbreak Mountain
by Bob & Joe
by Bob
JP 105 I Don't Know Why by Bob JP 501 Jopat/Jolee (Hoedown)
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Al
Horn
Penrose, CO

WATCH FOR

Renny
Mann
Ogden, UT

Johnnie
Scott
Highland, CA

"I'm Gonna Love You Back
to Lovin' Me Again"

BRAND NEW — HOT!
PR 1039 "I Won't Go Hunting With
You Jake" by Al
PR 1038 "Battle Of New Orleans"
by Chuck
PR 1037 "Countryfied" by Al
PR 1036 "Polka On An Old Banjo"
by Renny
JUST RELEASED
PR 1035 "It Takes All Day Just To Get
Over Night" by Johnnie

Chuck
Donahue
Locust Grove, VA

"Your Good Girl's Gonna
Go Bad"

PR 1034 "Lovers Live Longer" by Al
PR 1033 "Lovin' Up A Storm" by Renny
RECENT RELEASES
PR 1032 "Do You Wanna Go To Heaven"
by Al
PR 1031 "That's What I Get For
Lovin' You" by Johnnie
PR 1030 "Columbus Stockade Blues"
by Al
PR 1029 "Hello, Good Morning,
Happy Day" by Chuck

Introducing Our
New Staff Caller!

WATCH FOR "Hillbilly Girl With
The Blues"

"A Perfect Fool
For You"

BRAND NEW - HOT!
MR 5001 "Crippled Cabbage"/ Tennessee
Stud" — Our 1st Hoedown
MR
7 "Lady of Spain" by Don
MR
6 "Goodbye Marie" by Eddie
MR
5 "Acapulco" by Dean
4 "The Door Is Always Open" by Tom
MR

Don Atkins
San Lorenzo, CA

Dean Fisher
Collingwood, Ont

RECENT RELEASES
MR
3 "Dig A Little Deeper In The Well"
by Mark
2 "Smokey Mountain Rain" by Mark
MR
1 "Before The Next Teardrop Falls"
MR
by Eddie
Tom Trainor
Albuquerque, NM
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Prairie-Mountain Recordings
1170 2nd Street, Penrose, CO 81240
owned and produced
by Donna Horn

music production
by Kelly Bryarly

Mark Clausing
Marrero, LA

Eddie Milian
Jacksonville, FL

303-372-6879
Balance Productions
Recording Studio, Denver

The S/D Shopper's Mart
and

The Oust-sat ,6
13asm Movements at

See box at tar right for separate postage charges on
most of these items.

„...------1-

he iiitist r ated

HANDBOOK LIBRARY

1

PLU S Movements of

1. Basic Movements
(30c each, $20.00 per 100)

QITAItt MIMIC

2. Extended/Mainstream Basics
(30c each, $20.00 per 100)
3. Plus Movements Handbook
(30c each $20.00 per 100)
4. Indoctrination
(30c each, $20.00 per 100)

...

A SMIIILBOAND

To PLANNING

= PARTY NM

Special Interest
Handbook Library
($1.00 each - 6 for $5.00)
5. Club Organization ($1.00 each)

r' N,`; ORGANIZATION

5

6. One-Night Stands ($1.00 each)
7. Party (Planning) Fun ($1.00
each)

! oom

.',

7

6

le 00010000 40 0,00

•l.i181b1.
P

8. S/D Publicity ($1.00 each)

- 4'7;,

YOUTH

'

SQUAWL 0.002010

9. The Story of Square Dancing Dorothy Shaw ($1.00 each)
11

10. Youth in Square Dancing
($1.00 each)

9

8

10

11. Plastic Record Sleeves $15.00 per 100, plus $2.50 postage)

1,--raIS0.4.111 ALUNSTREJJI 111.511
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16
13
HEY! WHERE'S MY CORNER?
\
FROM
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•
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5quara Dams

20
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15
13. Non-Dancer Promotional Four-page Flyer ($4.00 per 100 Min. order;
$29.50 per 1000) (Postage $1.75 per 100)
14. SQUARE DANCING Magazine Binders in durable bright red vinyl ($4.25
each plus postage - 1 or 2 binders $1.75; Add 50c for each additional
binder)
15. Basic Check Lists - Corresponding to the 2 Basic Handbooks $1.00 per
dozen) (Postage 60e )
16 & 17. Temporary Name Tags indicate 16 or 17 ($3.25 per 100; minimum
order 100) (Plus 70e postage per 100)
18. Learn to Square Dance Poster (blue & red ink) ($1.60 per dozen; minimum order 12) (Plus 70c postage per dozen)
19. Learn to Square Dance Poster (black & white) $1.10 per dozen; minimum order 12) (Plus 70c postage per dozen)
20. Learn to Square Dance Cards ($3.00 per 100; minimum order 100) (Plus
$1.00 postage per 100)
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NEW BEGINNERS GLASS STARTING

IMPORTANT: Pay the amounts listed below and
until we get the new postage rates we will simply
adjust each order and bill customers for the actual postage .

Th. Set. on link,
AMERICAN
%PE ltit.:10. SOCIETY
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THE CALLER/TEACHER MANUAL
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IMPORTANT POSTAGE COSTS
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Please add the following postage on items listed:

The tofeeded Basler Program of
American *are UK*
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22
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21. Caller/Teacher Manual for the Basics ($6.00)
22. Caller/Teacher Manual for the Extended Basics
($6.00)
23. Caller/Teacher Manual for Contra Dancing
($6.00)
24. American Round Dancing — Hamilton ($2.50)
25. Round Dance Manual — Hamilton ($6.00)

ALL HANDBOOKS (1-9) 1 book 35c: 2-10 65c; 11-25
$1,10; 26-50 $1.45; 51-100 $2.30; Over 100 $2.30 plus
11/2c each additional Handbook.
ALL MANUALS add 65c each.
DIPLOMAS (either Square or Round Dance) 1-10 70c;
11-20 95c; 21-50 $1.50; 51-100 $1.85.
RECORDS (Bob Ruff Teaching Series 6000 & 6501)
Add 90c for 1 or 2; $1.10 for 3; $1.35 for 4. Add 15C
additional postage for each record over 4.
NOTE: In most cases it is far less expensive and much
faster to ship by United Parcel. We would have to have
your street address rather than a post office box number
to ship via UPS.
ALL OVERSEAS Shipments: due to increased postage
rates, actual postage will be charged on all foreign
shipments.
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26. Square Dance Diplomas — for your graduates. Minimum order 10 (15C
each)
27. Round Dance Diplomas — Minimum order 10 (150 each)
28. Microphone Cozy ($7.80 plus $1.15 postage)
29. The Bob Ruff Teaching Records (with calls and written instructions) 4
records in this series $8.00 each. LP 6001-Level 1; LP 6002-Level 2; LP
6003-Level 3; LP 6501-Party Dancing to Level 1

The Sets in Order AMERICAN SQUARE DANCE SOCIETY
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION AND ORDER FORM
462 North Robertson Boulevard • Los Angeles, California 90048 • (213) 652-7434
No.

Qty

Description

Please send me SQUARE DANCING
for 12 months. Enclosed is my membership fee of $8.00 to The SETS IN
ORDER AMERICAN SQUARE
DANCE SOCIETY.

New

Renew

Cost
Each

Total

No.

Cost
Each

Description

Qty

Please include postage. See box above.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

ZIP

Total

LET YOUR
SQUARE DANCE CLOTHIER
HELP YOU

regs for the Dance

More than 28,000 copies of SQUARE DANCING Magazine are mailed out to subscribers
every month. That means that for only $10.00
per month, a clothing store dealer may reach
in the neighborhood of 80,000 square

dancers — all potential clothing buyers, If
you're interested in a listing write to Dress for
the Dance, SQUARE DANCING Magazine,
462 N. Robertson Boulevard, Los Angeles,
California 90048.

SQUARE DANCE RECORD
ROUNDUP

957 Sheridan Blvd.
Denver, CO 80214

* ALABAMA

MARIETTA'S SQUARE &
WESTERN WEAR
9458 Johnson Road, Rt. 2
Mobile, AL 36609

WAITE'S SQUARE DANCE
& WESTERN WEAR
7925 Highway 90 West
Theodore, Ala. 36582

1725 Glenrock Drive
Claymont, DE 19703

* FLORIDA

CHEZ BEA SQUARE
DANCE CREATIONS
650 N.E. 128th St.
North Miami, Fla. 33161

ELAINE'S KOLLECTIONS

• ARIZONA

ARROWHEAD TRADING POST
P.O. Box 135 204 N. Hwy 89-A
Sedona, Az. 86336

• CALIFORNIA

2030 N. 12th Ave.
Pensacola, Fla. 32503

KING'S KID CORRAL
625 Virginia Drive
Orlando, FL 32803

LENORE'S PETTICOATS
P.O. Box 607
Deland, Fl. 32720

ELAINE'S

11128 Balboa Blvd.
Granada Hills, Ca. 91344

THE JUBILEE SQUARE
DANCE & WESTERN
WEAR SHOP

71 N. San Tomas Aquino Rd.
Campbell, Ca. 95008

McCREERY DANCE WEAR

214 Iowa Ave. (Highgrove)
Riverside, Ca. 92507

MORRY'S

* DELAWARE
L&M SQUARE DANCE
FASHIONS

CLOTHING

11911 Santa Monica Blvd.
West Los Angeles, CA 90025

PETTICOAT JUNCTION
4700 Eastern Drive, Ste. 24
Bakersfield, CA 93309

ROMIE'S SQUARE DANCE &
WESTERN WEAR
3827 El Cajon Blvd.
San Diego, Calif. 92105

• COLORADO

CHRIS' SQUARE DANCE
CORRAL

2990 Roche Drive South
Colorado Springs, CO 80918
TEL: 303-599-5202

PROMENADE SHOP
4200F 62nd Ave. N.
Pinellas Park, Fl. 33565

THE QUALITY WESTERN
SHOP
1894 Drew St.
Clearwater, Fla. 33515

THE SQUARE FAIR SHOP
7408 Atlantic Blvd.
Jacksonville, Fla. 32211

• GEORGIA

C & M WESTERN WEAR

3820 Stewart Rd.
Doraville, Georgia 30340

* ILLINOIS

DON'S SQUARE DANCE
APPAREL
107 E. Sangamon Avenue
Rantoul, II. 61866

THE MAREX CO.
5061/2 W. Columbia
Champaign, II. 61820

SQUARE DANCE ATTIRE
71451/2 W. Belmont
Chicago, II. 60634

* IOWA

VIK-ARDIE'S SQUARE
DANCE SHOP
2008 Bennett
Des Moines, Iowa 50310

* KANSAS

DOROTHY'S SQUARE DANCE
SHOP
35021/2 Strong Ave.
Kansas City, Ks. 66106

THE SQUARE DANCE
SHOPPE
2527 W. Pawnee
Wichita, Kan. 67213

• LOUISIANA

DANCE RANCH

Carrollton Shopping Center
New Orleans, La. 70118

* MAINE

WHEEL AND DEAL SHOP,
INC.

Rt. 115, Yarmouth Rd.
Gray, Maine 04039

* MARYLAND

KROENING'S OF
BALTIMORE
4313 Harford Rd.
Baltimore, Md. 21214

• MICHIGAN

ARROWHEAD WESTERN

433 North Washington
Royal Oak, Michigan 48067

THE DANCERS CORNER
2228 Wealthy SE
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49506

RUTHAD PETTICOATS AND
PANTIES
8869 Avis
Detroit, Michigan 48209

* MINNESOTA

PALOMINO SQUARE DANCE
SERVICE

7738 Morgan Ave. So.
Minneapolis, Mn. 55423
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Dress for the Dance
STORES handling square dance clothing are invited to write
SQUARE DANCING regarding a listing on this page.
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• MISSOURI
WESTERN SQUARES
INTERNATIONAL
13530 Tesson Ferry Rd.
St. Louis. Mo. 63128

* NEBRASKA

INDIAN VILLAGE
WESTERN SHOP
1244 High Street
Lincoln, NE 68502

NEW JERSEY

THE CORRAL
41 Cooper Ave.
West Long Branch, N.J. 07∎ 64

HICKORY HILLS
224 Highway 18
East Brunswick, NJ 08816

MADELYN FERRUCCI
CREATIONS
Brewster & Lake Rds
Newfield, N.J.08344

NEW MEXICO

SQUARE DANCE THREADS
608 W. Picacho
Las Cruces, NM 88001

* NORTH CAROLINA

PEARL'S OF RALEIGH

2109 Franklin Rd.
Raleigh, N.C. 27606

WHEEL AROUND
COUNTRY WESTERN
WEAR
1116 S. Glenburnie Rd.
P.O. Box 3055
New Bern, N.C. 28560

* OHIO
DART WESTERN SHOPPE
419 So. Arlington St.
Akron, Ohio 44306

F & S WESTERN SHOP
1553 Western Ave.
Toledo, Ohio 43609

M & H WESTERN FASHIONS
13002 Lorain Ave.
Cleveland, Ohio 44111

5517 Central Ave., N.E
Albuquerque, N.M. 87108

* OREGON
11909 N.E. Halsey
Portland. Or. 97220

* PENNSYLVANIA

LEE'S CALICO COUNTRY

1630 Lilac Drive
W. Middlesex, Pa. 16159

203 Vermont St.
Buffalo, 11 Y 14213

IRONDA SQUARE DANCE
SHOPPE
759 Washington Ave.
Rochester, N.Y. 14617

SKY RANCH SADDLERY
109-111 So. Main St.
Central Square, N.Y. 13036

ONELL'S APPAREL
AND RECORDS
4818 Louisville Ave.
Lubbock, Tx. 79413

THE SQUARE DANCE SHOP
1602 S. Monroe
Amarillo, Tx. 79102

* VIRGINIA
LIW WESTERN APPAREL

PETTICOAT CORNER

FORD'S FLUTTER WHEEL
FASHIONS

* NEW YORK
DO PASSO

412 W. Sam Houston
Pharr, Tx. 78577

11757 Hwy. 42
Sharonville, Ohio 45241

3509 Central NE
Albuquerque, NM 87106

1704 Moon NE
Albuquerque, NM 87112

FAWCETT'S SQUARE
DANCE SHOP

Rt. 3, Box 5E
Elkton, VA 22827

.

JEANETTE'S ORIGINALS

5632 E. Mockingbird Ln.
Dallas, Tx. 75206

SQUARE TOGS

PROMENADE SHOP

SQUARES & FLARES

C BAR S SQUARE DANCE
APPAREL & RECORDS

* TENNESSEE

THE DO-SI-DO SHOP
1138 Mosby Rd.
Memphis, Tenn. 38116

NICK'S WESTERN SHOP
245 E. Market St.
Kingsport, Tenn. 37660

* TEXAS

The Wigwam Antique Village
Hwy. One Northe
Richmond, VA 23060

WHEEL & DEAL SQUARE
DANCE SHOP
7517 Centreville Rd.
Manassas, Va. 22110

* WASHINGTON
RILEY'S RANCH CORRAL
750 Northgate Mall
Seattle, Wa. 98125

* WISCONSIN
PETTI-PANTS UNLIMITED
4400 Windsor Road
Windsor, WI 53598

• CANADA
LOU-ANN SQUARE DANCING
ACCESSORIES
12348 — Fort Road
Edmonton, Alberta T5B 4H5

THE CATCHALL

McCULLOCH'S DANCE 'WEAR
CENTRE INC.

1813 Ninth Street
Wichita Falls. Tx. 76301

1140 Dundas St.
London, Ontario, Canada N5W 3A8

Hot pink and apple green checked
gingham team up in this charming
spring design by Rita Cox. The
three tiers are sewn on an eightgore skirt. Each tier is soft corded
in contrasting fabric and finished
with a 11/2" white eyelet trim. The
cap sleeve is the same length as
each tier and trimmed similarly.
The green fabric features 1/4"
checks; the pink has 1/2" checks.
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.OUD NINE — Nylon Sh'
'za
le Bouffant everyone Pi s been waiting for — it is wonderfully comfortsp
lors — any size.
40 yd sweep ....$34.50
50 yd sweep ....$37.95
70 yd sweep ....$45.95
80 yd sweep
$51.95
lid Colors
lite
Lime
Beige
Maize
Brown
pie Green
Peach
Black
Peacock
Candy Pink
Royal
Blue
Yellow
Cerise
Id
Purple
Hot Pink
Red
Ivory

•

Light and airy — brilliant theatrical
60
sweep ....$39.95
100y sweep ...$65.95
Mint Green
Pink
Orange
Fluor. Cerise

Fluor. Lime
Fluor. Orange
Fuchsia

Kelly Green
Lilac
Navy

NEW DC-9 (ABOVE THE CLOUDS)
Double Layer Petticoats — two layers of nylon organza proportioned to please the most discriminating dancer!!
40 yd sweep
$36.95
50 yd sweep
$39.95
60 yd sweep
70 yd sweep
$49.95
80 yd sweep
$55.95
100 yd sweep
Available in all of the above colors listed.

$44.95
$71.95

PARTY PETTICOATS OF NYLON MARQUISETTE
Colors: White, Black, Red, Navy, Purple, Pink, Lilac, Coral, Orange, Br. Yellow, Kelly Green, Brown. Lt. Blue, Royal Blue, Shocking
Pink, Yellow Gold, Lime Green, Mint Green, Turquoise
30 yd sweep ...$18.95 35 yd sweep ...$21.95 50 yd sweep . . .$25.95 75 yd sweep . . .$38.95 100 yd sweep ..$45.95
Handing charge on all petticoats — $2.00 (covers insurance, mailing, etc.)
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"Does that convince you we need a workshop?"

The BEST SQUARE SHOE
in All America
At This Price
COMPARE AND
YOU'LL AGREE

Widths A-B-C-D-E-EE-EEE
Sizes 6-12
Colors — Black orBrown
We pay postage anywhere

All Leather — Top Qualify

GORDON BROTHERS
2488 PALM AVE.

BOX 841 - HIALEAH, FLORIDA 33011

